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Chapter 1

Introduction

If you are using a phone or a laptop that was made after the start of the previous
decade, it is very likely powered by chips with a feature size less than or equal to
22 nm. The feature size, i.e. the minimum distance between the source and the
drain, of a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices used in integrated circuit (IC)
chips has shrunk from a 10 µm scale in the 1970s to a few nm in the 2010s. This
reduction in feature size has enabled manufacturers to add more transistors to an
IC chip, thereby improving its efficiency, while decreasing its size. The number of
transistors in an IC chip roughly doubles every 18-24 months, as predicted famously
by Gordon Moore. When Moore made this prediction in the 1970s, computers were
huge and bulky. Since then, the size of the electrical and electronic devices that
we use on a daily basis has reduced considerably. This has also led to a new range
of wearable technologies like smart watches and fitness trackers, which were only a
part of science fiction pop culture a couple of decades ago.

The scaling down of the feature size of transistors has undoubtedly made our
lives easier. However, this comes with a lot of caveats, mainly related to over-
heating. Specifically, the reduction of feature size comes with high power densities,
generation of thermal hot-spots and high chip temperatures, which results in a de-
crease of the efficiency of the ICs [1]. Thermal hot-spots on the chip and thermal
management of individual transistors are troubling device designers. Moreover, the
implementation of novel and complex device geometries, as well as the use of mate-
rials with a thermal conductivity that is lower than that of Silicon (e.g. Germanium),
complicate the removal of heat from the device. This paradigm shift towards novel
and complex devices calls for a new attitude towards device design that is focused
on heat transport at the nanoscale [2]. In this chapter, the phenomenon of heat
transport, in particular transfer of heat by thermal conduction will be introduced.
The importance of heat transport at the nanoscale and some of the experimental
observations and modeling efforts that have furthered our understanding of this
phenomenon will be briefly discussed.



Introduction

1.1 Heat transport
Transport of heat, i.e. thermal energy, plays an important role in our daily lives.
Ranging from regulating the temperature of our body to cooling down our electronic
devices, the importance of heat transport is not often valued as we go about with
our lives. Efficient management of heat is crucial in designing devices like internal
combustion engines, electronics, space crafts, solar collectors, gas turbines and
radiators. In some applications, excess heat has to be removed and in others, it has
to be added. The challenge for the engineers and scientists is to design systems in
such a way that the usage or dissipation of heat can be optimized.

Heat is transported mainly by three mechanisms, conduction, convection and
radiation. In solids the dominating mechanism is conduction, while in liquids and
gases both conduction and convection contribute. Radiation is relevant to solids
at very high temperatures and to gases and gas-solid systems. Conduction takes
place between a hot region and a cold region, either within a system or between
a system and its surroundings. The system tries to reach thermal equilibrium with
its surroundings, and its thermal evolution is governed by the second law of ther-
modynamics. Heat convection results from the flow of a fluid carrying heat along
with the bulk flow of matter. In radiation, heat is transferred by the emission of
electromagnetic radiation. In this thesis, we focus on heat conduction in solids, in
particular semiconductors.

1.2 Heat conduction in solids
In solids, the conduction of heat takes place by the combination of the vibrations of
atoms in the lattice and the movement of electrons. In the case of non-metallic solids
like semiconductors, the latter contribution is negligible. In such cases, heat transfer
can be interpreted as transfer of vibrational energy from one atom to another. The
law for heat conduction, also known as Fourier’s law, was postulated by Joseph
Fourier after a series of experiments. In his 1807 memoir on the propagation of
heat, Fourier had derived his famous heat conduction equation and the associated
boundary conditions [3]. He then applied it to different geometrical shapes and
solved it using techniques like separation of variables and Fourier series. It was not
until 1822, when he published his seminal work ’The analytical theory of heat’ [4],
that his contributions to the subject were recognized by the contemporary scientists
of that time. His work still stands as one of the most important landmarks in the
development of a theory for solving boundary problems using partial differential
equations.

Fourier’s law states that the rate at which heat propagates through a material
is proportional to the negative temperature gradient across the material and to
the area perpendicular to the direction of heat flow. The one-dimensional form of
Fourier’s law can be written as

qx =−κdT

d x
, (1.1)
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Figure 1.1. Thermal conductivity of materials from various classes. A theoretically
predicted temperature power law is shown for certain materials. Figure adapted with
permission from Ref. [5].

where qx is the heat flux along the x-direction, κ is the thermal conductivity and
dT

/
d x is the heat gradient along the x-direction. The thermal conductivity κ, an

intrinsic property, is a measure of the ability of a material to conduct heat. Materials
with high thermal conductivity, e.g. metals, conduct heat faster in comparison to
materials with low thermal conductivity like insulators. The thermal conductivities
of several materials in the temperature range of 1 K to 1000 K are shown in Figure
1.1. Graphite and diamond, allotropes of carbon, have the highest bulk thermal
conductivity at room temperature.

The suitability of a material for any thermo-physical application is dependent
on its thermal conductivity. As a result, the experimental and theoretical character-
ization of the thermal conductivity is of great significance. Traditional techniques
for measuring the thermal conductivity of macroscopic samples involve a simple
application of Fourier’s law. For instance, in the guarded hot plate method [6], a
sample is sandwiched between two plates. One of them is heated and the other one
is cooled or heated to a lesser extent. The temperatures of the two plates are mon-
itored and when steady state is reached, the heat input, temperatures of the plates
and the thickness of the sample are used to calculate the thermal conductivity.
With the discovery of Joule heating in the 1840s, direct heating methods were used
to measure the thermal conductivity of materials. The methods described above
require a long waiting time to reach steady state, before any measurement can be
performed [7]. Transient methods provide an advantage over steady-state methods
concerning this drawback. In transient techniques, measurements are done during
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the heating of the sample, either periodically or by using a pulse. This results in
a heat response that is periodic or transient, respectively. Commonly used tran-
sient techniques include the transient hot wire method, the pulsed power method,
the laser flash method, the 3ω method, and frequency domain thermoreflectance
(FDTR). Most of the methods mentioned above are suitable for bulk or micro-
scale samples. However, special techniques and devices are required to measure the
thermal conductivity of samples with lengths in the nanoscale regime, as will be
discussed later in this chapter.

Along with the development of experimental techniques to characterize the ther-
mal conductivity of materials, accurately predicting the thermal conductivity of ma-
terials and its dependence on parameters like temperature using theories and models
has attracted attention. Fourier’s law in itself does not provide a way of predicting
the thermal conductivity of a material. The first steps in this direction come from
Boltzmann’s kinetic theory of gases, which is a simple model that can be used to
calculate the thermodynamic properties of gases. In this model, gases are described
as a collection of submicroscopic particles that are in constant random motion.
These particles undergo elastic collisions with each other and with the walls of the
container. The thermal conductivity of such a perfect gas is given by

κ= 1

3
Cvvλ, (1.2)

where Cv is the constant volume specific heat, v is the mean velocity of the particles
and λ is the average distance a particles travels in between the collisions. The
thermal conductivity can be thought of as a product of the amount of energy
carried by a particle, the velocity with which it moves around and the average
distance it travels before it scatters from another particle. In 1900, Paul Drude, in
his famous Drude model [8], extended Eq. 1.2 to calculate the thermal conductivity
contribution from electrons moving around in a solid. In metals, due to the presence
of a large number of free electrons, the majority of the heat is carried by the
electrons. However, in the case of semiconductors and insulators the majority of
the heat is carried by phonons, i.e. vibrational excitations in the system.

1.3 The concept of phonons
The concept of atoms vibrating in a lattice was first proposed by Einstein in 1907, in
his model for a solid [9]. He proposed that each atom in a lattice is an independent
harmonic oscillator, with quantized energy, and that all the atoms vibrate with
the same frequency. Even though his model was able to find the missing piece of
the puzzle of the Dulong-Petit law concerning the temperature dependence of the
specific heat, it did not correctly describe the specific heat at low temperatures,
incorrectly predicting an exponential decay. It was Peter Debye who suggested
that the excitations of a solid are not oscillations of a single atom, but rather
collective modes traveling through the material [10]. These vibrational modes can
be considered as sound waves traveling through the solid with a velocity equal
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to that of the speed of sound in the material. From the principles of quantum
mechanisms, it is known that the energy of these vibrational modes can only be a
multiple of a basic amount of energy, or a ’quantum’. These quanta of vibration are
called ’phonons’, drawing parallels to photons in electromagnetic radiation. Like
photons, phonons also follow the Bose-Einstein distribution. The Debye model for
a solid treat the atomic vibrations as phonons in a box. However, the frequencies of
these vibrations are limited by the propagating medium, i.e. the solid, and cannot
be infinite. The cut-off frequency was chosen by Debye in such a way that there are
exactly 3N vibrational modes in the system, with N being the number of atoms.
This cut-off frequency is called the Debye frequency. With this model, Debye
was able to correctly reproduce the experimentally found T 3 dependence of the
specific heat at low temperatures and the leveling off to Einstein’s 3kBN at high
temperatures.

In the picture of a Debye solid described above, a phonon can be considered
as a wave propagating through a solid with a definite frequency, wavelength and
wavevector. However, phonons can also be viewed as carriers of heat. By drawing
parallels with the kinetic theory of gases, the hot and cold regions in a material
can be considered as regions of high and low phonon density, respectively. The
system will then try to reestablish equilibrium according to the second law of ther-
modynamics. To each phonon mode, we can assign a specific heat (the amount
of heat that changes the temperature of the phonon mode by 1 Kelvin), a velocity
and a mean free path (average distance traveled by the phonon between scattering
events). The thermal conductivity can be obtained by the summation of the product
of the specific heat, velocity and the mean free path over all phonon modes.

The specific heat and the velocity of sound are material properties that are
largely independent of the material’s structure at the nanoscale. However, the
mean free path of phonons in a material is dependent on its nanoscale structure. It
can range from a few nanometers in a disordered material up to a few micrometers in
a perfectly crystalline material. In perfectly crystalline bulk solids, where the mean
free path of phonons is much smaller than the system dimension, thermal transport
is limited by phonon-phonon scattering, which is temperature dependent. However,
for nanoscale structures, the phonon mean free path can be longer than the system
dimension. In these systems, the influence of phonon-phonon interactions can be
neglected, and thermal transport is dominated by scattering of phonons at the
surface, or at defects, interfaces and dislocations. Fourier’s law (Eq. 1.1) is valid
only in the diffusive transport regime, i.e. when the mean free path of phonons
is smaller than the system dimensions. When the phonon mean free path exceeds
the system dimensions, a situation that arises in nanoscale structures, the heat
transport is said to be in the ballistic regime. In the ballistic transport regime,
Fourier’s law cannot be applied. This calls for more sophisticated approaches that
can fully capture the phenomena of heat transport at the nanoscale.
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1.4 Nanoscale thermal transport
Nanoscale thermal transport deals with the study of heat transport in materials
and structures with characteristic length scale in the range of 1 nm to a few 100
nm. In the last three decades, with the advancements in synthesis, characterization
and processing of materials, experimentalists have been able to fabricate a variety
of structures with dimensions and features in the nanoscale regime. This includes
quantum dots (0D), nanotubes and nanowires (1D), graphene nanoribbons and thin
films (2D), and nanostructured bulk materials (3D). The early stage of nanoscale
thermal transport research was driven by studies that looked at the fundamental
mechanisms of heat transport in these systems. In recent years, there has been
an increased focus on understanding and improving the efficiency of systems and
devices for technological applications [11]:

• Thermal management in microelectronics [1, 2, 12,13]

• Thermoelectric energy conversion [14–18]

• Thermal energy storage [19–23]

• Thermal rectification [24–26]

• Heat assisted magnetic recording [27–29]

1.4.1 Thermal management in microelectronics
The need for faster, cheaper and more powerful computing has led to increasing
device density and progressive device miniaturization. This has motivated scien-
tists and engineers to develop new materials, processes and design methodologies.
Some of the most important technological and societal advancements in modern
history were the result of this drive for improved electronic devices. As shown in
Figure 1.2, in the last five decades the number of transistors in an integrated circuit
has exponentially increased from a few tens to a billion. As of 2019, AMD’s Epyc
processors with 39.1 billion transistors [30] have the largest number of transistors
in any commercially available microprocessor. The increased device density and
shrinking sizes have led to high power densities, heat generation and chip temper-
atures, which affect the reliable operation of the integrated circuits. For instance,
the power requirements in some modern processors can be up to 250 W (see Figure
1.2). The high power densities can lead to millimeter-scale hotspots, i.e. regions of
higher heat flux that are 10 - 30 °C hotter than the rest of the chip [31]. The high
temperature hotspots and the large thermal gradients call for effective removal of
heat from these devices to improve their reliability. Within individual transistors,
novel and complex design geometries and use of materials with low thermal conduc-
tivities has led to thermal management problems [1]. Understanding the thermal
transport phenomena at the nanoscale will lead to improved thermal management
solutions in these devices.
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Figure 1.2. 42 years of microprocessor trend data. Microprocessor trend from the last
4 decades, showing the increase in the number of transistor and operational power. "42
years of microprocessor trend data" by Karl Rupp is licensed under CC BY 4.0.

Thermal management issues bug all four packaging levels in a microelectronic
device: (1) transistor level, (2) chip level, (3) board level and (4) system level [13].
At the transistor level, due to the solid-solid interfaces of the semiconductor com-
ponents and the metal interconnects, thermal management issues are dominated
by classical size effects (boundary scattering) and thermal resistance due to the
vibrational mismatch of the materials. Self-heating (Joule heating) also occurs due
to the scattering of phonons and electrons. At the chip level, i.e. the processor as
a whole, size effects and localized hotspots lead to thermal challenges. Board-level
(e.g. motherboard) thermal management problems involve removing large amounts
of heat with minimum thermal gradient. At the system-level (e.g. a phone or a
laptop), large amounts of heat must be exchanged with the surroundings using
minimum volume or mass of the system.

Modern microelectronic devices comprise of different materials with widely dif-
ferent thermo-physical properties and feature sizes. Apart from silicon, which forms
the backbone of the semiconductor industry, new III-V materials such as GaAs, InAs
or InSb, or group IV materials such as Ge, have seen the limelight. Their superior
electronic properties compared to Si can help in scaling down devices to feature
sizes less than 10 nm. Further scaling down can be achieved using new geometries
like multi-gate or FinFET devices and by using nanostructures like nanowires and
nanotubes [32]. Significant advances in the field of metrology have led to the quan-
tification of thermal properties of these materials and structures. Advancements
were also made in the measurement of the thermal resistance of the interface be-
tween materials, and in the temporal and spatial mapping of the temperature at
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chip, board and system levels. Techniques like the 3ω method [33, 34], thermore-
flectance [35], and the microfabricated bridge technique [36] have been used to
quantify thermal properties of materials with nanoscale features and sizes. Using
frequency-domain and time-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR and TDTR, respec-
tively), it has been shown that the mean free path of phonons in silicon at room
temperature can range from 0.1 to 1µm [35, 37], as opposed to a mean free path
of 40 nm obtained from Eq. 1.2 by using the specific heat and speed of sound. It
was also shown that about 40% of the thermal conductivity at room temperature
comes from phonons with a mean free path greater than 1 µm [35]. Hence, at
device operating temperatures, there will be a significant reduction in the thermal
conductivity of silicon when the feature sizes or the hotspot dimensions are equal
to the phonon mean free path. Apart from thermal characterization of materials,
various experimental techniques have been used to study spatial and temporal vari-
ations of the temperature on different packaging levels and individual transistor
levels. These techniques include thermal imaging using thermoreflectance [38–40],
micro-Raman spectroscopy [41] and scanning thermal microscopy [42,43].

Thermal interface materials (TIMs) are used to reduce the thermal barriers
caused by air gaps between a heat sink and a heat-generating device like a chip.
High thermal conductivity, low thermal contact resistance, good filling capability
and long-term stability are some of the requirements for a good TIM. Traditionally,
thermal greases (also called as thermal pastes), phase change materials and thermal
epoxides are used as TIMs. Recently, the use of nanoscale materials along with the
traditional TIMs to enhance their efficiency has gained interest. A dense array of
aligned carbon nanotubes was shown to have improved thermal conductance as
compared to traditional solders [44]. A recent study has shown that a polymer
matrix filled with a nanowire array aligned along the direction of heat conduction
can reduce the thermal resistances up to an order of magnitude as compared to
traditional thermal pastes [45]. Graphene, the wonder material of the 2000s, has
been shown to increase the effective thermal conductivity when added to a polymer
matrix up to 2300% [46].

With the accelerated drive towards novel device geometries, miniaturization, ma-
terials with improved thermo-physical properties, improved material interfaces and
contact resistances, nanoscale thermal transport research is becoming an integral
part of optimizing the design and fabrication of microelectronics.

1.4.2 Thermoelectric energy conversion
The global energy demand has been growing at a steady rate of 2.4%/year since
the 1850s and is showing no signs of slowing down [47]. Energy conversion is one
of the least efficient processes. Almost 90% of the energy is first converted to heat,
12% of which is then converted for the end use [48]. It is estimated that these
conversion losses can be reduced by a theoretical maximum of 89% [49, 50]. This
would not only reduce the demand for scarce fuel resources, more importantly it
will reduce the global CO2 emissions.

In order to reduce the conversion losses, waste heat can be recovered from a
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process involving a gas or a liquid and added back to the process as an additional
energy source. This energy can be used to create more heat, or to generate elec-
tricity or mechanical power [51]. However, this adds additional components to
the process, leading to more losses. Among the various technologies suitable for
waste heat recovery, thermoelectric energy conversion offers a direct conversion of
waste heat into electricity. It works by the principle of the Seebeck effect, which
is entirely a solid-state phenomenon, thereby removing the need for any additional
components or use of toxic chemicals.

The efficiency of thermoelectric conversion is given by the figure of merit Z T .
It is defined as

Z T = S2σT

κ
, (1.3)

where S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity and κ is the
thermal conductivity. A Z T value in the range of 3-5 will result in an efficiency
greater than 50% of the Carnot efficiency, making it competitive with traditional
conversion technologies like steam turbines and gas turbines. Improving Z T comes
with its own caveats since the three transport coefficients, S, σ and κ, are in-
terdependent. Increasing or decreasing one of these coefficients without affecting
another is a difficult task. For example, as shown in Figure 1.3, Z T values in bulk
materials have to be optimized with respect to carrier concentration due to the
balance between an increase in electrical conductivity and a decrease in Seebeck
coefficient. Until the 1990s, there was no significant improvement beyond a Z T
value of 1 for bulk materials, as shown in Figure 1.4. In 1993, Lyndon Hicks and
the late Mildred Dresselhaus published two seminal papers on using the effect of
quantum confinement in low-dimensional materials to increase S2σ and decrease κ,
thereby increasing Z T [52,53]. However, the increase in Z T obtained by increasing
the factor S2σ is met by limitations, as shown theoretically in a recent study [54].
This leaves reducing the thermal conductivity κ as a steadfast way of improving
thermoelectric efficiency.

Several studies have reported significant breakthroughs in achieving a Z T value
greater than 1 by reducing the lattice thermal conductivity, using nanostructures
with different sizes, shapes and features. Reduced thermal conductivity in thin-film
superlattices, periodic structures of layers of two or more materials, has been inves-
tigated since the 1980s [57]. A Z T ∼ 2.4 was reported in a p-type Bi2Te3/Sn2Te3

system, compared to a value of 1 in bulk Bi2Te3 alloys. The high value of Z T was
attributed to the low thermal conductivity of 0.22 W/m K along the cross-plane
direction [58]. PbTe based quantum-dot superlattices were reported to have a Z T
value in the range of 1-2 at room temperature [59]. The reduction of the thermal
conductivity in superlattices has been attributed to various effects, coming from
two schools of thought. One treats the phonons coherently, i.e. as waves. The
periodicity of the superlattice modifies the phonon spectrum leading to changes in
group velocity, band-gap formation and scattering mechanisms [60–63]. The other
school of thought treats phonons as incoherent particles and attributes the thermal
conductivity reduction to the scattering of phonons at the interface between the
layers [64–67]. Results based on a model that treats the interface scattering to
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Figure 1.3. Optimization of ZT value of a thermoelectric material. Maximizing
the value of ZT requires optimizing the interplay between thermal conductivity, Seebeck
coefficient and electrical conductivity. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [55].

be partially specular and partially diffuse is in agreement with experimental results
on GaAs/AlAs and Si/Ge superlattices [67]. Of these two schools of thought, the
coherent phonon picture cannot explain the magnitude and thickness dependence
of the thermal conductivity of superlattices with thickness larger than a few atomic
layers [68,69]. This is because the scattering of phonons at the interfaces destroys
their coherence [70,71].

Randomly distributed ErAs nanoparticles in InGaAs can reduce the thermal con-
ductivity significantly [72]. However, only an optimum volume fraction of the ErAs
nanoparticles results in a maximum Z T value of 1.3 due to the reduction in electron
mobility with introducing the nanoparticles in the bulk system. A high Z T value of
2.2 at 600 K was reported for Na doped PbTe nanostructured with SrTe, subjected
to powder processing and spark plasma sintering. By combining nanostructures that
scatter phonons with short and medium mean free paths, and grain boundaries that
scatter long mean free path phonons, a significant reduction in thermal conductivity
was achieved [73].

The most remarkable enhancement of Z T values in nanostructures was reported
in silicon nanowires. Silicon, which has a bulk thermal conductivity of ∼ 140 W/m
K at 300 K (see Figure 1.1), is a poor thermoelectric material with a Z T value of
0.01 [74]. A sixtyfold increase in Z T to a value of 0.6 at room temperature was
reported in rough silicon nanowires of 50 nm diameter, synthesized using electroless
etching [15]. Another study reported a Z T value of 1 at 200 K in rough silicon
nanowires with a diameter of 20 nm [16]. The reduction in thermal conductivity
results from the scattering of phonons at point defects at the nanowire surface and
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Figure 1.4. Timeline of ZT values. Maximum achieved ZT values for some important
thermoelectric materials in the course of time. Figure adapted with permission from
Ref. [56].

from classical size effects. Superlattice nanowires are predicted to have significantly
larger Z T values compared to their alloy counterparts. A Z T value of 6 at 77 K was
calculated for PbTe/PbSe superlattice nanowires [75]. The thermal conductivity of
superlattice nanowires can be tuned by changing the diameter, period length and the
orientation of the crystal along the wire axis [76, 77]. Among III-V semiconductor
nanowires, InSb nanowires are predicted to have the highest Z T value as compared
to InAs, GaAs and InP nanowires. InSb nanowires with a diameter of 5 nm have a
theoretical Z T value of 4 [78]. The Z T value is predicted to increase with decreasing
diameter due to the increase in the rate of boundary scattering. However, due to
the difficulty of fabricating thin nanowires of high quality, the present Z T values
are still low for practical applications.

1.4.3 Thermal energy storage

An economically viable thermal energy storage technology can improve the efficiency
and bring down the energy cost of solar thermal power plants and industrial waste
heat recovery systems [79]. Among the various technologies currently available,
storing latent heat using phase change materials (PCMs) has gained popularity in
solar energy systems, waste heat recovery systems, central air-conditioning systems
and in energy-efficient buildings [79–85]. PCMs can provide heat at a high temper-
ature and allow for high-density energy storage [21]. Apart from being non-toxic,
non-corrosive, and low in cost, ideal PCMs should have a high specific heat, high
latent heat and high thermal conductivity. However, commonly used PCMs like
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paraffin have a very low thermal conductivity, of the order of 0.1 W/m K, leading
to low discharge and heating rates [82]. Other PCMs like molten salts suffer from
having a low specific heat [86].

Various studies have shown that dispersing various fillers, with desirable thermal
properties, in a base material can improve the thermal properties of PCMs. Such
nanofluids (when the base material is a liquid) or nanocomposites (when the base
material is a solid) have significantly higher thermal conductivities and specific heats
as compared to the pure material. The addition of silicon-dioxide nanoparticles
increased the specific heat of molten salts by 25% [87]. Alkali metal chloride salts
doped with 1% silica nanoparticles showed a 14.5% increase in specific heat [88].
A mixture of silica-alumina nanoparticles when added to molten salt increased the
specific heat by 57% in the liquid phase and by 22% in the solid phase [21]. A water
based nanofluid with 5% volume concentration of Cu nanoparticles showed a 54%
enhancement in thermal conductivity [89]. The thermal conductivity of paraffin was
increased by 60% by dispersing nano-magnetite particles [90]. Other fillers that
improved the thermal properties of PCMs include ultrathin-graphite foams [91],
carbon nanotubes [92], graphene nanoplatelets [93] and metallic foams [94].

Numerous efforts have been made to explain the enhancement in thermal con-
ductivity and heat capacity by the addition of nanoparticles to form nanofluids,
including (1) brownian motion of the particles [95,96], (2) high interfacial thermal
resistance [88,97], (3) formation of a liquid layer around the nanoparticles [98,99],
and (4) a high interface energy [87,88]. However, these approaches were not able to
explain the enhancement in thermal properties in a quantifiable way. Further studies
are required to provide a complete understanding of the mechanisms involved.

1.4.4 Thermal rectification
Thermal rectification is a phenomenon where the conduction of heat in a material
or a structure depends on the direction of the temperature gradient. The rate at
which heat is transferred along one direction, for a given temperature difference, is
not same as in the other direction, resulting in an asymmetry or directional bias in
the heat flow [100,101]. A sketch of a thermal diode is shown in Figure 1.5.

The first experimental observation of thermal rectification was reported in 1936,
at a contact between copper and copper oxide [102]. With potential application
in thermal transistors, thermal diodes and thermal logic, several experimental and
theoretical studies were performed to better understand the phenomenon of thermal
rectification.

Early theoretical works have shown that asymmetry in the direction of heat flow
and non-linearity are essential to achieve thermal rectification [104–109]. Within
the framework of Fourier’s law of conduction, these conditions can be achieved
when the thermal conductivity of material is a function of temperature and position
[104, 110], as in the case of a heterojunction between two materials with different
temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity κ(T ) [109, 111]. In the case
of a heterojunction made from bulk materials, a maximum thermal rectification is
obtained when the thermal resistances of the two materials are closely matched
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Figure 1.5. Sketch of a thermal diode made from a junction of two dissimilar mate-
rials. Figure inspired from Ref. [103].

[109,111,112].
The reduced dimensionality of graphene layers, nanotubes and nanowires makes

them ideal systems to achieve thermal rectification. Thermal rectification was re-
ported in carbon and boron nitride nanotubes that were non-uniformly mass-loaded
with heavy molecules [113]. A higher thermal conductance was observed when
the heat flow was in the direction of decreasing mass loading than in the opposite
direction.

Thermal rectification has been theoretically studied in nanostructures using
molecular dynamics. The structures studied include carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [114],
molecular junctions made from CNTs of two different diameters [115], CNTs with
varying diameter along the length of the tube [116], carbon nanocones [117], Y-
junctions made from CNTs [118], asymmetric graphene ribbons [119,120], an asym-
metric system made of CNTs connected by a graphene layer normal to its axis [121],
and pillared graphene-CNTs structures [122] (see Figure 1.6). Validating theoreti-
cal studies, thermal rectification was measured in a defect engineered monolayer of
graphene with nanopores on one side [26]. However, a recent experimental study
showed that a step-junction made from monolayer and bilayer graphene does not
show any thermal rectification [123]. This was attributed to the large thermal
boundary resistance resulting from the thermal decoupling of the layers.

Molecular dynamics studies of nanowires with certain shapes and features have
also shown thermal rectification. Thermal rectification was reported in an InAs-
GaAs core-shell graded nanowire, where the diameter changes along the wire [125].
The preferred direction of the heat flow is from the wide end to the narrow end.
The authors attributed this phenomenon to the formation of standing waves at
the narrow end when it is at a higher temperature. Standing waves hinder the
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(a) (b)Heat flow

Figure 1.6. Thermal rectification in nanostructures. (a) Triangular graphene
nanoribbons showing thermal rectification. (b) Asymmetric nanostructures as po-
tential thermal rectifiers: thin films, quantum dots, telescopic nanowires and
graphene sheets. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [124] and inspired from
https://www.purdue.edu/uns/images/2014/ruan-rectification.jpg.

propagation of phonons, thereby reducing the conductance, as also verified in the
case of graded InAs nanowires [126]. A model for a Si/Ge axial interface in a
nanowire showed thermal rectification [127]. The degree of thermal rectification
was found to be dependent on the interface thermal resistance (ITR). A large ITR
was calculated for diffuse junctions, while sharp, atomically flat junctions were found
to have the lowest ITR, showing a maximum degree of thermal rectification. The
rectification essentially results from the different temperature dependences of the
thermal conductivity of Si and Ge. Telescopic Si nanowires made by conjoining
nanowires of two different diameters were also found to show thermal rectification
[128]. The degree of thermal rectification and the ITR can be tuned by joining
nanowires of different diameters.

Another mechanism of thermal rectification occurs when ballistic phonons are
scattered by asymmetric nanostructures [109,129,130]. A molecular dynamics study
showed that an asymmetric tapered polymer structure exhibits thermal rectification
[131]. The degree of thermal rectification was found to strongly depend on the
length of the system, with the heat flow being diffusive in the forward direction and
ballistic in the backward direction.

1.5 Novel observations in nanoscale thermal trans-
port

The rapid advancements in micro- and nanoscale fabrication techniques have led
to novel characterization techniques and devices for studying thermal conductance
in various nanostructures. Along with the implementation of new fabrication tech-
niques for nanoscale materials and their use in commercial applications, the metrol-
ogy of these materials and measurement devices has seen an increased interest.
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This progress has enabled the observation of novel thermal transport phenomena,
as shown by various groundbreaking experiments, thereby improving the under-
standing of nanoscale thermal transport. In this section, some of these experiments
will be discussed.

1.5.1 Quantization of thermal conductance

Quantization of electrical conduction in mesoscopic systems, when the wavelength
of the electrons becomes comparable to the system dimensions, is a well-studied
phenomenon [132]. It has been shown that electrical conductance of a quasi-1D
constriction between two reservoirs is a multiple of the quantum of conductance
2e2/h [133]. The magnitude of the electrical conductance is dependent only on
the number of channels within the constriction and not on the physical properties
of the material itself. This behaviour is well described by Landauer’s formalism for
electron transport [134,135].

Drawing parallels to electron transport in mesoscopic systems, researchers have
speculated about a similar observation of quantization of thermal conductance [136].
The first experimental observation of quantized thermal conductance was reported
by Schwab et al. in 2000 [137]. They studied the thermal conductance of 1D
nanostructures using a suspended device (see Figure 1.7) at very low temperatures
(of the order of 1 mK) and found that the thermal conductance Gth approaches
the value 16g0, where g0 is the quantum of thermal conductance as predicted by
theory for phonon transport in a 1D ballistic channel [138,139],

g0 =
π2k2

BT

3h
, (1.4)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and h is Planck’s
constant.

At low temperatures, the 1D nanostructure essentially acts as a phonon waveg-
uide, similar to the optical waveguides for light. This is one of the essential criteria
for observing quantization of thermal conductance. Another criterion is that the
transmission coefficient of phonon modes should be close to 1, i.e. the phonons
should not scatter within the nanostructure into other phonon modes. The final
criterion is that the resolution of the measurement technique is high enough to
observe the contribution to Gth from a single phonon mode [137]. As in the case of
electrical conductance, the quantum of thermal conductance is universal and does
not depend on the thermo-physical properties of the material. A measurement of
quantized thermal conductance at room temperature was reported for single-atom
junctions made of gold using novel calorimetric scanning probes with picowatt res-
olution [140]. Such advanced techniques will enable the study of thermal transport
in atomic and molecular chains, which will increase the fundamental knowledge of
thermal transport at the nanoscale.
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Figure 1.7. Measurement of quantization of thermal conductance. Plot of measured
thermal conductance normalized by the expected thermal conductance 16g0 from 4 chan-
nels. At low temperature the value is close to 1, indicating quantized thermal conductance.
Inset: suspended device used in the experiments. Figure adapted with permission from
Ref. [137].

1.5.2 Measurement of the thermal conductivity of individual
nanowire and nanotubes

Performing thermal conductivity measurements on a single nanowire or nanotube
is extremely challenging due to the small length scales involved. The first exper-
iment to measure the thermal conductivity of an individual multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) was done by Kim et al. in 2001 [141]. The measurements
were performed on a suspended device, consisting of two membranes, suspended
using beams of silicon nitride, with Pt lines on top. The Pt lines can be used to
pass a heating current on one membrane and a sensing current on the other, es-
sentially converting the membranes to a heater and a thermometer. A MWCNT is
then placed to bridge the two membranes. Using a simple heat transfer model, the
thermal conductance of the MWCNT can be calculated from the change in thermal
resistance of the Pt lines on the sensing membrane as a function of the applied
power. Using the appropriate geometrical factors, the thermal conductance can be
converted to a thermal conductivity. The reported room-temperature thermal con-
ductivity of a single MWCNT is 3,000 W/m K, which is two orders of magnitude
higher than that reported for single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) [142].

The thermal conductivity of single nanowires was also measured using the sus-
pended membrane device technique. Li et al. in 2003 studied the thermal con-
ductivity of individual, single-crystalline silicon nanowires (SiNWs) with different
diameters of 22, 37, 56 and 115 nm, over a temperature range of 20-320 K [143].
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The thermal conductivity of the thinnest wire was about two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of bulk Si. The reduction in thermal conductivity was attributed
to increased phonon-boundary scattering and possible phonon confinement effects.
Another interesting observation was that, while thick wires (56 and 115 nm) show
a classical T 3 behaviour of the thermal conductance at low temperatures, thinner
wires (22 and 37 nm ) deviate from this behaviour, as shown in Figure 1.8. This was
later confirmed by another study on thin SiNWs, where the thermal conductance
scaled approximately linearly with temperature in the range of 20-100 K [144]. This
was attributed to the frequency-dependent phonon boundary scattering, leading to
an interplay of specular (ballistic) and diffusive modes in the wires.

Figure 1.8. Thermal conductivity of silicon nanowires. Thermal conductivity of silicon
nanowires with different diameters, measured using the suspended memrane technique.
Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [143].

The suspended membrane device technique has been used to study the ther-
mal conductance of a variety of nanowire systems like SiGe [145, 146], BiTe [147],
InSb [148] and InAs [149]. However, this technique has a few drawbacks and care
has to be taken in handling issues like radiation losses to the surroundings [150],
background conductance of the membranes [151] and contact resistance between
the nanowire and the bridge [152,153].

1.5.3 Breakdown of Fourier’s law
As discussed in the previous sections, the thermal transport properties of nanostruc-
tured systems are significantly different from bulk materials. A question that has
occupied researchers is whether Fourier’s law, proposed almost 200 years ago, can
still be used to describe heat conduction at the nanoscale. As seen in Section 1.2,
Fourier’s law establishes a proportionality between the heat flux and the tempera-
ture gradient in a material. The proportionality constant, the thermal conductivity
κ of a material, is an intrinsic property and does not depend on the size of the
system. However, this is only true for bulk materials, where the heat transport is
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mainly diffusive. During diffusive heat transport, the heat carriers (e.g. phonons)
undergo multiple collisions, resulting in a mean free path (MFP) much shorter
than the characteristic length scale of the system. This establishes a local thermal
equilibrium, where heat flows along a continuous temperature gradient within the
material. However, when the temperature gradient changes rapidly at length scales
comparable to the MFP of heat carriers, Fourier’s law becomes invalid. In such
cases, the heat carriers travel ballistically without undergoing collisions and the ra-
tio of heat flux to temperature gradient varies in space. The thermal conductivity
is then no longer an intrinsic material property, but becomes dependent on the sys-
tem size. Such behaviour indicates anomalous heat conduction and a breakdown
of Fourier’s law.

Ballistic phonon transport happens when the mean free path of phonons, lph,
is much larger than the characteristic length scale of the system, L. When the
condition lph À L is satisfied, a phonon can travel within the system without any
scattering. In such a scenario, the heat flux in the system will be different from
that predicted by Fourier’s law, which assumes rapid local equilibration by phonon
scattering events. In crystalline materials at room temperature, lph can be in the
range of hundreds of nanometers. Due to the strong frequency dependence of lph,
transport in nanosystems will often be quasi-ballistic, i.e. some phonons will be in
the ballistic regime, some phonons in the diffusive regime and others somewhere in
between.

A size-dependent thermal conductivity has been predicted by various theoretical
models in systems like harmonic chains [154, 155], the hard-sphere model [156],
the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model solid (a monoatomic solid with a simple anharmonic
approximation [157]), SWCNTs [158–160], and SiNWs [161]. In these systems the
thermal conductivity was predicted to depend on system length as

κ∼ Lβ (β≥ 0), (1.5)

where β = 0 corresponds to the case where Fourier’s law is valid. The value of β
is not universal and depends on the model [162]. For example, in harmonic chains
the value of β is 1 [154] and in CNTs β is in the range of 0.22-0.37 [158].

For an ideal system in the ballistic regime, the thermal conductivity is pro-
portional to L, the characteristic length of the system (β = 1). An easy way to
determine whether the thermal conductivity of a system behaves ballistically is to
measure it as a function of system size. Size-dependent ballistic behaviour has been
experimentally observed in nanostructures like thin films [163], superlattices [164],
CNTs [165], and nanowires [166,167].

Another situation where Fourier’s law breaks down is when a heater with nanoscale
dimensions dissipates heat to a bulk substrate, as in the case of transient thermal
grating experiments with a nanoscale source. This method was first pioneered by
Siemens et al. [168], who used an ultrafast coherent X-ray beam to study how a
nanoscale heat source consisting of periodic Ni lines dissipates heat to a bulk sub-
strate. The periodic Ni lines were heated using ultrashort laser pulses. The authors
reported the first observation of a transition from a diffusive to a quasi-ballistic heat
transport regime. The measured heat flux was lower (the thermal resistance was
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higher) than that predicted by Fourier’s law, which was attributed to the presence
of a ballistic thermal resistance.

The above experiments show that heat transport measurements on a system
in the quasi-ballistic regime can be used to obtain information about the phonon
MFPs in the system [169]. Let’s consider a heat source with a dimension L that
dissipates heat to a bulk substrate. For large L and L À lph, the heat transfer is
diffusive. As we decrease L, some phonons will satisfy the condition lph À L and
will introduce a ballistic thermal resistance. The magnitude of this resistance will
depend on the amount of heat carried by the phonons. By systematically varying
L, the contribution of phonons with different MFPs to the thermal conductivity can
be obtained from the change in ballistic thermal resistance. This method can be
used along with the transient thermal grating experiments described above or with
transient thermoreflectance measurements [170]. This technique has been used
to characterize the MFP and the frequency-dependent contribution of phonons
to the thermal conductivity in various semiconductor materials and alloys like Si
[35,169,171–173], Si0.99Ge0.01 [173], BAs [174], and GaN and GaAs [170,175].
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Figure 1.9. Mean free path spectra of phonons in bulk Si at different temperatures.
Symbols: measurements. Lines: results from first principles calculations. Figure adapted
from with permission Ref. [35].

An important observation from the studies mentioned above is that, depending
on the material and the temperature, phonon MFPs can range from a couple of
nanometers to a few tens or hundreds of micrometers. In bulk silicon, for example,
it was found that phonons with a MFP greater than 1 µm contribute to more
than 40% of the bulk thermal conductivity at room temperature [35] (see Figure
1.9). In the case of BAs, phonons with a MFP in the range of 1-10 µm contribute
to more than 50% of the thermal conductivity. This results in an especially high
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thermal conductivity of 1,300 W/m K at room temperature in high-quality BAs
samples [174]. Thus, knowing the MFP spectra of a material, we can get a rough
idea about the size at which a nanostructure might show ballistic heat transport,
provided that other necessary conditions, like high crystal quality, are satisfied.

Another regime of heat transport that has gained interest in the last few years
and where non-Fourier behaviour has been observed is the hydrodynamic phonon
transport regime. As the names suggests, in the hydrodynamic regime the heat
flow is comparable to fluid flow, like in the case of Poiseuille flow of a fluid in
a pipe (See Figure 1.10). In a fluid, the momentum-conserving collisions of par-
ticles do not influence the collective motion described by a drift velocity. In a
similar way, hydrodynamic phonon transport occurs when momentum-conserving
phonon scattering events are dominant [176]. This leads to non-resistive heat flow,
where phonons propagate collectively [177, 178]. In hydrodynamic transport, two
interesting phenomena occur, which are not observed in either diffusive or ballistic
transport [179]. The first phenomenon is phonon Poiseuille flow, where the heat
flux is reduced at the surface of a system as a result of diffusive surface scattering.
The second phenomenon is the occurrence of second sound, where a phonon pulse
travels within a system without any significant damping.

Figure 1.10. Different regimes of phonon transport. Figure inspired from Ref. [179].

In the hydrodynamic regime, the thermal conductivity increases with tempera-
ture faster than T 3. This behaviour manifests itself only at very low temperatures
in bulk materials and has been experimentally observed only in a few materials like
cyrstalline He4 [180] and strontium titanate [181]. Recently, hydrodynamic phonon
transport has been predicted to occur at much higher temperatures in materials
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with a high thermal conductivity, like graphene [179, 182–184], graphite [185] and
CNTs [179]. The prediction was experimentally verified in graphite at a tempera-
tures above 100 K [186]. Hydrodynamic thermal transport provides a new way of
understanding the behaviour of high thermal conductivity materials and could lead
to the potential application of such materials in cooling microelectronics.

1.6 Modeling nanoscale thermal transport
The advancements in experimental techniques have been going hand-in-hand with
the development of new theoretical models and computational techniques to better
understand the phenomenon of thermal transport at the nanoscale. Thanks to the
availability of cheap computing power, computational tools allow us to solve various
physical models with improved accuracy, across length scales ranging from the
atomistic level to the mesoscale. This has helped in gaining a deeper understanding
of novel thermal transport phenomena like ballistic and hydrodynamic heat flow and
of thermal transport properties of various materials at the nanoscale.

The early efforts on modeling thermal transport at the nanoscale were based on
the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) and molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. Simplified models based on phonon BTE have been used since the 1950s to
study the thermal conductivity of bulk materials using approximated phonon densi-
ties of states and scattering rates [187–190]. Solving the full phonon BTE is difficult
because of the complex collision term. Generally, approximations like the relaxation
time approximation (RTA) are used. Currently, the phonon BTE and its derivates
can be solved using phonon properties evaluated with force constants obtained
from first principles [191]. A variety of open-source solvers like shengBTE [192]
and phono3py [193] is now available to perform such calculations for bulk materials
and nanoscale structures. MD involves approximating the interactions of atoms in
a system using empirical potentials and calculating the time-dependent trajecto-
ries of the atoms by solving Newton’s equations of motion. MD simulations have
been used to calculate the thermal conductivity of various materials, the interface
thermal conductance and phonon properties like phonon dispersions, densities of
states and relaxation times [194–196]. An advantage of MD simulations is that
calculations can be done in parallel. Thanks to the advances in High Performance
Technical Computing (HPTC) and to the availability of parallelized MD codes like
LAMMPS [197], thermal transport in large systems, both bulk and nanostructures,
can be efficiently studied using MD.

Along with the development of microscopic (first principles and MD) and meso-
scopic (phonon BTE) methods, much effort has been put into the macroscopic
description of heat transport. The applied approaches are based on the generalized
form of heat transport equations and can be used to describe thermal transport
in a wide variety of regimes and length scales, including the ballistic and hydrody-
namic regimes. Heat transport in the quasi-ballistic regime has been modeled using
the ballistic-diffusive equations (BDE) [198, 199] and the Landauer formalism for
phonon transport [144,200]. The BDE method is an approximation of the phonon
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BTE using the RTA, where the distribution function is divided into two parts: one for
the ballistic contribution originating from the boundaries and a second part for the
diffusive contribution from the scattering of heat carriers. Phonon hydrodynamics
involves using transport equations analogous to classical hydrodynamic equations
to study phonon transport. The phonon hydrodynamics approach was first devel-
oped by Guyer and Krumhansl [201] as a solution to the linearized BTE. It was
later modified and applied to study thermal transport in nanostructures [202]. A
model based on the solution of the BTE proposed by Guyer and Krumhansl, called
the kinetic-collective model (KCM), has been successfully used to study thermal
transport in the diffusive and the hydrodynamic regime [177,203].

In this thesis, phonon transport in semiconductor materials, specifically gallium
phosphide, GaP, and indium antimonide, InSb, will be investigated using several of
the techniques mentioned above. We will attempt to understand the microscopic,
mesoscopic and macroscopic heat transport behaviour of these materials in the bulk
and in nanowires, and in different regimes of phonon transport: diffusive, ballistic
and hydrodynamic.

1.7 Thesis structure
A brief introduction to the field of nanoscale thermal transport and its various
applications is given in Chapter 1.

The basics of the various macroscopic and microscopic modeling techniques used
in this work, like lattice dynamics, the phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE),
the Landauer formalism for phonon transport, molecular dynamics and phonon wave
packet calculations, are explained in detail in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, we study the phonon properties, like frequencies and scattering
rates, of bulk wurtzite GaP, using force constants obtained from first principles.
The calculated phonon properties are used to solve the phonon BTE to obtain
the thermal conductivity. The contribution of the different phonon modes to the
thermal conductivity are analyzed in terms of its frequency and mean free path.

In Chapter 4, we study the diameter dependence of the thermal conductivity
of wurtzite GaP nanowires of a few nanometers thick using molecular dynamics.
The thermal conductivity is calculated from the integral of the average heat current
autocorrelation function using the linear response Green-Kubo formula. We find
a non-monotonic diameter dependence of the thermal conductivity in very thin
wurtzite GaP nanowires with diameters of only a few nanometers. Specifically, a
decrease with decreasing diameter is followed by an increase to a value of the thermal
conductivity exceeding that in the bulk. The increase in the thermal conductivity
is explained by an increase in the importance of hydrodynamic transport effects,
where the normal scattering rate of phonon-phonon interactions increases, while
the Umklapp scattering rate decreases.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the modeling of ballistic phonon transport in thin
wurtzite GaP nanowires with diameters of a few tens of nanometers. In 25 nm
diameter wires, heat flow is observed in the absence of a temperature gradient within
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the wire, with a thermal conductance that is independent of wire length. These
are indications of ballistic heat flow, which persists up to wire lengths of at least
15 µm. A remarkably sudden transition to diffusive heat flow is observed when the
diameter is doubled to 50 nm. The thermal conductance is surprisingly insensitive
to temperature above 50 K, showing that boundary scattering dominates other
scattering mechanisms. The experimental results are interpreted using a model
based on Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport. The number of phonon modes
in the nanowires is obtained from the phonon bandstructure of bulk wurtzite GaP,
calculated using density-functional theory (DFT), and phonon subband formation in
the nanowire. The model results agree well with the heat transport measurements
on both the 25 and 50 nm diameter wires, correctly predicting the magnitude of
the thermal conductance and its length dependence. We explain the diffusive to
ballistic transition by the localization of phonons in the 25 nm wire that reflect
diffusively from an amorphous oxide layer at the nanowire surface, accompanied by
a strong increase in the mean free paths of phonons that reflect mostly specularly.

In Chapter 6 we study the thermoelectric properties of zincblende InSb nanowires
with diameters in the range from 50 - 70 nm. By optimizing the carrier concen-
tration, which is controlled by a gate electrode, a Z T value (the figure of merit
for thermoelectric efficiency) of 1.5 at 350 K is obtained for 60 nm diameter wires.
Unlike the GaP nanowires discussed in Chapter 5, the heat transport in all the
nanowires of different diameters is diffusive. The experimentally measured depen-
dences of the thermal conductivity on nanowire diameter and temperature are mod-
eled using Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport. The calculated dependences
of the thermal conductivity on temperature and length agree reasonably well with
the experimental data. To understand the electronic transport in these wires as
a function of an applied positive gate voltage, we calculate the bandstructure of
electrons in the wire using the effective mass approximation. Quantum transport
measurements point at the occupation of only the first few subbands.

In Chapter 7, we study the impact of the width of surface-disordered nanowires
on phonon transport using atomistic phonon wave packet simulations. Phonon wave
packets created as a linear combination of eigenmodes are propagated through
a nanowire with a disordered surface sandwiched between two pristine nanowire
regions. A part of the wave packet is reflected, while another part is transmitted,
and a third part is trapped within the disordered region. The division of the energy
of the incident wave packet into transmitted, reflected and trapped parts depends on
various parameters like the central frequency of the incident wave packet, the length
of the disordered region, the disorder strength and the diameter of the nanowire. We
find that the transmission decreases according to diffusive transport with increasing
disorder length in the case of weak disorder while it decreases exponentially in the
case of strong disorder, indicating localization.

In Chapter 8, we discuss the results presented in this thesis and provide an
outlook.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Methods

A Thesis about nanoscale thermal transport would be incomplete without a chapter
dedicated to phonons and modeling phonon transport. The breadth of this topic is
such that it extends beyond the main purpose of this thesis. Fortunately, there are
many good books and review papers available on the subject of phonons and phonon
transport where the reader can find complementary and extensive discussions. The
reader will be directed to the appropriate references in each section.



Theoretical Methods

2.1 Lattice dynamics
The subject of lattice dynamics deals with the vibrations of atoms in a crystal.
When we imagine a crystalline material, we think of it as an ordered arrangement
of the atoms that constitute the material, held in static positions by strong chem-
ical bonds. However, the atoms are not frozen but vibrate/oscillate around their
equilibrium positions. These vibrations can have amplitudes of the order of 10% of
the interatomic distance. Various thermo-physical properties of the material are de-
pendent on the strength of these vibrations. For instance, temperature is a measure
of the amplitude of the atomic vibrations, and as the temperature increases, the
amplitude of these vibrations also increases. As seen in Chapter 1, the vibrations
are not independent, but take the form of collective modes that propagate through
the material. Such modes can be considered as waves traveling with a certain speed
through the material, which is the speed of sound for acoustic phonons with small
frequency. The quanta of these propagating waves are called phonons.

The traveling waves in a crystal can be characterized in terms of their wavelength
λ, frequency ω, amplitude and direction of propagation. The wavelength varies from
infinity down to interatomic distances. It is more convenient to use the wave vector
k instead of λ 1. The wave vector is defined as the vector parallel to the direction
of propagation of the wave and its magnitude is given by the relation | k |= 2π/λ.
The price that we have to pay for this is that we have to think of crystals in terms
of reciprocal space rather than real space. Reciprocal space is the space used to
represent the Fourier transform of a function in real space. A Fourier transform
takes us from real space to reciprocal space and vice versa. A lattice in reciprocal
space is called a reciprocal lattice. It does not correspond to an array of atoms, but
each point of the lattice is associated with a particular set of planes in the crystal.
The reciprocal lattice plays a crucial part in most analytical studies of crystals, e.g.
in the theory of diffraction.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the theory of lattice dynamics began with the model
of solids proposed by Einstein. The foundation for the modern theory of lattice
dynamics was set with the model proposed by Born and von Kármán in 1912 [204].
In their model, the interatomic forces are considered as harmonic. The harmonic
waves resulting from the atomic vibrations can then be treated independently, since
these waves do not interact with each other. The harmonic approximation is one
of the key approximations in the theory of lattice dynamics.

2.1.1 The harmonic approximation
The potential energy representing the interaction between two atoms can be rep-
resented as a curve shown in Figure 2.1, with a minimum at distance r0. At a
distance r > r0 the attractive forces (bonds) between the atoms want to bring them
together, while at a distance r < r0, i.e. at small separations, the forces become
repulsive due to Pauli’s exclusion principle. At the point of equilibrium r0, the at-
tractive and repulsive forces cancel each other out and the crystal becomes stable.

1Bold upright symbols will be used to indicate vectors.
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As expected, the energy of the crystal will be lower than the energy of the free
atoms. The cohesive energy is the energy required to pull the crystal apart into a
set of free atoms.
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Figure 2.1. Potential energy curve. Typical potential curve (black) for two atoms,
showing an attractive force at large distances and a repulsive force at short distances.
Also shown is the harmonic approximation (red) for the potential energy.

The potential energy can be represented as a Taylor expansion around the equi-
librium point r0:
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(r − r0)4 + ..., (2.1)

where the derivatives are taken at r = r0. In the harmonic approximation, the
potential energy around the equilibrium point is represented as a parabola, i.e. only
the quadratic term in Eq. 2.1 is kept and all the higher order terms are neglected.
The harmonic approximation may seem trivial, but in reality, it is quite powerful.
We shall see in the coming sections that it is an excellent starting point and leads
to an exact solution for the vibrational frequencies ω and their relationship with the
wave vector k.

2.1.2 Starting model: linear diatomic chain
Most textbooks on the subject of lattice dynamics begin with the model of a mono-
atomic chain. Here we will start with the 1D model of a crystal with two non-
equivalent atoms in the unit cell, since it will provide us a clear segue for general-
ization to more complex 3D systems. Figure 2.2 shows a diatomic lattice with unit
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cell composed of two atoms of masses m1 and m2, separated by an inter-atomic
distance a.

a

u2,n-1 u1,n u2,n u1,n+1

m1 m2

Figure 2.2. Diatomic chain model. Diatomic chain model with masses m1 and m2
connected by harmonic forces. The unit cell size is a and ui ,n denotes the displacement
of atom i in unit cell n from its equilibrium position.

The starting point of the model is the calculation of the energy of the two atoms
in the unit cell labelled as n

E1,n = 1

2
J
(
u1,n −u2,n

)2 + 1

2
J
(
u1,n −u2,n−1

)2, (2.2)

E2,n = 1

2
J
(
u2,n −u1,n

)2 + 1

2
J
(
u2,n −u1,n+1

)2, (2.3)

where J is the harmonic force constant, which can be obtained from a force field or
ab initio calculation, as we will see later.

The force acting on each atom is obtained from the derivative of the energy
with respect to its displacement

f1,n =−∂E1,n

∂u1,n
=−J

(
2u1,n −u2,n −u2,n−1

)
, (2.4)

f2,n =−∂E1,n

∂u1,n
=−J

(
2u2,n −u1,n −u1,n+1

)
. (2.5)

The displacements of the atoms u1,n and u2,n can be written in terms of waves
traveling through the crystal. In three dimensions, a wave with wave vector k and
angular frequency ω traveling through a crystal will displace an atom j at position
r j by

u j
(
r j , t

)= ũ j exp
(
i
(
k · rj −ωt

))
. (2.6)

In the case of the 1D diatomic lattice we have instead

u1,n(t ) = ũ1 exp(i (kna −ωt )), (2.7)

u2,n(t ) = ũ2 exp(i (kna −ωt )), (2.8)
where u1,n and u2,n are the amplitudes of motion of the two atoms. The position
r j can be treated as the origin of the unit cell containing the atom (r1 = r2 = na)
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or the actual positions of the atoms (na and (n +1/2)a). Here we use the former
treatment and hence the amplitude of the second atom u2,n will contain a phase
factor exp(i ka/2).

By using Newton’s equation, force = mass × acceleration, we can connect the
forces given by Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 to the acceleration, given by the second derivative
of Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8. After some simplifications and writing the displacements in
terms of phase factors exp(i ka), we end up with a set of linear equations 2:

m1ω
2u1,n = J (2u1,n −u2,n(exp(−i ka)+1), (2.9)

m2ω
2u2,n = J (2u2,n −u1,n(1+exp(i ka)). (2.10)

We introduce normalization with the atomic masses by the new variables

ω2
(

e1

e2

)
= D(k) ·

(
e1

e2

)
, (2.11)

where D(k) is the dynamical matrix given as

D(k) =
(

2J
/

m1 −J (1+exp(−i ka))
/p

m1m2

−J (1+exp(+i ka))
/p

m1m2 2J
/

m2

)
. (2.12)

Equation 2.11 represents a simple eigenvalue problem, with the values ω2 being
the eigenvalues of the matrix D(k). The eigenvalues obtained by solving this problem
are real since the matrix D(k) is an Hermitian matrix, i.e. its transpose is equal to
its complex conjugate.

For small values of the wave vector k, the dynamical matrix D(k → 0) can be
easily diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues

ω2
1(k) = J 2a2

2(m1 +m2)
k2; ω2

2(k) = 2J

(
1

m1
+ 1

m2

)
−O(k2). (2.13)

The first solution represents a sound wave with velocity v = ω/k. The second
solution represents a standing wave. The eigenvectors corresponding to the two
solutions are

m−1/2
1 e1 = m−1/2

2 e2; m−1/2
1 e1 =−m−1/2

2 e2. (2.14)
For the first eigenvector the neighboring atoms move in phase with respect to each
other, with equal amplitudes as shown in Figure 2.3, and is called an acoustic mode.
The second eigenvector corresponds to non-equivalent neighboring atoms moving
out of phase, and is called an optical mode (since the frequency in real materials
lies just short of that of visible light).

The solutions for ω(k) for all values of k are shown in Figure 2.4. The curves,
which show the relationship between frequency and wave vector, are called disper-
sion curves. At wave vector k =π/a, i.e. when the wavelength of the wave is twice
the interatomic distance a, the group velocity, given as ∂ω

/
∂k, is zero. At this

wave vector, the waves become standing waves, where the motions of atoms in
neighboring unit cells are exactly opposite to each other.

2Readers interested in the full derivation are encouraged to read [205].
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Acoustic mode

Optical mode

Figure 2.3. Acoustic and optical mode in a linear diatomic chain. Acoustic and optical
modes in a linear diatomic chain in the limit of k → 0. Figure inspired from Ref. [206].
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Figure 2.4. Phonon dispersion curves of a diatomic chain, showing the acoustic and
optical modes.

2.1.3 Generalization of the model

The model described in the previous section can easily be generalized to a three-
dimensional crystal. We combine Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 to give

E = 1

2

∑
lb,l ′b′

∑
αβ

Φαβ(lb; l ′b′)uα(lb)uβ(l ′b′), (2.15)
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where α,β are the Cartesian coordinates x, y , z and u(l b) represents the displace-
ment of the bth atom in the lth unit cell. The factor Φαβ is the second order
derivative of the total energy with respect to the atomic displacements.

By applying the procedure followed in the previous section, the dynamical matrix
for a 3D lattice at a wave vector k can be written as

Dαβ

(
bb′,k

)= 1p
mbmb′

∑
l ′
Φαβ

(
0b; l ′b′)exp

(
i k · r

(
l ′

))
. (2.16)

If there are N atoms in the unit cell, the size of the dynamical matrix will
be 3N × 3N . The diagonalization of this matrix yields 3N solutions, of which 3
acoustic modes and (3N −1) optical modes. Owing to the complex nature of the
dynamical matrix, various numerical algorithms and computational techniques have
been developed for performing the diagonalization.
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Figure 2.5. Phonon dispersion of bulk Si. Phonon dispersion curves in bulk Si showing
the LA, TA, LO and TO modes. Figure adapted from Ref. [207].

The phonon dispersion of bulk Si is shown in Figure 2.5. There are essentially
two kinds of modes based on the direction in which the atoms move. The longitu-
dinal mode, where the atoms move parallel to the wave vector and the transverse
modes, where the atoms move perpendicular to the wave vector. The LA and TA
modes represent the longitudinal and transverse acoustic modes. For such modes
the frequency is for small wave vectors proportional to the wave vector and the
atoms move in phase. The LO and TO modes represent longitudinal and trans-
verse optical modes. For such modes the frequency is non-zero for zero wave-vector
and the atoms move out of phase. The frequencies of the LO and TO modes are
in the first instance expected to be the same (degeneracy). However, due to the
long-range nature of the Coulomb interactions, an electric field is set up that in-
duces a polarisation. This polarization is different for LO and TO modes, leading
to different frequencies. This phenomenon is called LO/TO splitting.
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2.1.4 Brillouin zone
The equations 2.7 and 2.8 have the important property that when a reciprocal
lattice vector G = 2πh/a is added to the wave vector k, with h an integer, we get
the initial wave back:

exp(i (G +k)na) = exp(iGna)×exp(i kna) = exp(i nh2π)×exp(i kna) = exp(i kna),
(2.17)

Hence, the waves with wave vectors k and k+G have the same impact on an atom.
Generalization to three dimensions is straightforward. So, we need to solve Eq. 2.16
only for wave vectors that are within a region called the first Brillouin zone (BZ).
In essence, the first BZ is a uniquely defined primitive cell in reciprocal space. The
boundaries of the BZ are defined by planes that bisect the vectors between the
origin and neighboring lattice points, as shown in Figure 2.6. At the boundaries
of the BZ, represented by the high-symmetry points X, K and L in Figure 2.5, the
group velocities vanish: ∂ω

/
∂k = 0.

Figure 2.6. Brillouin zone of square lattice. Reciprocal lattice and the corresponding
first Brillouin zone (in red) of a square lattice.

2.1.5 Amplitude of vibrations
So far, we have discussed the details of the harmonic approximation, dynamical
matrix, dispersion curves, wave vectors, etc. The next topic that needs discussion is
the actual amplitude of the vibrations of the atoms. For this we will use the concept
of normal modes and normal mode coordinates. Normal modes are fundamental
vibrations of a system with a well-defined frequency. Physical objects like a molecule
or a bridge have a set of normal modes, and their natural frequencies depend on
their structure, constituent materials and boundary conditions.

In a crystal, the normal modes are the eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix.
Let us denote the eigenvector as eλ, where λ denotes the branch in the dispersion
curve. The corresponding eigenvalue is ωλ2. Normal modes are normalized, i.e.
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the sum of squares of all the components is equal to 1. Normal modes are also
orthogonal, i.e. the dot product of two different eigenvectors is zero:

eT
λ′ ·eλ = δλ′,λ. (2.18)

Normal modes only represent a pattern of displacements. We need another param-
eter to denote the displacement of the atoms. The displacement of a single atom
can be represented as

u(lb, t ) = 1√
N mb

∑
k,λ

e(b,k,λ)exp(i k · r(lb))Q(k,λ, t ), (2.19)

where e(b,k,λ) is the mode eigenvector (also called the displacement vector or
the polarisation vector) with wave vector k and Q(k,λ, t ) is a complex quantity
called normal mode coordinate that encapsulates the time dependence and the
actual amplitude. Equation 2.19 shows that the Fourier transform of the atomic
displacements in real space will give us the normal mode coordinates in reciprocal
space.

The total energy of the crystal can be written in terms of the normal mode
coordinates as

E =∑
k,λ
ω2

k,λQ(k,λ)Q(−k,λ). (2.20)

Equation 2.20 shows that in harmonic systems, there is no exchange of energy
between different modes or between modes of different wave vectors i.e. each mode
is independent of all others. This is a good starting point for the discussion of
anharmonic effects later in this chapter.

2.1.6 Quantization of normal modes
The discussion so far was purely classical in nature. However, atomistic behaviour
is governed by quantum mechanics. Just as light, which is a wave phenomenon,
can be considered to be made up of particles called photons, the normal modes of
vibrations in a solid can be thought of as being composed of particles called phonons.
Just like a photon, a phonon can be thought of as a quantum of vibration, with
energy ħω.

The energy of a single vibrational mode is given by

En =
(
n + 1

2

)
ħω, (2.21)

where n is the number of phonons excited. The additional constant of ħω/2 is the
lowest energy state of a quantum harmonic oscillator called the zero-point energy.
It shows that in quantum mechanics a harmonic oscillator is never at rest.

Equation 2.20 can be rewritten as

E =∑
k,λ

(
nk,λ+

1

2

)
ħωk,λ, (2.22)
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where nk,λ is the number of phonons in the λ branch with wave vector k and is
called the phonon number or occupation number. Its average is related to the
temperature as

〈
n(ωk,λ)

〉= 1

exp
(ħωk,λ

/
kBT

)−1
, (2.23)

which is a special case of the Bose-Einstein distribution. The number of phonons
depends only on the frequency and the temperature, and is independent of the wave
vector and the particular phonon mode, except via the dependence of frequency
on these quantities. In the high-temperature limit, Eq. 2.23 approaches the well-
known limit of kBT /ħωk,λ. By combining Eqs. 2.19, 2.20 and 2.23, a complete
description of the atomic motions in a crystal within the harmonic approximation
can be obtained.

The energy of a vibrational mode depends only on its frequency. Hence, Eq. 2.22
can be rewritten in terms of a frequency distribution

E =
∫ (

〈n(ω)〉+1/2

)
ħωg (ω)dω, (2.24)

where g (ω) is called the density of states (DOS). It is defined such that the number
of modes with angular frequencies between ω and ω+ dω is equal to g (ω)dω.
In general, the DOS is calculated from the frequencies given by the dispersion
curves using a grid of wave vectors in the first BZ. However, there are various
approximations available for the DOS in the low-frequency limit, like the Debye
approximation, where the DOS only contains contributions from the acoustic modes.
In the Debye approximation, the DOS varies as g (ω) ∝ω2, as is often the case in
ordered crystalline materials.

2.1.7 Anharmonic effects
As we have seen above, in the harmonic approximation phonons are independent of
each other. However, in a real crystal the vibrations are not purely harmonic. An-
harmonicity leads to the coupling of vibrations of the harmonic crystal and is partic-
ularly important at high temperatures. Without anharmonicity (or phonon-phonon
interaction), a number of phenomena like thermal expansion, phase transitions, tem-
perature dependence of phonon frequencies and finite thermal conductivity cannot
be explained. In this section we shall see how deviations from a perfect harmonic
behaviour can be treated as a small perturbation to the harmonic Hamiltonian. The
discussion of anharmonic effects in this section is in no way exhaustive and readers
are referred to the books [205,208,209] for details.

In Section 2.1.3 we discussed how the harmonic Hamiltonian can be defined
using the second order term of the Taylor expansion (Eq. 2.15). Now, we add the
third order term, which is the lowest order anharmonic term, to the Hamiltonian:

E = Eharm + 1

3!
Ψαβγ

(
l b, l ′b′, l ′′b′′)uα(lb)uβ(l ′b′)uγ(l ′′b′′), (2.25)
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where Ψ is the third order coupling constant, which gives the strength of the
interaction between the relevant phonons. Mathematically, Ψ is a cartesian tensor
of third rank with 33 elements and is defined as

Ψαβγ

(
l b, l ′b′, l ′′b′′)= ∂3E

∂uα(lb)∂uβ(l ′b′)∂uγ(l ′′b′′)

∣∣∣∣
0

, (2.26)

where |0 means that the derivatives should be evaluated in the equilibrium atomic
configuration. Equation 2.25 can be written in terms of normal mode coordinates
as

E = 1

2

∑
k,λ

Q̇(k,λ)Q̇(−k,λ)+ 1

2

∑
k,λ
ω2

k,λQ(k,λ)Q(−k,λ)

+ 1

3!

∑
k,λ

∑
k′,λ′

∑
k′′,λ′′

αkλk′λ′k′′λ′′Q(k,λ)Q(k′,λ′)Q(k′′,λ′′)∆
(
k′+k′+k′′) , (2.27)

where ∆
(
k′+k′+k′′)= 1 when k′+k′+k′′ is a reciprocal lattice vector, and zero for

other cases.
Under the assumption of very small oscillations, only the cubic and quartic

terms of the Hamiltonian need to be considered. The phonon scattering processes
are limited by conservation laws or selection rules. For simplicity, we will start with
only considering the cubic term, which describes the scattering processes involving
three phonons. As shown in Figure 2.7, there are two kinds of three-phonon scat-
tering processes that satisfy energy conservation: phonon coalescence processes,
where two phonons are annihilated and one phonon is created, and phonon de-
cay processes, where a phonon is annihilated and two other phonons are created.
The other two processes involving three phonons, the simultaneous creation and si-
multaneous annihilation of three phonons are not possible since they do not satisfy
energy conservation. The allowed processes are described by energy and momentum
conservation laws as:

Class 1 events (phonon coalescence):

ω(kλ)+ω(k′λ′) =ω(k′′λ′′), (2.28)
k+k′ = k′′+G. (2.29)

Class 2 events (phonon decay):

ω(kλ) =ω(k′λ′)+ω(k′′λ′′), (2.30)
k+G = k′+k′′. (2.31)

In class 1 events, if the momentum k+k′ lies within the first BZ (G = 0), the
process is called a normal (N) process. If the momentum k+k′ lies outside the
first BZ, then it is flipped backed into the first BZ with the help of a reciprocal
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k, ω

k', ω'

k + k' ± G, 

ω + ω'
k, ω

k', ω'

k - k' ± G, 

ω - ω'

Class 2 eventClass 1 event

Figure 2.7. Three-phonon processes. Two types of three phonon processes that are
possible: class 1 (phonon coalescence) and class 2 (phonon decay).

lattice vector G, and these processes are termed Umklapp (U) processes (Umklapp
is Germal for flipping over). In a U-process, the momentum of the created phonon
differs from the sum of the momenta of the two annihilated phonons by a non-zero
reciprocal lattice vector (G 6= 0). As a result, N- and U-processes are referred to as
momentum conserving and momentum non-conserving processes, respectively. The
direction of k′′ is opposite to the direction of the vector k+k′ and hence adds a
resistance to the heat flow by phonons. The distinction between N- and U-processes
was first made by Peierls and is important to explain various phenomena observed
in thermal transport. For instance, in the absence of U-processes, the thermal
conductivity of a crystal would be infinite, since the N-processes do not change the
net flow of phonons in a certain direction.

2.2 Calculation of force constants
In Section 2.1.3 we have seen that in order to obtain the phonon frequencies, we
have to solve an eigenvalue problem involving the dynamical matrix (DM) given by
Eq. 2.16. In order to construct the DM, we require the harmonic force constants
Φαβ, which are the second order derivatives of the potential energy with respect
to small atomic displacements. In order to calculate the force constants, we need
a good model to represent the interatomic forces between the atoms composing
the material. Ideally, we can do this using first principles (using density functional
theory, for instance), by calculating the total energy for a particular configuration
of the nuclei and from that the resulting forces on each atom. Another approach is
to use an interatomic potential (also called empirical potential), which is a complex
mathematical function that is generally fitted to experimental data to mimic a
certain behaviour of the material.
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2.2.1 Density functional theory
First principles calculations are based on the laws of quantum mechanics. Mate-
rials are composed of atoms, which in turn are made up of a positively charged
nucleus surrounded by negatively charged electrons. The interactions between the
atoms, like chemical and molecular bonding, are determined by the interactions of
their constituent electrons and nuclei. All the properties and the behaviour of a
material arise from these interactions and these interactions can be fully described
by solving the Schrödinger equation. The only input that is required is the type
and positions of the atoms in the material. But even the simplest problem of the
bonding between two hydrogen atoms is too complex to be solved exactly. In den-
sity functional theory (DFT), the Schrödinger equation is recast into a form that
can be solved numerically, providing us with a powerful tool to accurately calculate
the electronic structure of a material and the total energies and forces between the
atoms comprising the material.

A full first principles description of the material can be obtained by calculating
the many-body wave function for all the nuclei and the electrons in the system.
Due to the large mass of the nuclei as compared to that of the electrons, their be-
haviour can be decoupled rom that of the electrons. This is the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. Now, the problem boils down to solving the many-body Schrödinger
equation for all the Ne electrons in the system. This means that the many-body
wave function should be found, which is even for simple systems computationally
impossible. DFT provides us with two simplifications that help us in overcoming
this computational complexity.

The first one is the statement that the ground state energy of the system is
a functional of the electron density (Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [210]). Hence, we
do not need to compute the full many-body wave function of the system, which
contains 3Ne variables, since the ground state energy can be expressed through the
electron density, which is a function of only 3 variables. The second simplification is
that this problem of calculating the density and the ground state energy of a system
of Ne interacting electrons can be converted into that of a system of non-interacting
electrons by using the Kohn-Sham equations [211]. These equations consist of a
set of single-particle Schrödinger-like equations with a modified effective potential.
The Schrödinger equation for a system of non-interacting electrons is much simpler
than that of the system of interacting electrons and can be solved accurately.

The governing equations for the system of non-interacting electrons are[
1

2
∇2 +Vn(r)+VH(r)+Vxc(r)

]
ψi (r) = εiψi (r), (2.32)

where the first term on the left-hand side corresponds to the kinetic energy, Vn is
the external nuclear potential, VH is the Hartree potential and Vxc is the exchange-
correlation potential, which is a functional of the density and contains contributions
from the quantum-mechanical exchange and correlation of the electrons. εi and
ψi are the eigenvalues and single-particle wave functions of the non-interacting
electrons. The remaining problem is that the exact form of the exchange-correlation
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potential Vxc as a functional of the density is not known. However, several accurate
approximations are available.

The simplest approximation for the exchange-correlation potential is the local
density approximation (LDA). In the LDA, Vxc at a given position in space is approx-
imated as that of an homogeneous electron gas (HEG) with a density equal to that
of the local density: nHEG = n(r ). The value of Vxc for a homogeneous electron gas
as a function its density nHEG has been calculated accurately. Once the exchange-
correlation potential is known, we can solve Eq. 2.32 self-consistently. The LDA
has been shown to accurately predict phonon properties in group III-V [212] and
II-VI materials [213].

2.2.2 Empirical potentials
Even though DFT has simplified first principles calculations significantly, it is still
computationally expensive. DFT can only be applied to study systems containing
up to a few hundred atoms and phenomena involving short length and time scales
(a few tens of nanometers and a few picoseconds). In order to study larger systems
or phenomena involving longer length and time scales, we can use empirical poten-
tials. Empirical potentials allow us to calculate the energies and forces in a system,
without solving the Schrödinger equation, by using a set of equations that describe
the dependence of the energy of a system on the coordinates of its constituent
particles. The equations, depending on the complexity of the potential, generally
contain tens or hundreds of adjustable parameters, which are obtained by fitting to
a large set of experimental data or material properties obtained from DFT. As one
can imagine, empirical potentials are less accurate than potentials obtained with
DFT.

A variety of empirical potentials are now available, which have been used suc-
cessfully to predict quantitative material proprieties and qualitative trends. The
general requirements for a good potential are

• Accuracy - predicts material properties that closely match unambiguous ex-
perimental data

• Stability - should not predict unphysical geometries or energies in certain
conditions

• Transferability - should be stable over a wide range of conditions for which it
was not originally developed

• Convenience/aase of use - can be implemented easily without requiring too
much time or effort.

Based on the type of interactions, there are two kinds of potentials available:
two-body (pair) and many-body interaction potentials. As the name suggests, pair
empirical potentials describe the interaction between two particles. This interaction
is not affected by the presence of other particles. Many-body empirical potentials
involve interactions between two and three or more particles. Here, the interaction
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Figure 2.8. Lennard-Jones potential. Potential energy curve for the
Lennard-Jones potential. Figure adapted with permission from E. Generalic,
https://glossary.periodni.com/glossary.php?en=Lennard-Jones+potential.

between a pair of particles is affected by the presence of other particles. One of the
simplest and most widely used pair potentials is the Lennard-Jones potential shown
in Figure 2.8:

E = 4ε

[(σ
r

)12
−

(σ
r

)6
]

r < rc, (2.33)

where ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the distance at which the potential
crosses zero and rc is the cutoff distance. Here, the r−12 term is the repulsive
term and describes the Pauli repulsion at short ranges resulting from overlapping
electron orbitals, and the r−6 term is the attractive term that describes the attractive
forces like the van der Waals force at long ranges. One of the simplest three-body
potentials is the Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential, which was designed to reproduce
the equilibrium bond angle in crystalline silicon [214]. One of the biggest advantages
of the SW potential lies in its simple form:

E =∑
i

∑
j>i

φ2(ri j )+∑
i

∑
j 6=i

∑
k> j

φ3(ri j ,ri k ,θi j k ),

φ2(ri j ) = Ai j εi j

[
Bi j (

σi j

ri j
)pi j − (

σi j

ri j
)qi j

]
exp

(
σi j

ri j −ai jσi j

)
,

φ3(ri j ,ri k ,θi j k ) =λi j kεi j k
[
cosθi j k −cosθ0i j k

]2 exp

(
γi jσi j

ri j −ai jσi j

)
exp

(
γi kσi k

ri k −ai kσi k

)
,

(2.34)
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where φ2 is the two-body term and φ3 is three-body term. The summation is
performed over all the neighbors j and k of an atom i within a cutoff distance
a. The three-body term includes the directional bonding but defines only one
equilibrium configuration, thereby limiting its transferability. The strength of a
chemical bond depends on the environment of an atom, including the number of
bonds, the bond angles and the bond lengths. A class of potentials called bond-
order potentials have been developed based on the concept of bond order. An
atom with many neighbors will form weaker bonds compared to an atom with fewer
neighbors. The main advantage of the bond-order potentials is that several different
bonding states of an atom can be described with the same set of parameters. The
bond-order potentials can be written in the form

Vi j (ri j ) =Vrepulsive(ri j )+bi j kVattractive(ri j ), (2.35)

where the term with bi j k reduces the attractive part of the potential depending
on the environment. In one of the most widely used bond-order potentials called
the Tersoff potentials, bi j k is a function that depends inversely on the number of
bonds to the atom i , the bond angles between the three atoms i j k and on the
relative bond lengths ri j and ri k . The Tersoff potential was initially developed for
silicon [215] and takes the form

E = 1

2

∑
i

∑
j 6=i

Vi j ,

Vi j = fC(ri j )
[

fR(ri j )+bi j fA(ri j )
]

,

fC(r ) =


1 : r < R −D
1
2 − 1

2 sin
(
π
2

r−R
D

)
: R −D < r < R +D

0 : r > R +D

 ,

fR(r ) = A exp(−λ1r ),

fA(r ) =−B exp(−λ2r ),

bi j =
(
1+βnζi j

n)− 1
2n ,

ζi j =
∑

k 6=i , j
fC(ri k )g (θi j k )exp

[
λ3

m(ri j − ri k )m]
,

g (θ) = γi j k

(
1+ c2

d 2 − c2[
d 2 + (cosθ−cosθ0)2

] )
,

(2.36)

where fR describes the repulsive two-body interaction and fA the attractive three-
body interaction. The summation is performed over all the neighbors j and k of
an atom i that are within a cutoff distance of R +D. The potential was originally
fitted to model the cohesive energy, lattice constant and bulk modulus of silicon.
The Tersoff potential is highly transferable and was shown to accurately model the
behaviour of other materials, like III-V materials [216].
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2.2.3 Calculation of the harmonic force constants
The harmonic force constants correspond to the term Φαβ(lb; l ′b′) in Eq. 2.15.
The harmonic force constants can be calculated using two methods: the finite
displacement method (FDM) and density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)
[217]. In the FDM, an atom in a crystal is displaced slightly from its equilibrium
position. This creates a force on all the other atoms in the crystal. The harmonic
force constants can then be calculated by analysing the force on the atoms using
a systematic set of displacements. In DFPT, the response of a system to a small
perturbation (like atomic displacements) is calculated using DFT with the addition
of a perturbing potential. In this thesis, the harmonic force constants have been
calculated using FDM and hence only this method will be discussed in detail.

The force acting on the bth atom in the lth unit cell can be obtained from the
first derivative of the crystal potential energy (for which we use interchangeably E
or V ):

Fα(lb) =− ∂V

∂rα(lb)
. (2.37)

as we have seen above, the second derivative of the crystal potential energy gives
the second-order force constant

Φαβ(lb, l ′b′) = ∂2V

∂rα(lb)∂rβ(l ′b′)
=−∂Fβ(l ′b′)

∂rα(lb)
, (2.38)

where α,β, ... are the Cartesian coordinates. Within the FDM, Eq. 2.38 is approxi-
mated as

Φαβ(l b, l ′b′) ≈−Fβ(l ′b′;∆rα(lb))−Fβ(l ′b′)
∆rα(l b)

, (2.39)

where a small finite displacement ∆rα(lb) results in a force Fβ(l ′b′;∆rα(lb)) on all
the atoms. The term Fβ(l ′b′) is zero in equilibrium.

The FDM along with the supercell approach is implemented in the open source
program Phonopy [217]. In Phonopy, a set of displacements is applied to atoms
in a supercell and the harmonic force constants are calculated from the resulting
forces, as shown in Figure 2.9. The forces on the atoms in the supercell can
either be obtained from DFT or using an empirical potential, as will be discussed
in Chapter 3. Equation 2.39 forms a set of linear equations that can be solved
using an appropriate algorithm like the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse algorithm. In
Phonopy, the symmetry of lattice is used to reduce the number of displacements
required for the force constants calculation without compromising the accuracy of
the results. More details can be found in [217].

2.2.4 Calculation of the anharmonic force constant
The anharmonic cubic (third-order) force constants can be calculated in a sim-
ilar way as the harmonic force constants, using the FDM. As we have seen in
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Displacement

Force

Primitive Cell

Figure 2.9. Supercell with displacement of an atom. An atom in the supercell of a
lattice is displaced (blue arrow), leading to forces on all atoms in the supercell (green
arrows).

Eq. 2.26, the cubic force constants Ψαβγ

(
lb, l ′b′, l ′′b′′) are obtained from the third-

order derivative of the crystal potential energy with respect to the atomic displace-
ments. This equation can be rewritten in terms of forces on the atoms like in the
previous section and can be approximated as

Ψαβγ(lb, l ′b′, l ′′b′′) ≈−Fγ(l ′′b′′;∆rα(l b),∆rβ(l ′b′))

∆rα(lb)∆rβ(l ′b′)
. (2.40)

As expected, in order to obtain the cubic force constant, we have to displace two
atoms in the lattice. The number of pairs of displacements required can be reduced
using the lattice symmetry. From the cubic force constants, we can calculate the
phonon scattering rates and the lifetimes, as will be discussed in the next section.
The calculation of the cubic force constants based on the supercell approach with the
finite-displacement method is implemented in the open-source program Phono3py
[193].
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2.3 Phonon scattering rates and lifetimes

At equilibrium, we know that the distribution of phonons in branch λ with a wave-
vector k follows the Bose-Einstein distribution given by Eq. 2.23. When a small
perturbation is applied to the phonon system, the phonon distribution is disturbed
from equilibrium. The non-equilibrium phonon distribution then relaxes to equilib-
rium with a characteristic time called the phonon lifetime (or relaxation time). This
relaxation process, and hence the lifetime, depends on the various phonon scattering
processes like phonon-phonon, phonon-vacancy, phonon-impurity, phonon-electron,
phonon-boundary and phonon-grain boundary scattering. These scattering mech-
anisms are shown in Figure 2.10. In a perfectly crystalline bulk material, the only
phonon scattering process is phonon-phonon scattering, resulting from the anhar-
monicity.

Phonon-Boundary 
Scattering

Phonon-Imperfection 
Scattering

Phonon

Imperfection

Impurity Atom

Phonon-Impurity 
Scattering

Electron

Phonon-Electron 
Scattering

Phonon-Grain 
Boundary Scattering

Figure 2.10. Various phonon scattering processes. Various phonon scattering processes
in a system that affect the phonon lifetime.

The phonon relaxation times can then be calculated from the cubic force con-
stants using Fermi’s golden rule (FGR) [208]. In simple terms, the FGR describes
the probability of a transition per unit of time from one energy state to another as
a result of a weak perturbation. The scattering rate for a transition process from
the initial state i to a final state f is given by the FGR as

Pi− f =
2π

ħ
∣∣〈 f

∣∣H ′∣∣ i
〉∣∣2

δ
(
Ei −E f

)
, (2.41)

where H ′ is the perturbation Hamiltonian. Conservation of energy is ensured by
the delta-function δ

(
Ei −E f

)
.

Using the FGR, we can evaluate the scattering rates for the various phonon
scattering mechanisms that were mentioned above. Only the important equations
relevant for this thesis will be discussed here. Readers interested in the details are
referred to the books [208,209] for the complete derivations.
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2.3.1 Three-phonon scattering rates
In Section 2.1.7, we discussed the two types of scattering processes involving three
phonons that result from the anharmonicity of the crystal potential: class 1 and
class 2 events. We can now use the FGR to calculate the transition rates of these
processes. In both processes we consider the scattering rate for a phonon with wave
vector q in phonon branch λ, where we denote ν ≡ (q,λ). For class 1 processes,
where the phonon ν combines with a phonon ν′ to give a third phonon ν′′, the
scattering rate is

Pν′′
νν′ =

π

ħ2Nq

∣∣∣V ν′′
νν′

∣∣∣2
(nν′ −nν′′ )δ (ων+ων′ −ων′′ ) , (2.42)

where Nq is the number of q-points in the mesh used for sampling the BZ, V ν′′
νν′ is

the 3-phonon transition matrix and nν is the phonon occupation number given by
the Eq. 2.23. For class 2 processes, where the phonon ν splits into two phonons ν′
and ν′′, the scattering rate is

Pν′ν′′
ν = π

2ħ2Nq

∣∣∣V ν′ν′′
ν

∣∣∣2
(1+nν′ +nν′′ )δ (ων−ων′ −ων′′ ). (2.43)

The phonon lifetime can be calculated from the combined scattering rate

τν = 1

2Pν
, (2.44)

where

Pν =
∑
ν′ν′′

(
Pν′′
νν′ +Pν′ν′′

ν

)
. (2.45)

The scattering matrix in reciprocal space can be expressed in terms of the cubic
force constants as

Vνν′ν′′ =
1p
N

1

3!

(ħ
2

)3//2 ∑
bb′b′′

∑
αβγ

eναeν
′
β

eν
′′
γp

mbmb′mb′′ωνων′ων′′

×Ψαβγ

(
0b, l ′b′, l ′′b′′)e i q ′·[r (l ′k ′)−r (0k)]e i q ′′·[r (l ′′k ′′)−r (0k)]

×e i (q+q ′+q ′′)·r (0k)∆(q +q ′+q ′′),

(2.46)

Using symmetry we can write
∣∣∣V ν′ν′′
ν

∣∣∣= ∣∣∣V ν′′
νν′

∣∣∣= |Vνν′ν′′ | and hence we can write
Eq. 2.45 as

Pν = π

2ħ2Nq

∑
ν′ν′′

∣∣V (
νν′ν′′

)∣∣2
[(1+nν′ +nν′′ )δ (ων−ων′ −ων′′ )

+2(nν′ −nν′′ )δ (ων+ων′ −ων′′ )] .
(2.47)
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2.3.2 Isotope scattering
Phonons can be scattered by randomly distributed isotopes. The scattering rate for
such processes is given by the second-order perturbation theory as [193]

P iso
ν,ν′ =

π

2Nq
ω2
ν

∑
ν
δ (ω−ων′ )

∑
b

gb

∣∣∣∣∑
α

eνα∗ ·eν
′
α

∣∣∣∣ , (2.48)

where gb is the mass variance parameter defined as

gb =∑
i

fi (1−mi b
/

m̃b)
2 . (2.49)

Here fi and mi b are the mole fraction and the relative atomic mass of the i th
isotope. The average mass m̃b is given as m̃b =∑

i fi mi b .

2.3.3 Surface scattering
In a system of finite size, phonons with a mean free path longer than the system
dimensions can scatter at its surface. The rate for phonon-boundary scattering
events is given by the Casimir model [218]:

P bs
ν = |υν|

LCas F
nν (nν+1) , (2.50)

where LCas is the Casimir length of the system, υν is the phonon group velocity
of phonon mode ν and F is a correction factor that takes into account the aspect
ratio (width to length ratio) of the sample.

2.4 Boltzmann Transport Equation
The phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) describes thermal transport in
solids at the microscopic level. It was first developed by Peierls in 1929 [187,219],
who extended Boltzmann’s kinetic theory, originally applied to a gas of classical
particles, to phonon transport in solids. This extension is not straightforward, since
phonons are essentially atomic displacement waves, where position and momentum
are not clearly defined. The fundamental starting point in the phonon BTE approach
is that a phonon can be viewed as a wave packet formed by a superposition of lattice
waves that is localized in both real and reciprocal space. Such a wave packet can
be assigned a position and momentum, much like a classical particle, making the
phonon BTE approach a semi-classical approach.

The fundamental quantity in the phonon BTE is the distribution function nν(r, t ),
which is the occupation number of phonons with a wave vector q and polarization λ
at a position r and time t (ν= (q,λ) is a condensed notation representing a phonon
mode with a wave vector q and a polarization index λ). The rate of change of
this distribution function is governed by two mechanisms. The first is the change
by the presence of a temperature gradient, disturbing the distribution from equilib-
rium. The second is the change by the various phonon scattering events that try to
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reestablish equilibrium. At steady state, the total rate of change of the distribution
should vanish. Hence, the general form of the phonon BTE can be written as

−υν ·∇T
∂nν
∂T

+ ∂nν
∂t

,

∣∣∣∣
scat

= 0, (2.51)

where υν is the group velocity of the phonon mode ν. The different phonon scat-
tering events contribute to the scattering term:

∂nν
∂t

∣∣∣∣
scat

= ∂nν
∂t

∣∣∣∣
ph−ph

+ ∂nν
∂t

∣∣∣∣
bs
+ ∂nν

∂t

∣∣∣∣
iso

+ . . . , (2.52)

where the first term represents the phonon-phonon scattering events, the second
term the phonon-boundary scattering and the third term the isotope scattering.

The scattering term can be obtained from the scattering rates for the various
scattering events in the previous section. The total scattering rate of phonon-
phonon scattering events is a sum over all possible three-phonon processes involving
phonon modes ν, ν′ and ν′′:

∂nν
∂t

∣∣∣∣
ph−ph

= ∑
ν′,ν′′

[(
Pν,ν′
ν′′ −Pν′′

ν,ν′
)
+ 1

2

(
Pν
ν′,ν′′ −Pν′,ν′′

ν

)]
, (2.53)

where Pν,ν′
ν′′ and Pν′′

ν,ν′ are given by Eqs. 2.42and 2.43. The factor 1/2 is to avoid
the double counting of processes.

The full phonon BTE can be written as

υν ·∇T

(
∂nν
∂T

)
= ∑
ν′,ν′′

[(
Pν,ν′
ν′′ −Pν′′

ν,ν′
)
+ 1

2

(
Pν
ν′,ν′′ −Pν′′,ν′′

ν

)]
+∑

ν′
P iso
ν,ν′ +P bs

ν , (2.54)

where the transition rates for isotope scattering P iso
ν,ν′ and boundary scattering P bs

ν

are given by Eqs. 2.48 and 2.50, respectively.
The phonon BTE is an integro-differential equation and solving it is not trivial.

This is because the scattering term, which involves the phonon distribution function
and the scattering rates of all the phonons involved in the scattering events, is
extremely complex and non-linear. A simplification is linearization of the BTE in
the case of a small temperature gradient, when the deviation from equilibrium is
small.

2.4.1 Linearization of the phonon BTE
Assuming a weak temperature gradient in the x-direction, the phonon BTE can
be linearized in terms of small deviations from the equilibrium phonon distribution
nν−n0

ν. Using a linear approximation, we introduce a deviation from the equilibrium
fν defined as

nν = n0
ν−

(
∂n0

ν

∂ħων

)
∂T

∂x
· fν = n0

ν+n0
ν(n0

ν+1)
∂T

∂x
fν. (2.55)
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The linearized form of the phonon BTE is written as

−υν
(
∂n0

ν
∂T

)
= ∑
ν,ν′

[
Pν′′
ν,ν′

(
fν+ fν′ − fν′′

)+ 1
2 Pν′,ν′′

ν

(
fν− fν′ − fν′′

)]+
+∑
ν′

P iso
ν,ν′

(
fν− fν′

)+P bs
ν fν.

(2.56)

The linearized phonon BTE can be written in terms of matrix equation as [220]

A · f = b, (2.57)
where A is the scattering matrix, defined as

Av,v ′ =
[ ∑

v ′′,v ′′′

(
P v ′′

v,v ′′′ +
Pv ′′′,v ′′

2

)
+∑

v ′′
P isot

v,v ′′ +P bs
v

]
δv,v ′

−∑
v ′′

(
P v ′

v,v ′′ −P
v ′′′
v,v ′ +P v

v ′,v ′′
)
+P iso

v,v ′ ,

(2.58)

and b is a vector defined as

bν′ =−υν′ħων′n0
ν′

(
n0
ν′ +1

)
. (2.59)

The scattering matrix can be decomposed into two matrices A = Aout +Ain where

Aout
v,v ′ = n̄v (n̄v+1)

τv
δv,v ′ ,

Ain
v,v ′ =−∑

v ′′
(
P v ′

v,v ′′ −P v ′′
v,v ′ +P v

v ′,v ′′
)
+P isot

v,v ′ ,
(2.60)

where τv is the phonon relaxation time, which is defined by Matthiessen’s rule as

1

τν
= 1

τ
ph−ph
ν

+ 1

τbs
ν

+ 1

τiso
ν

. (2.61)

In Eq. 2.60, Aout is a diagonal matrix that describes the depopulation of the phonon
modes due to various scattering events and the Ain describes their repopulation due
to the incoming scattered phonons. We can solve the linearized phonon BTE by
inverting the matrix A:

f = A−1 ·b. (2.62)
The thermal conductivity κ can be evaluated as

κ=− ħ
NqV kBT

∑
ν
ωνn0

ν

(
n0
ν+1

)
υν fν, (2.63)

where Nq is the number of q-points in the grid used for sampling the BZ, V is the
volume of the unit cell, and ων and υν,x are the frequency and group velocity in the
x-direction of the phonon mode.

The linearized BTE can be solved up to varying degrees of accuracy and com-
plexity. The complexity comes from the inversion of the matrix A. One way to
simplify matters is to use the relaxation time approximation.
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2.4.2 Relaxation time approximation
In the single mode relaxation time approximation (RTA), the rate at which a phonon
relaxes to the equilibrium is calculated assuming that the population of all the other
phonon modes is the one at equilibrium nν. In essence, we only consider the diagonal
elements of the matrix A. Under the RTA, Eq. 2.62 becomes

f = (Aout)−1 ·b. (2.64)

The thermal conductivity under the RTA is given as

κRTA = ħ2

NqV kB T

∑
υ2
νω

2
νn0

ν

(
n0
ν+1

)
τR
ν , (2.65)

where τR
ν is the relaxation time of phonon mode ν.

The relaxation time approximation grossly underestimates the thermal conduc-
tivity, as it neglects the non-diagonal elements of the scattering matrix. According
to the RTA, all the phonon modes relax to the equilibrium Bose-Einstein distribu-
tion. However, this is not true in reality. When a phonon in mode ν scatters, it
changes the distribution of the other phonon modes ν′. The non-diagonal elements
describe this coupling between the phonons scattering among each other. The RTA
also does not consider the energy and momentum conservation laws that govern the
N (normal) and U (Umklapp) processes described previously. As stated before, N
processes conserve the total momentum. When only N processes are considered, the
distribution relaxes to a distribution where the total momentum is conserved. Even
though N processes do not add to heat flow resistance, they contribute indirectly
by restoring a non-equilibrium distribution towards a drifting distribution

nν(u) = {
exp

[
(ħων+q ·u)/kB T

]−1
}−1 , (2.66)

where u is the drift velocity.

2.4.3 Solution of the linearized phonon BTE: iterative ap-
proach

The iterative solution to the linearized phonon BTE (LBTE) has been developed
by Omini and Sparavigna [221] and Li et al. [222]. In the method developed by the
latter authors, the deviation from equilibrium at step i +1 is given by

fi+1 = (Aout,diag)−1 ·b− (Aout,diag)−1 ·Ain · fi , (2.67)

where the starting solution is the RTA solution f0 = fRTA. In this method, only
the diagonal matrix Aout,diag needs to be stored and inverted. The term Ain · fi can
be evaluated at each iteration i . The convergence is achieved when the condition(
Aout,diag)−1 ·Ain ¿ 1 is satisfied.
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2.4.4 Direct solution of the linearized phonon BTE
A direct solution method for the phonon LBTE has been developed by Chaput [223].
In this method, thermal conductivity tensor is given by

καβ =
ħ2

4kBT 2NV

∑
νν′

ωνvν,α

sinh
( ħων

2kBT

) ων′vν′,β

sinh
( ħων′

2kBT

) (
Ω−1)

νν′ , (2.68)

where Ω−1 is the inverse of the scattering matrix given by

Ωνν′ = δνν′ 1
τν

+ π
ħ2

∑
ν′′ |Vνν′ν′′ |2 1

sinh
( ħων′′

2kBT

) [
δ

(
ων−ω′

ν−ω′′
ν

)
+ δ

(
ων+ω′

ν−ω′′
ν

)+δ(
ων−ω′

ν+ω′′
ν

)]
.

(2.69)

2.5 Landauer formalism for phonon transport
A widely used approach to study mesoscopic electronic transport in 1D channels
is the Landauer formalism, later called Landauer-Büttiker formalism because of the
contribution of Büttiker [134, 224, 225]. In this formalism, the channel conduction
is related to the transmission probabilities of electrons through the channel. The
Landauer-Büttiker formalism has been used to study ballistic electron transport
and quantized electrical conduction 3. In recent years, a generalization of the
original Landauer formalism extended to phonon transport has gained interest in
the application to ballistic and diffusive phonon transport in nanostructures. In this
section, the main ideas behind the Landauer formalism for phonon transport will be
discussed.

2.5.1 Conduction in a quasi-1D channel
Let us consider the situation depicted in Figure 2.11. A quasi-1D harmonic channel
(no phonon scattering within the channel) is connected to two heat reservoirs at
temperatures T +δT and T . The two heat reservoirs are assumed to be in thermal
equilibrium with well-defined temperatures. The reservoirs are perfectly absorbing,
i.e., a phonon in the channel that reaches the reservoirs will not be backscattered.

In a system with symmetric transmission probabilities, the net thermal current
in the channel flowing from the hot reservoir to the cold reservoir is given by [227]

J =∑
i

∫
dk

2π
ħωi (k)vi (k)

1

eħωi (k)/kB(T+δT ) −1
Ti (ωi (k))

−∑
i

∫
dk

2π
ħωi (k)vi (k)

1

eħωi (k)/kBT −1
Ti (ωi (k)) ,

(2.70)

where Ti (ωi (k)) is the transmission probability of phonons in mode i with fre-
quency ωi (k). For a channel with an ideal transmission of harmonic modes (Ti = 1),
the thermal conductance is given by G = J/δT as

3Readers are referred to the books [132,226] for a detailed treatment of this subject.
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Source 1
T

Source 2
T + δT

L

Channel

Figure 2.11. Conduction in a quasi-1D channel. A model of a quasi-1D harmonic
channel connecting two perfect reservoirs with a small temperature difference.

G = 1

2πħ
∫ ∞

0
N (ω)

ħ3ω2

kB T 2

eħω/kBT(
eħω/kBT −1

)2 dω, (2.71)

where N (ω) is the number of propagating phonon modes with a frequency ω and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. This is the limit of ballistic phonon transport.

At low temperatures, only the modes with frequency close to zero are excited.
In quasi-1D channels like nanowires, there are four such modes: one torsional, one
longitudinal and two flexural. Substituting N (ω= 0) = 4, Eq. 2.71 then becomes

G = 4
π2k2

B T

3h
= 4g0, (2.72)

where g0 is the thermal conductance quantum that we had discussed in Section
1.5.1, which gives the upper limit of thermal conductance in a single quasi-1D
channel.

In order to include the effects of elastic scattering, we define a throughput
T =∑

i Ti (ω), which describes the fraction of energy that is transmitted from the
left to the right reservoir (hence, for a system without any scattering, we have
T (ω) = N (ω)). Instead of Eq. 2.71, we then have

G = 1

2πħ
∫ ∞

0
T (ω)

ħ3ω2

kB T 2

eħω/kBT(
eħω/kBT −1

)2 dω, (2.73)

The throughput of a channel depends on the regime of the heat transport.
For disordered 1D systems, the throughput becomes exponentially small when the
length of the channel becomes larger than a localization length ξ. The localization
length of the channel is determined by the strength of the disorder and its geometry.
In a system with length much larger than the localization length, the throughput is
given as

T (ω) = N (ω)

1+L/`(ω)
+O (N (ω= 0)) , (2.74)

where `(ω) is the mean free path averaged over all propagating phonon modes at
frequency ω and L is the length of the channel [227]. Equation 2.74 describes
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the ballistic regime when `(ω) À L and the diffusive regime when the opposite,
L À `(ω), is true. In the localized regime, the throughput decreases exponentially
as

T ∼ e−L/ξ, (2.75)

where the localization length is given as ξ= N`(ω) [227].

2.5.2 Thermal conduction in nanowires
In semiconductor nanowires, one of the dominant scattering mechanisms is surface
scattering. Various studies have shown that the thermal conductivity of nanowires
decreases with decreasing diameter due to enhanced surface scattering. In such
cases, it is assumed that the phonon mean free path due to surface scattering is of
the order of d , the diameter of the nanowire. However, this is not true for all the
phonon modes and depends on the strength of the disorder at the surface. Usually,
two types of surface disorder with different length scales are present [144]. The first
one is the native amorphous oxide film that forms on the surface of the nanowire
upon exposure to the environment, which is characterized by its thickness. The
second type of disorder is the surface roughness, which is characterized by its root-
mean-square (rms) height. In general, the larger of the two mentioned length scales
is taken as the characteristic length of the disorder h. Most of the experimental
studies have reported that the thickness of the oxide layer, which is about a few
nms, is larger than the rms height [144,228].

Figure 2.12. Surface scattering of phonons in a nanowire. Schematic of a phonon
incident under an angle θ on the rough surface of a nanowire, with roughnes rms h.
The wave vector components perpendicular and parallel to the surface are k⊥ and k∥,
respectively. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [144].

In order to treat the scattering at the disordered surface, a scalar wave model
can be used [144,227]. A phonon with a wave vector k in the nanowire will have two
components k⊥ and k∥, as shown in Figure 2.12. The component perpendicular
to the nanowire axis can be written as k⊥ =

√
k2 −k2

∥ . When the phonon wave
interacts with the disordered surface, a difference in phase factors of the scattered
waves occur corresponding to scattering from two planes a distance h apart. If θ is
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the angle of impingement, the perpendicular component is k⊥ = k cosθ. When 1/k⊥
is very large compared to the thickness of the disordered layer h, i.e. 1/k⊥ À h, the
incident phonon wave will reflect specularly from the surface. The reason is the
following. The maximum path length difference of the scattered waves is 2h cosθ
(see Figure 2.12). If the wavelength is much greater than this path difference,
λ= 2π/k À 2h cosθ, the scattered waves have all the same phase factor and specular
reflection occurs. Hence, the long-wavelength phonons (small k⊥) reflect specularly
from the surface and the short-wavelength phonons (large k⊥) scatter diffusely.
Specularly reflecting phonons will thus have a long, frequency dependent mean free
path (MFP) l (ω) that can lead to ballistic transport and diffusely scattering phonons
have a short MFP l ∼ d , leading to diffusive transport.

Combining Eqs. 2.73 and 2.74, the thermal conductance of a nanowire with
surface disorder can be written as [144,227]

G = 1

2πħ
∫ ∞

0

(
N1(ω)

1+L/`(ω)
+ N2(ω)

1+L/d

) ħ3ω2

kBT 2

eħω/kBT(
eħω/kBT −1

)2 dω, (2.76)

where L is the length of the nanowire. Here we split the number of propagating
phonon modes into two contributions: N1(ω) of phonon modes with k⊥ < 1/h and
N2(ω) of phonon modes with k⊥ > 1/h.

The above model was developed by Murphy and Moore [227] and was applied to
silicon nanowires by Chen et al. [144], taking for the frequency-dependent phonon
MFP

l (ω)−1 = B

(
h

d

)2 1

d

(
ω

ωD

)2

N (ω), (2.77)

where ωD is the Debye frequency and B is a dimensionless parameter determined
by the type of surface disorder. This expression was originally derived by Santamore
and Cross [229]. They treated the disorder as a perturbation, giving rise to a
probability for incident phonons in forward propagating modes in the nanowire to
be reflected into backward propagating modes.

2.5.3 Number of propagating modes
The number of propagating modes N (ω) in the nanowire is an important ingredient
of the Landauer formalism for phonon transport. The simplest approach to calculate
the number of modes is to use the Debye approximation, as is done by Murphy and
Moore [227] and Chen et al. [144]

N (ω) = 4+ A

(
d

a

)2 (
ω

ωD

)2

, (2.78)

where A is a dimensionless fitting parameter.
A more exhaustive way of calculating the number of modes in the nanowire is

from the bulk phonon dispersion, obtained either using an interatomic potential
[230] or from first principles [228, 231]. The boundary conditions at the nanowire
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surface lead to discretization of the allowed wave vectors perpendicular to the growth
axis of the nanowire. This results in the formation of phonon subbands. As long
as the diameter d is much larger than the lattice spacing a, i.e d À a, the type
of boundary conditions (free or frozen) and the shape of the cross-section of the
nanowire becomes irrelevant. Once the phonon subbands are calculated, the number
of modes at each frequency can be obtained by a simple band counting method.

2.6 Molecular dynamics
In molecular dynamics (MD) simulations one obtains the time evolution of the posi-
tions and momenta of a classical system of interacting atoms. by solving Newton’s
equations of motion. The interactions between the atoms are modeled using an
inter-atomic potential, obtained as explained in Section 2.2. Using the positions
and momenta, one can calculate the equilibrium transport properties of an ergodic
system using concepts from statistical mechanics. For an ergodic system, the time
averages of quantities correspond to the statistical ensemble averages of these quan-
tities. In this section, the main concepts of MD simulations and their application
to phonon transport will be discussed. For a more rigorous and detailed treatment
of this subject, readers are referred to [195,232,233].

2.6.1 Setting up a simulation
The input that is required for an MD simulation are the atomic structure and a
suitable inter-atomic potential. As we have seen before in Section 2.2.2, a variety of
inter-atomic potentials with varying degrees of complexity are available for different
materials. The results of an MD simulation depend crucially on the suitability of
the inter-atomic potential that is chosen. Even if the potential is well-constructed,
its transferability will determine if it can be applied to the problem at hand. For
instance, if the potential was fitted to experimental parameters like the cohesive
energy and elastic constant, properties that are not affected by thermal properties,
it is not guaranteed that this potential can be used to study thermal transport. But
potentials are difficult and time-consuming to develop, and one often uses what is
available in the literature.

Once a suitable potential is chosen, initial positions and velocities can be as-
signed to all the atoms in the system. The positions of the atoms are determined
by the system that is being studied. For crystalline solid systems, the atoms are
initially placed on a lattice, using the lattice constants known from experiments or
determined using first-principles calculations. The next step is to assign velocity
components to each atom that are drawn from an initial distribution. This distri-
bution can be a Gaussian distribution, corrected in a way that the total momentum
is zero. The resulting values are subsequently scaled, such that the mean kinetic
energy is equal to the desired value, depending on the temperature T :

〈
v2
α

〉= kBT /m, (2.79)
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where vα is the α component of the velocity of a given atom with mass m. Using
this equation, we can define an instantaneous temperature at a time t :

kBT (t ) ≡
N∑

i=1

mv2
α,i (t )

Nf
, (2.80)

where Nf is the number of degrees of freedom. Hence, the temperature at a time
t can be adjusted to the desired temperature T by scaling the velocities of all the
N particles by a factor (T /T (t ))0.5.

2.6.2 Calculation of forces
The next step is the calculation of the forces acting on all the atoms, which is one
of the most time-consuming parts of an MD simulation. If we are considering a
system with pair-wise interactions, the time for evaluating the forces scales with N 2.
However, there are efficient techniques that can speed up this process such that
the CPU time scales with N . In order to calculate the forces, we need to calculate
the distance ri j between each pair of atoms i and j . To simplify the calculations,
we can use periodic boundary conditions and specify a cutoff distance rcut such
that only the interactions between particles with distance ri j < rcut is considered.
Now, we only need to evaluate the interaction between a particle i and the nearest
periodic image of j , as shown in Figure 2.13. As we have seen earlier, for lattice
dynamics, the force on an atom i due to all its neighbours can be obtained from
the first derivative of the energy as

F(i ) = ∑
j 6=i

Fi j =−∑
j 6=i

∂Φ
(
ri j

)
∂ri j

, (2.81)

where Φ
(
ri j

)
is the pair potential.

2.6.3 Solving the equations of motion
Once we have calculated the forces acting on all the particles, we have to integrate
Newton’s equations of motion

d 2ri

d t 2 = 1

mi
Fi = 1

mi

∑
j 6=i

Fi j
(
ri j

)
. (2.82)

Equation 2.82 is a set of 3N coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), which
are integrated numerically using an efficient algorithm. One of the widely used
algorithms is the velocity-Verlet algorithm [232]

ri (t +δt ) = ri (t )+vi (t )δt + 1

2m
Fi (t )δt 2, (2.83)

vi (t +δt ) = vi (t )+ 1

2m
(Fi (t )+Fi (t +δt ))δt , (2.84)
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Figure 2.13. Periodic boundary conditions in molecular dynamics. Periodic boundary
conditions applied to a system with a rectangular unit cell. Only interactions between
atoms within a cutoff distance rcut are taken into account, taking into account the nearest
periodic images.

where δt is the time step used in the simulation. The velocity-Verlet algorithm is
second order in the velocities and third order in the positions and provides a good
compromise between accuracy and efficiency. Other efficient algorithms like the
leapfrog algorithm [234] and the predictor-corrector algorithms are aslo used [235,
236]. The size of the time step has to be optimized for a balance between accuracy
and computation time. A large time step would lead to large numerical errors and a
small time step would lead to a large number of force evaluations, thereby increasing
the computation time. Ideally, the time step should be short enough to capture the
trajectory of the fastest atomic motion in the system, corresponding to the largest
frequency.

A huge advantage of MD simulations is that they can be parallelized. That is,
the forces on each atom and the updating of position and velocity can be done
simultaneously. Thanks to the increasing computing power, researchers have been
able to perform MD simulations for increasingly larger systems and longer time
scales. A variety of open-source codes that are fast and efficient, like LAMMPS [197]
and GROMACS [237], are now available, which take advantage of the parallelizable
nature of MD simulations.
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2.6.4 MD in various ensembles
The positions and velocities (or momenta) generated during an MD simulation de-
fine the microscopic state of a system. This state can be represented as coordinates
in a multidimensional space called phase space. The phase space has 6N dimen-
sions for a system with N particles. The microscopic information of a system is
related to macroscopic observables such as pressure, energy, etc. using principles
from statistical mechanics in the form of rigorous mathematical expressions. The
system can be described using a statistical ensemble, which is a collection of points
in phase space, each of which represents a possible state that the real system might
be in. Depending on the various parameters like temperature, pressure and number
of particles that describe the thermodynamic state of a system, the ensembles are:

• Microcanonical ensemble (NV E): The total number of particles (N), the total
volume (V ) and the total energy (E) are held constant. This corresponds to
a completely isolated system with no transfer of energy between the system
and the surroundings.

• Canonical ensemble (NV T ): The total number of particles (N), the total
volume (V ) and the temperature (T ) are held constant. Energy can transfer
across boundaries, but matter cannot. The temperature is held constant using
an imaginary thermostat.

• Isothermal-isobaric ensemble (N PT ): The total number of particles (N), the
total pressure (P) and the temperature (T ) are held constant. Energy can
transfer across boundaries, but matter cannot. The internal pressure of the
system is held constant (equal to the pressure exerted on the system by the
surroundings) by changing the volume of the system.

• Grand canonical ensemble (µV T ): The chemical potential (µ), the total
volume (V ) and the temperature (T ) are held constant.

2.6.5 Phonon transport in molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics is an ideal tool for studying phonon transport, as it allows for
the natural inclusion of anharmonic effects. It also allows for studying a wide vari-
ety of systems of different shapes and sizes at the nanoscale. With the growth of
high-performance computing (HPC) and shrinking of system sizes, the dimensions
of the systems modeled using MD are approaching those of real systems. In the
context of thermal transport, MD simulations have been used to calculate properties
like phonon density of states, heat capacity, relaxation times and thermal conduc-
tivity. In this section, we will describe the techniques for calculating the thermal
conductivity of a system using MD simulations.

There are two main techniques that have been developed to predict the thermal
conductivity of materials using MD. One is the direct method (non-equilibrium
approach) and the other is the Green-Kubo method (equilibrium approach). In
the direct method, a temperature gradient is imposed along one direction of the
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simulation cell. The resulting heat flux is calculated (another way is to impose
a constant heat flux and calculate the change in temperature) and the thermal
conductivity is obtained using Fourier’s law. Hence, it is analogous to performing a
real experiment. In the Green-Kubo method, also called equilibrium MD or EMD,
the thermal conductivity is calculated from the fluctuations in heat current using
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In this thesis, we use the Green-Kubo method
for predicting the thermal conductivity of bulk semiconductors and semiconductor
nanowires. We will therefore discuss this method in detail.

Green-Kubo method

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem states that the linear response of a given system
to an external perturbation can be expressed in terms of fluctuation properties of
the system in thermal equilibrium [238]. Hence, a dissipative transport coefficient
can be related to the equilibrium fluctuations of the flux that drives the transport
process. This relationship is given by the Green-Kubo (GK) formula. The exact
form of the GK formula, which is essentially an integral over a time-dependent
correlation functions at equilibrium, depends on the transport property of interest.

The GK formula for the thermal conductivity tensor is given as [239]

καβ =
1

kBT 2V

∞∫
0

〈
Jα (t0) Jβ (t0 + t )

〉
d t , (2.85)

where V is the system volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temper-
ature of the system. Jα (t0) and Jβ (t0 + t ) are the heat current vector components
along directions α and β at time t and time t+t0 . The heat current autocorrelation
function (HCACF)

〈
Jα (t0) Jβ (t0 + t )

〉
is the ensemble average of their product. For

an ergodic system, this is the same as the time average.
For a system that is described using a three-body potential, the heat current

vector takes the form

J =
N∑
i

Ei vi + 1

2

N∑
i , j ;i 6= j

(
Fi j ·vi

)
ri j + 1

6

N∑
i , j ,k;i 6= j 6=k

(
Fi j k ·vi

)(
ri j + ri k

)
, (2.86)

where Ei and vi are the total energy (kinetic and potential) and velocity of atom
i , F are the interatomic forces and r the interatomic distances.

An autocorrelation is a measure of how a property of a system matches to
that property in a time-shifted version of the system. Let us try to develop a
physical interpretation for this. The heat current vector indicates the direction
in which heat is transported in a system at a given time t . In a system with high
thermal conductivity, the fluctuations from equilibrium will dissipate slowly and long
correlation times will be required. On the contrary, for a system with low thermal
conductivity, the fluctuations will dissipate to zero quickly resulting in short-lived
correlations. When sufficiently long simulation times are used, the HCACF will go
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to zero within the simulation time and the thermal conductivity can be obtained by
direct integration of Eq. 2.85.

2.7 Phonon wave packet simulations
Phonon wave packet simulations have been used to study phonon dynamics and
scattering at interfaces and in disordered systems [240–246]. A phonon wave packet
simulation is essentially a molecular dynamics simulation with specific atomic co-
ordinates and initial momentum that are dependent on the system. The initial
displacement of the atoms from their equilibrium positions results in lattice vibra-
tions that are localized in space as a wave packet. The thus created wave packet
propagates along a direction determined by the initial velocities of the atoms.

2.7.1 Creation of a phonon wave packet in a model nanowire
A phonon wave packet is created as a linear combination of vibrational eigenvectors
of the dynamical matrix of a harmonic system. We will consider a model nanowire
of a 2D square lattice of N = Nx Nz atoms with lattice constant a at positions
(xi , zi ) = (ix a, iz a) (i = 1, . . . , N). The wire length is L = Nz a and its thickness is
d = Nx a. In the x-direction we have open boundary conditions and in the z-direction
we apply periodic boundary conditions. The displacement of an atom i from its
equilibrium position in the nanowire is given by ui and its velocity by vi . The atoms
have a nearest-neighbor interaction potential Φ(ui −u j ) = 1

2 K (ui −u j )2, where K is
the spring constant of the harmonic bond between nearest-neighbor atoms i and
j . The atoms have a mass mi . Without disorder, all atoms have the same mass
mi = m. We introduce surface disorder by putting the masses in a lower and upper
boundary layer of thickness h = nba (nb is an integer) equal to mi = ri m, where
ri is a random number in the interval [1−R,1+R], with R indicating the disorder
strength.

We will first consider the nanowire without disorder (R = 0). The nanowire then
has translational symmetry in the z-direction under the replacement z → z +nz a,
with nz an integer. The eigenfrequencies ωk,λ and the corresponding eigenvectors
ek,λ of the dynamical matrix can easily be calculated. The wave vector can have the
Nz values k = 2πmz /L, with mz an integer and k in the first BZ −π/a < k ≤ π/a,
the phonon subband index can have the Nx values λ= 1, . . . , Nx and the eigenvector
ek,λ has Nx components e1,k,λ, . . . ,eNx ,k,λ.

To generate a phonon wave packet, we take a Gaussian envelope of the normal
mode amplitudes in reciprocal space, centered around the wave vector k0:

ck,λ = A exp

(
−4

(
sin2 [(k −k0)a/2]

2σ2
k

))
, (2.87)

where A is the amplitude and σk the dimensionless width of the wave packet in
reciprocal space. The inclusion of the squared sine function guarantees periodicity
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in reciprocal space. To generate a wave packet in subband λ centered around the
position z0 in the real space, we put

ui (t ) = 1p
m

∑
k,λ

ck,λ cos(k(zi − z0)−ωk,λt )eix ,k,λ. (2.88)

A wave packet thus generated is shown in Figure 2.14. The velocity is obtained by
time differentiation of this equation:

vi (t ) = 1p
m

∑
k,λ

ck,λωk,λ sin(k(zi − z0)−ωk,λt )eix ,k,λ. (2.89)

Figure 2.14. A Gaussian wave packet. The wave packet is created from the 1st subband
with an initial wave vector k0 = 0.5× (2π/L)a−1 in a system of length L = 2000a and width
d = 5a.

2.7.2 Propagation of the wave packet in a disordered system
In order to propagate the wave packet in a nanowire with disorder, all the eigen-
frequencies ωn and the corresponding eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix en

(n = 1, . . . , N) should be calculated. The randomness in the masses mi in the outer
layers of the nanowire is accounted for in the dynamical matrix by weighting the cor-
responding terms using the appropriate mass factors. This depends on whether the
corresponding terms are diagonal elements or off-diagonal elements (see Eq. 2.12).
We can expand every solution ui (t ) of Newton’s equations of the nanowire with
surface disorder into eigenvectors:

ui (t ) = 1p
mi

∑
n

(an cos(ωn t )−bn sin(ωn t ))ei ,n . (2.90)
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We can use orthonormality of the eigenvectors∑
i

ei ,nei ,n = δn,m , (2.91)

to calculate the coefficients an and bn :

an = ∑
i

p
mi ui (0)ei ,n , (2.92)

bn = 1
ωn

∑
i

p
mi vi (0)ei ,n . (2.93)

Substituting the values ui (0) and vi (0) from Eqs. 2.88 and 2.89, we obtain the
coefficients an and bn . Using Eq. 2.90 we can then propagate the wave packet in
the nanowire with surface disorder.

The propagation of the wave packet in a nanowire with surface disorder is shown
in Figure 2.15. Here, the disordered region ranges from L = 1,000a to L = 1,200a.
As seen in the figure, upon reaching the region with surface disorder, a part of wave
packet is reflected while another part is transmitted.
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Figure 2.15. Time snap shots of the wave packet propagation in a disordered system.
The wave packet depicted in Figure 2.14 is propagated along a disordered system where
the disordered region ranges from length L = 1,000a to L = 1,200a.
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Figure 2.16. Time snap shots of the energy distribution during wave packet propa-
gation. The energy distribution along the wire corresponding to Figure 2.15. Almost all
of the wave packet is transmitted through the disordered region.

2.7.3 Energy of the wave packet
The total energy (sum of the kinetic energy and potential energy) of the wave packet
can be used to determine its transmission in a nanowire with surface disorder. The
total energy of the wave packet can be calculated from the equation

E =∑
i

1

2
mi v2

i +
∑
<i j>

1

2
K (ui (t )−u j (t ))2, (2.94)

where mi is the mass of atom i and < i j > denotes nearest neighbours. An equiv-
alent expression can be given for the energy Eiz at a position z = iz a in the wire,
where ∑

iz Eiz = E . The transmission is defined as the energy that is transmitted
through the disordered region divided by the initial energy of the wave packet. In
a nanowire without surface disorder the wave packet will continue to propagate in
the original direction and the transmission through any region will be 1. The energy
distribution corresponding to the wave packet propagation in Figure 2.15 is shown
in Figure 2.16. In this case the transmission is close to 1. The transmission depends
on a variety of factors like the strength of the disorder, the length of the disordered
region, the initial wave vector of the wave packet, etc. We will study this in detail
in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3
Thermal Properties of Bulk
Wurtzite Gallium Phosphide

In this chapter, we study phonon properties, like frequencies and scattering rates, of
bulk wurtzite GaP, using force constants obtained from first principles. The calcu-
lated phonon properties are used to solve the linearized phonon Boltzmann transport
equation to obtain the thermal conductivity. The calculated thermal conductivity
matches closely with results available in literature. The phonon calculations per-
formed in this chapter act as a primer to some of the calculations for bulk and
nanowire systems described in the following chapters of this thesis.



Thermal Properties of Bulk Wurtzite Gallium Phosphide

3.1 Gallium phosphide
Gallium phoshide (GaP) is a group III-V semiconductor that is used for optical appli-
cations, like the manufacturing of low cost light emitting diodes (LEDs) [247,248].
In its bulk form, GaP has a zinc-blende (ZB) structure with a lattice constant of
5.45 Å. The experimentally determined room-temperature thermal conductivity of
bulk GaP is about 110 W/m K [249]. GaP nanowires that are experimentally grown
have a wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure [228, 250]. Hence, the phonon properties
studied in this chapter are for bulk GaP with a WZ structure, since the aim is to
better understand the experimental studies on GaP nanowires.

The WZ GaP structure is shown in Figure 3.1. A WZ crystal structure is essen-
tially a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) lattice with 4 atoms per unit cell. Naturally
occurring group III-V materials with a WZ structure include nitrides like gallium
nitride and indium nitride. In the WZ structure, the group III and V atoms are lo-
cated on the lattice points of two interpenetrating hcp lattices with a mutual shift
(0,0,uc), where u, the internal cell parameter, is related to the lattice parameters
a and c as c/a =p

1/u. For an ideal WZ structure, the value of u is 3/8.

Figure 3.1. Unit cell of the GaP wurtzite crystal structure. Yellow and grey spheres
indicate gallium and phoshide, respectively. The lattice parameters are a and c.

3.2 Phonon frequencies and density of states
We calculate the phonon frequencies of bulk WZ GaP using the harmonic (second-
order) force constants obtained using the finite difference method discussed in
Section 2.2. We use the open-source program Phonopy [217] to calculate the
phonon frequencies employing force constants obtained using ab-initio density func-
tional theory (DFT). The DFT calculations were performed using the VASP pack-
age [251–254] within the local density approximation (LDA) for the exchange-
correlation potential [255]. A cut-off energy of 282 eV for the plane wave basis
set was used. A 6×6×4 k-point grid was used for sampling the Brillouin zone, with
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a Gaussian smearing width of 0.1 eV. A 3×3×2 supercell was used with atomic
displacements of 0.01 Å for the calculation of the force constant. The relaxed lat-
tice constants of the ab-initio calculations were found to be 3.792 and 6.256 Å for
a and c, respectively. To account for the long-range Coulomb forces present in
ionic crystals, a non-analytical correction term was applied to the harmonic force
constants [193]. An energy convergence criterion of 10−9 eV was used for all the
calculations.
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Figure 3.2. Phonon dispersion curves of bulk wurtzite GaP. Phonon dispersion curves
along high symmetry directions, calculated from first principles. There are 3 acoustic
modes and 9 optical modes, adding up to a total of 12 phonon modes. The inset shows
the hexagonal Brillouin zone.

The phonon dispersion curves calculated for bulk WZ GaP are shown in Figure
3.2. There are 4 atoms in the primitive unit cell of bulk WZ GaP, leading to 12
phonon subbands. Out of these 12 bands, 3 are acoustic modes (1 longitudinal,
LA, and 2 transversal, TA, modes) and 9 are optical modes. Among the 9 optical
modes, 3 are low-lying (below the Debye frequency ωD = 9.4THz) and 6 are high-
lying (above ωD). The gap between the low-lying and high-lying optical modes
arises from the mass difference between the Ga and P atoms.

The phonon density of states (DOS), which gives the number of phonon modes
per unit frequency per unit cell volume, can be calculated from the phonon disper-
sion curves. The phonon DOS obtained for bulk WZ GaP is shown in Figure 3.3.
At low frequencies, we see a quadratic dependence with frequency, arising from the
linear dispersion of acoustic phonons (ω=∝ |k|) close to the Γ point k = 0), as used
in the Debye model.
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Figure 3.3. Phonon density of states in bulk wurtzite GaP. Phonon density of states
(DOS) calculated from the dispersion curves shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3 Scattering rates and lifetimes

Apart from the phonon velocities calculated from the phonon dispersion and the
phonon DOS, phonon scattering rates govern the thermal conductivity of a material.
The scattering rates in turn determine the phonon relaxation times (lifetimes). The
scattering rates are obtained from the anharmonic, third order, force constants,
which are calculated using the finite-displacement method as explained in Sections
2.2.4 and 2.3. For calculating the third order force constants, we used a 3×3×2
supercell. The reciprocal space was sampled using a 6×6×4 k-point grid.

The phonon-phonon and phonon-isotope scattering rates in bulk WZ GaP at
300 K as a function of frequency are shown in Figure 3.4. These results were
obtained by sampling the BZ using a 29× 29× 25 q-mesh, which is sufficient to
obtain a converged thermal conductivity at room temperature. At low frequencies
the normal scattering rates dominate compared to the Umklapp scattering rate. In
the entire frequency range, phonon-isotope scattering does not seem to be important
compared to the phonon-phonon scattering rates. In the phonon-isotope scattering
we took for gallium the natural abundances of 60% 69Ga and 40% 71Ga and for
phosphorous the only stable isotope 31P.

From the phonon scattering rates, the relaxation times (lifetimes) can be cal-
culated according to Eq. 2.44. The phonon lifetimes at 300 K as a function of
frequency for the different phonon modes in bulk WZ GaP are shown in Figure 3.5.
The acoustic phonons have clearly longer lifetimes than the optical modes, and
hence will contribute more to the thermal conductivity. Some optical phonons have
relatively large lifetimes. This is due to the large gap between the low-lying and the
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Figure 3.4. Phonon scattering rates in bulk wurtzite GaP. Phonon-phonon (normal
and Umklapp) and phonon-isotope scattering rates at 300 K.
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Figure 3.5. Phonon lifetimes in bulk wurtzite GaP. Phonon lifetimes at 300 K as a
function of frequency for the longitudinal acoustic (LA), transversal acoustic (TA) and
optical modes.

high-lying phonons, where the high-lying optical phonons participate in relatively
fewer three-phonon scattering events than the low-lying optical phonons. Due to
this gap, the three-phonon processes involving 2 acoustic phonons and 1 optical
phonon ((a,a,o) processes), which are generally dominant, are restricted in some of
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the group III-V materials, among which GaP is one [256].

3.4 Thermal conductivity
Using the second and third order force constants, we calculated the thermal conduc-
tivity of bulk WZ GaP by solving the phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
as explained in Section 2.4. We used Phono3py [193] to obtain the full solution
of the linearized phonon BTE. The calculated thermal conductivity as a function
of temperature is shown in Figure 3.6. As one expects, the thermal conductiv-
ity decreases with increasing temperature due to the increase in phonon-phonon
scattering. A comparison is made with calculated room-temperature thermal con-
ductivity values of bulk WZ GaP available in the literature [193,257].
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Figure 3.6. Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of bulk WZ GaP. Red
line: calculated thermal conductivity of bulk WZ GaP as a function of temperature. Blue
and green symbols: calculated thermal conductivity at 300 K reported in [257] and [193],
respectively.

In order to gain further understanding about the phonon contribution to the
thermal conductivity, we study the thermal conductivity accumulation with respect
to the phonon frequencies and mean free paths. In Figures 3.7a and b, we show the
thermal conductivity accumulation as a function of phonon frequency and phonon
mean free path, respectively. The blue and red dotted lines indicate the contribu-
tions up to 50% and 90% of the total thermal conductivity. As shown in the plots,
90% of the contribution to the thermal conductivity comes from phonons with a
frequency less than 3.5 THz, while 50% comes from low-frequency phonons with a
frequency less than 2.2 THz. In terms of phonon mean free paths, 90% contribution
comes from phonons with mean free paths less than 3.5 µm, while 50 % comes from
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phonons with mean free paths less than 0.8 µm. Hence, we can say that there is a
dominant contribution to the thermal conductivity from low-frequency long-mean
free path phonons.
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Figure 3.7. Thermal conductivity accumulation as a function of phonon frequency
and mean free path. The red and blue dotted lines indicate contributions up to 50% and
90%, respectively, of the total thermal conductivity.
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Figure 3.8. Mode contribution to the thermal conductivity of bulk WZ GaP. Contri-
bution to the thermal conductivity at 300 K from different phonon modes λ, grouped as
TA1, TA2, LA, and optical.

In Figure 3.8, we show the mode thermal conductivity (κλ) of the different
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phonon modes at 300 K. The LA and TA phonon modes have a higher group
velocity, longer mean free path and larger specific heat compared to the optical
phonons, leading to a higher contribution to the thermal conductivity, as shown in
Figure 3.9a-d for bulk WZ GaP. The phonon mean free paths in bulk WZ GaP spans
about five orders of magnitude (see Figure 3.9a), with some mean free paths in the
range of a couple of micrometers. Such a wide range of phonon mean free paths
was also reported in bulk silicon [35, 37]. The LA modes, which have the longest
mean free paths, also have the largest group velocity (see Figure 3.9b). The optical
phonon modes lying above the Debye frequency (ωD = 9.4THz) have a low group
velocity, because of their small dispersion. These modes also have the smallest mean
free paths of a couple of nanometers or smaller (see Figure 3.9c). The specific heat
of these modes is also low compared to the other modes (see Figure 3.9d) and
hence their contribution to the thermal conductivity is insignificant.
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Figure 3.9. Mode contribution to the thermal conductivity and phonon properties in
bulk WZ GaP. a) Mode contribution to the thermal conductivity as a function of phonon
mean free path for the TA, LA, and optical modes. (b-d) Group velocity, phonon mean
free path and mode specific heat as a function of frequency for the different modes in bulk
WZ GaP.

Comparing the contributions of acoustic and optical phonons to the thermal
conductivity κ at room temperature, about 80% comes from acoustic phonons
and 20% from optical phonons, as shown in Figure 3.10a. As the temperature
increases, the contribution of optical phonons increases. This is primarily due to
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the increase in the heat capacity of the optical modes with increasing tempera-
ture. However, it has been shown that this increase changes upon including the
four-phonon scattering processes [258]. When including these scattering processes,
the relative contribution of optical phonons to κ in BAs and AlSb decreases with
increasing temperature from 300-1000 K [258]. This calls for the investigation of
the effect of four-phonon scattering processes on the thermal properties of bulk WZ
GaP. Figure 3.10b compares the contribution to κ of phonons that lie below and
above the Debye frequency ωD. Even though the contribution to κ of phonons with
frequency greater than ωD is negligible, these phonons do affect the total phase
space for scattering, as they participate in different scattering processes with the
other phonons. They thus indirectly influence the thermal conductivity.
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Figure 3.10. Mode contribution to the thermal conductivity of bulk WZ GaP aas
function of temperature. a) Contribution to the total thermal conductivity from the TA,
LA, and optical modes as a function of temperature. b) Contribution from the modes that
are below and above ωD.

3.5 Summary and conclusion
We calculated the thermal conductivity of bulK WZ GaP by solving the linearized
phonon Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) using phonon properties calculated
from first principles. Three-phonon scattering processes were taken into account.
Decomposition of the thermal conductivity into contributions from different modes
revealed that the dominant contribution comes from low-frequency long-mean free
path acoustic phonons. The contribution of optical phonons is only 20% at room
temperature and increases with increasing temperature. This contribution is ex-
pected to be even lower when four-phonon scattering processes are included, as
shown in the literature for BAs and AlSb. The effect of four-phonon scattering
processes on the thermal conductivity of bulk WZ GaP therefore needs further
investigation.
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Chapter 4
Diameter-dependent Thermal
Conductivity of Ultrathin GaP
Nanowires

The diameter dependence of the thermal conductivity of nanowires is usually mod-
eled using Matthiessen’s rule, by putting the mean free path of phonons equal to the
diameter d of the nanowire. This results in a thermal conductivity κ that decreases
with decreasing d , due to the increase in boundary scattering. Recent molecular
dynamics studies of heat transport in thin silicon nanowires have shown a nonmono-
tonic diameter dependence of κ, where a decrease with decreasing d is followed by
an increase to a value of κ exceeding the bulk thermal conductivity. This increase
of κ was explained by an increase of the importance of hydrodynamic transport
effects in the thinner wires, where the normal scattering by phonon-phonon inter-
action increases, but the Umklapp scattering decreases [Y. Zhou, X. Zhang, and
M. Hu, Nano Lett. 17, 1269 (2017)]. In this chapter, we study heat transport in
thin nanowires of the compound semiconductor gallium-phosphide in the wurtzite
crystal structure, using molecular dynamics simulations. A similar nonmonotonic d
dependence of κ is found as in silicon nanowires, but with a minimum in κ occurring
at a much larger diameter of d ∼ 8 nm instead of 2-3 nm.

This chapter is based on the publication: Gireesan, S., Torres, P., Alvarez, F. X., and Bobbert,
P. A. (2020). Diameter-dependent thermal conductivity of ultrathin GaP nanowires: A molecular
dynamics study. Physical Review B, 101(2), 024307.



Diameter-dependent Thermal Conductivity of Ultrathin GaP Nanowires

4.1 Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have been widely recognized as ideal systems for
energy conversion [259–261]. Various studies have shown the potential of NWs as
highly efficient thermoelectric materials [15,16,262], with a thermoelectric efficiency
higher than that of the bulk material. This increase in the thermoelectric efficiency
results mainly from the reduction in the thermal conductivity κ of NWs as compared
to the bulk material. Owing to the increase in scattering at the NW boundary, a
reduction in κ can be effected by reducing the diameter d of the nanowire [143,
263,264], thereby reducing the phonon mean free path.

Assuming diffuse scattering at the boundary, the phonon mean free path is
limited by the thickness of the wire, which limits the thermal conductivity. The
reduction in κ with decreasing d is usually modeled using Matthiessen’s rule by
putting the mean free path of phonon-boundary scattering equal to d [230]. How-
ever, a few modeling studies using molecular dynamics (MD) have shown that at
extremely small diameters (a couple of nanometers), κ of Si NWs increases with
decreasing d [265–267]. Ponomareva et al. [265] studied the thermal conductiv-
ity of Si NWs using direct (non-equilibrium) MD. They showed that κ increases
below a diameter d = 1.5 nm and attributed this to a phonon confinement ef-
fect [265]. Donadio and Galli [266] showed, using equilibrium MD based on the
Green-Kubo formalism, that κ of Si NWs with d = 1.1 nm is higher than that of
NWs with d = 2 and 3 nm. Zhou et al. [267] studied the thermal conductivity of
Si NWs using equilibrium MD with d ranging from 1 to 4 nm. They also found a
nonmonotonic dependence of κ on d with a higher value of κ for very thin wires.
They attributed this to the increased importance of hydrodynamic effects in phonon
transport [176,179,182,268], where for the low-frequency phonons that are mostly
responsible for the heat transport the three-phonon scattering rate of total phonon
momentum-conserving normal scattering increases with decreasing d , but that of
momentum-destroying Umklapp scattering decreases.

The above MD studies focused on Si NWs, which are one of the most widely
studied systems. It is still unknown whether other systems, e.g. compound semicon-
ductor NWs, would also show such nonmonotonic behavior. Multi-atom systems
like compound semiconductors have a phononic bandgap resulting from the dif-
ference in masses of the atoms, which could influence phonon-phonon scattering.
Also, the effect of crystal structure is unknown. In this work, we study the diameter
dependence of the thermal conductivity of wurtzite gallium-phosphide (GaP) NWs
using equilibrium MD simulations to investigate whether a similar nonmonotonic
dependence of the thermal conductivity on diameter can be found.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we discuss the NW structure
(4.2.1), the used interatomic potential (4.2.2), and the computational methodolo-
gies to calculate the thermal conductivity (4.2.3), the three-phonon scattering rates
(4.2.4), and the phonon band structure (4.2.5). Section 4.3 contains our main re-
sults and a discussion. In Sec. 4.4 we present a summary with the main conclusions
and an outlook.
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4.2 Nanowire Structure, Interatomic Potential And
Computational Methodologies

4.2.1 Nanowire Structure
We study GaP NWs, which have a wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure, resulting in
a hexagonal cross section [269] (see inset of Figure 4.1). The growth (c-) axis
is along the <0001> direction. As initial lattice parameters for the WZ unit cell
before relaxation we take a = 0.3842 nm [250] and c =

p
8/3 a = 0.6274 nm. The

diameter of the NW is d . The thermal conductivity κ is calculated for NWs with d
ranging from 3 to 41 unit cells, corresponding to the range 1.15 to 15.75 nm. The
latter values are approximate, because of the relaxation of the atoms from their
initial positions.

4.2.2 Interatomic Potential
The atomic interactions are modeled using an optimized Tersoff potential, a pre-
ferred choice for modeling atomic interactions of group III-V semiconductors [216].
We use the Tersoff parameters for GaP obtained by Powell and coworkers [216] from
a fit to cohesive and elastic properties calculated from first principles. We point
out that these parameters were obtained for the bulk zinc blende structure of GaP.
Here, we use the same potential with these parameters for a WZ structure. This
could possibly somewhat affect the absolute values of κ, but we do not expect a
significant effect on the diameter dependence of κ.

4.2.3 Calculation of thermal conductivity
We calculate the thermal conductivity κ of GaP NWs using equilibrium MD1. In
this method, the thermal conductivity tensor καβ (α,β = x, y, z ) is calculated from
the integral of the average heat current autocorrelation function (HCACF) using
the linear response Green-Kubo formula [239,270–272]

καβ =
1

kBT 2V

∞∫
0

〈
Jα (t0) Jβ (t0 + t )

〉
d t , (4.1)

where V is the system volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temper-
ature of the system. Jα (t0) and Jβ (t0 + t ) are the heat current vector components
along direction α and β at time t0 and time t0 + t . The HCACF

〈
Jα (t0) Jβ (t0 + t )

〉
is the ensemble average of their product. We calculate the HCACF as an average
over time, as explained below, combined with an average over N MD simulations
with different initial conditions.

The heat current is calculated using the formula (valid for three-body potentials)
[273]

1See section 2.6 for more details.
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J =
N∑
i

Ei vi + 1

2

N∑
i , j ;i 6= j

(
Fi j ·vi

)
ri j + 1

6

N∑
i , j ,k;i 6= j 6=k

(
Fi j k ·vi

)(
ri j + ri k

)
, (4.2)

where Ei and vi are the total energy (kinetic and potential) and velocity of atom i,
and F are the interatomic forces and r the interatomic distances.

The open-source MD package LAMMPS [197] is used for all the simulations.
The MD time step is fixed at 0.5 fs. Periodic boundary conditions with a period L
are applied along the z-direction of the NW, which is the direction of heat prop-
agation. Free boundary conditions are applied along the other directions. At the
beginning of each simulation, the NW structure is relaxed, also along its length, and
the NW is equilibrated to room temperate (300 K) using the isobaric-isothermal
(NPT) ensemble for 2 ns and the canonical ensemble (NVT) for 0.5 ns. Following
the relaxation and equilibration, the HCACF is calculated in the microcanonical en-
semble (NVE). For this, the heat current vector J (t ) is sampled every 5 time steps.
The thermal conductivity κ= κzz is then obtained by numerical integration of the
HCACF 〈Jz (t0) Jz (t0 + t )〉 .

Following the nomenclature of Wang et al. [274], in Eq. 4.1 the HCACF is
integrated up to a finite correlation time tcorre smaller than the total simulation time
ttotal, while a time average is performed over t0 in the interval 0 ≤ t0 ≤ ttotal − tcorre.
Finally, an average over N independent simulations is taken. For the thinnest wire
(d = 1.15 nm) we take tcorre = 4,000 ps and N= 20, for the intermediate-thickness
wires (1.92 nm ≤ d ≤ 4.99 nm) we take tcorre = 2,000 ps and N= 20, and for the
thick wires (d > 4.99 nm) we take tcorre = 500 ps and N= 10. For these values,
sufficiently accurate results are obtained. In all results presented below, ttotal= 40
ns is taken. Table 4.1 shows that taking longer values of ttotal than 40 ns does not
significantly change the final result for the thinnest considered wire with d = 1.15
nm, which is the most critical case. Table 4.2 shows that a wire length L = 12.55
nm yields sufficiently converged results for this most critical case. For the other
wire length, taking L = 4.95 nm is sufficient.

4.2.4 Calculation of the three-phonon scattering rates
In order to interpret the thermal conductivity results, three-phonon scattering rates
are calculated using the Tersoff potential for the thinnest considered NWs with
d = 1.15 and 1.92 nm, and for bulk WZ GaP. These calculations are done using a
combination of LAMMPS and phono3py [193]. The third order interatomic force
constants (IFCs) are used to compute the imaginary part of the phonon self-energy,
from which the phonon lifetimes are obtained [193,217]. For the calculation of the
third order IFCs an atomic displacement of 0.03 Å and a pair distance cut-off of
3.9 Å is taken. For the NWs a 1×1×4 supercell and a 1×1×160 q-point grid for
sampling the first Brillouin zone (1BZ) are used, and for bulk WZ GaP a 3×3×2
supercell and a 37×37×33 q-point grid. The summations over the 1BZ are done
using the linear tetrahedron method. This approach provides sufficiently accurate
three-phonon scattering rates.
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Table 4.1: Effect of total simulation time ttotal on the calculated thermal conduc-
tivity κ of a GaP NW with diameter d = 1.15 nm. Averages were taken over N =
10 MD runs for each value of ttotal, from which also the error bars were estimated.
To reduce the required computation time to study this effect, a correlation time
tcorre= 500 ps was used and a length L = 4.95 nm, which are smaller than the
values tcorre= 4,000 ps and L = 12.55 nm used in Figure 4.1.

Total simulation time ttotal (ns) Thermal conductivity κ (W/m K)

40 283 ± 20
60 294 ± 11
80 303 ± 17
120 292 ± 7

Table 4.2: Effect of finite length L of the NW on the calculated κ of a GaP NW
with diameter d = 1.15 nm. A correlation time tcorre= 4,000 ps was used and a
total simulation time ttotal = 40 ns. Averages were taken over N = 20 MD runs for
each value of L, from which also the error bars were estimated.

NW length L (nm) Thermal conductivity κ (W/m K)

1.25 53 ± 3
2.51 186 ± 23
5.02 290 ± 29
7.53 379 ± 57
10.04 423 ± 66
12.55 525 ± 50
15.06 663 ± 79
20.08 505 ± 88
25.10 500 ± 65

4.2.5 Calculation of the phonon band structure

We calculate the phonon band structure of the thinnest considered NWs with d =
1.15, 1.92, and 2.69 nm using the Tersoff potential. These calculations are done
using a combination of LAMMPS and phonopy [275]. For the calculation of the
second order IFCs an atomic displacement of 0.01 Å and a pair distance cut-off
of 3.9 Å are taken. The second order IFCs are then used to create the dynamical
matrix, from which the phonon frequencies as a function of wave vector q along
the NW are obtained. A 1×1×4 supercell and a 1×1×20 q-point grid for sampling
the 1BZ are used, providing a sufficiently accurate band structure.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
The thermal conductivity κ as a function of diameter d , which is our main result,
is shown in the main panel of Figure 4.1. Like in the work on Si NWs [265–267] we
observe a nonmonotonic dependence of κ on d , with a thermal conductivity κ = 525
± 50 W/m K for the thinnest considered NW (d = 1.15 nm). This is about five to
six times larger than the calculated bulk thermal conductivity κbulk= 92 ± 5 W/m
K of WZ GaP. No experimental results are yet available for thermal conductivities
of WZ GaP nanowires. For bulk GaP, experimental thermal conductivities are only
available for the equilibrium zinc blende structure, with a room-temperature value
of 75.2 W/m K [276]. Interestingly, the minimum in κ in Figure 1 appears at a
diameter d ≈ 8 nm that is considerably larger than in Si NWs (d ≈ 2-3 nm [267]).
In the remainder of this section we discuss these results and the various steps that
lead to them.

Figure 4.1. Diameter dependence of thermal conductivity of GaP nanowires. Main
panel: room-temperature (300 K) thermal conductivity κ of wurtzite (WZ) GaP nanowires
(NWs) as a function of diameter d , as calculated from equilibrium molecular dynamics
(MD). The results are averages over N= 20 MD runs for d ≤ 4.99 nm and N = 10 runs
for d > 4.99 nm, from which also the error bars were estimated. The dashed line indicates
κ of bulk WZ GaP obtained using the same method. Inset: top and side view of a NW
with d = 4.99 nm. Red (blue) spheres correspond to Ga (P) atoms.

In Figure 4.2 we show examples of the HCACF for GaP NWs with different
diameters d and the HCACF of bulk WZ GaP. The HCACF does not decay mono-
tonically, but shows an oscillation with a period of about 0.1 ps, as indicated in
Figure 4.2(a). This oscillation is caused by the excitation of optical phonons related
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to the relative motion of the Ga and P atoms, which have different masses [274].
Apart from this high-frequency oscillation, a beating with a period of about 2 ps
is visible for the thinnest NWs. We suggest that superpositions of the above high-
frequency optical phonons with slightly different frequencies lead to this beating.
This beating has damped out for the various values of the correlation times tcorre

we use.
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Figure 4.2. Normalized heat current autocorrelation function as a function of time.
Normalized heat current autocorrelation function (HCACF) 〈Jz (t0) Jz (t0 + t )〉 as a function
of time t , obtained from single MD runs for (a)-(e) GaP NWs with different diameters d
and (f) bulk WZ GaP. The oscillation with a period of about 0.1 ps indicated in (a) is
related to the excitation of diatomic optical phonons.

Figure 4.3 shows the results for κ when integrating the HCACF up to tcorre. For
the thinnest wire with d = 1.15 nm we need a very large value tcorre = 4,000 ps
to obtain a reasonably converged result, while for intermediate-thickness wires of
1.92 nm ≤ d ≤ 4.99 nm taking tcorre= 2,000 ps suffices, as mentioned in Sec. 4.2.3.
For thick wires with d > 4.99 nm and for bulk WZ GaP tcorre= 500 ps is sufficient.
The reason for taking these different values of tcorre is that the HCACF for thin
wires decays slower than for thicker wires (see Figure 4.2), which is related to the
larger κ of thin wires (see Figure 4.1). For comparison, the result for bulk WZ GaP
is shown in Figure 4.3(c). The bulk result was obtained from an equilibrium MD
simulation for a 8×8×8 supercell and an average over 10 runs. The averages over
the last 50 ps of the curves in Figure 4.3 yield the values for κ given in Figure 4.1.

The increase in κ with decreasing diameter d in Si NWs was explained by Zhou
et al. [267] by a decrease of the Umklapp (U) three-phonon scattering rate for
low-frequency phonons with decreasing d , accompanied by an increase of the nor-
mal (N) scattering rate. To check if the same holds for our GaP NWs, we plot
in Figures 4.4(a) and (b) the U and N scattering rates as a function of frequency
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Figure 4.3. Thermal conductivity of GaP NWs with different diameters as a function
of correlation time. (a) and (b): Thermal conductivity κ of GaP NWs with different
diameters d obtained by integration of Eq. 4.1 up to a correlation time tcorre, with an
average over N= 20 MD runs for d ≤ 4.99 nm and N= 10 runs for d > 4.99 nm. Note
the different scales of the x - and y -axes in (a) and (b). Note also that in (a) the longest
value of tcorre is 4,000 ps for the thinnest wire with d = 1.15 nm and 2,000 ps for the
other wires. (c): Result for bulk WZ GaP.

f of phonon modes in thin wires with d = 1.15 and 1.92 nm. For comparison,
we show results for bulk WZ GaP in Figure 4.4(c). We observe that also in the
case of GaP NWs the U scattering rate for low-frequency phonons decreases while
the N scattering rate increases with decreasing d , as indicated by the arrows in
Figures 4.4(a) and (b). These trends lead to a more pronounced hydrodynamic
character of the heat flow in thinner NWs and hence to a higher thermal con-
ductivity [267]. Hydrodynamic phonon transport results from the dominance of
total phonon momentum-conserving N scattering over resistive U scattering pro-
cesses [176, 179, 182, 268]. U scattering leads to relaxation of the phonon distri-
bution to the equilibrium Bose-Einstein distribution, which has zero total phonon
momentum. N scattering conserves total phonon momentum and leads to relax-
ation to an intermediate drift distribution where the phonons drift as a group with a
non-zero average velocity. When U scattering decreases and N scattering increases,
the thermal conductivity will therefore increase.

Zhou et al. [267] attributed the decrease in U scattering in Si NWs to changes
in the phonon band structure of the NWs when their thickness changes. Figure
4.5 shows the calculated one-dimensional phonon band structure of GaP NWs with
diameters d = 1.15, 1.92, and 2.69 nm. We observe the expected four gapless
modes, consisting of two degenerate flexural modes, a torsional mode, and a com-
pressional mode, as indicated in Figure 4.5(a). Because of the confinement of the
phonon modes in the lateral directions, phonon subbands form. The second-lowest
subband, which is two-fold degenerate, is indicated by arrows in Figure 4.5. It
corresponds at the Γ-point to a standing transversal acoustical wave in the radial
direction with one nodal plane. As expected for subband formation, its frequency at
the Γ-point shifts up with decreasing d . Similar to Zhou et al. [267] we argue that
U scattering is suppressed for low-frequency phonons in thin NWs for the following
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Figure 4.4. Three phonon scattering rates in thin GaP nanowires. Calculated three-
phonon scattering rates as a function of phonon frequency f for normal and Umklapp
processes in GaP NWs with diameters d of (a) 1.15 nm and (b) 1.92 nm. (c): Results for
bulk WZ GaP. The phonon band gap occurs around f = 10 THz.

reason. The effect of U scattering on the thermal conductivity is dominated by a
three-phonon absorption process where two low-frequency phonons from the gap-
less bands convert into a higher-frequency phonon. The higher-frequency phonon
should be in a higher-lying band because of the addition of a non-zero reciprocal
lattice vector to the total momentum, which characterizes U scattering. Because
of the upward shift of the second-lowest subband in thinner NWs, the availability of
modes for the higher-frequency phonon decreases and thus the U scattering rate de-
creases. On the other hand, N scattering occurs within the low-lying gapless bands
and is thus not suppressed with decreasing d . Hence, we confirm for GaP NWs
the mechanism proposed by Zhou et al. for Si NWs, with the difference that in Si
NWs a surface optical phonon branch lies below the second-lowest subband [267].
We do not have a simple explanation for the observed increase of the N scattering
of low-frequency phonons with decreasing d , but this increase should be related to
the subtle diameter-dependent changes in the dispersion of the low-frequency bands
observed in Figure 4.5.

Figures 4.4(a) and (b) show an interesting grouping of both U and N scattering
rates of low-frequency phonons in GaP NWs that was not observed for Si NWs [267].
We traced this back to the different scattering rates of phonons in the different
gapless bands indicated in Figure 4.5(a). The torsional mode in the NWs is observed
to have a significantly lower scattering rate than the flexural and compressional
modes (by an order of magnitude or even more at low frequency). We also observe,
by comparing our Figure 4.5 with Figure 5 in Ref. [148], that the velocity of the
torsional mode in our GaP NWs is comparatively smaller than the velocity of this
mode in Si NWs. We attribute both observations to the different crystal structures
of GaP and Si NWs. The torsional mode in the WZ GaP NWs corresponds to the
mutual rotation of planes of Ga and P atoms (see inset of Figure 4.1). A relatively
small restoring force will be present for the mutual rotation of planes of Ga and
P atoms for which the Ga-P bonds are oriented along the wire axis. By contrast,
in Si NWs there are no Si-Si bonds that are oriented along the wire axis, leading
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Figure 4.5. Phonon dispersion curves of thin GaP nanowires. Phonon dispersion curves
up to a frequency f = 3 THz for GaP NWs with diameters d of (a) 1.15 nm, (b) 1.92
nm, and (c) 2.69 nm. In (a) the different types of gapless phonon branches are indicated.
The arrow indicates the bottom of the second-lowest phonon subband.

to a relatively large restoring force and a comparatively higher velocity. We note
that torsional modes cannot exist in the bulk, so there is no equivalent grouping of
scattering rates in Figure 4.3(c).

All the above results have been obtained for isotopically pure GaP, with 100%
69Ga. The natural abundances of 69Ga and 71Ga are 60% and 40%, respectively,
leading to isotope scattering. Table 4.3 shows the effect of isotope scattering in
calculations of κ for the thinnest and second-thinnest nanowires (d = 1.15 and
1.92 nm) and for bulk WZ GaP, where the Ga atoms in our MD simulations were
randomly chosen to be 69Ga or 71Ga according to the natural abundances. We
note that, in order to reduce the simulation times, the calculations in Table 4.3 are
for the thinnest wire done for a shorter length L = 4.95 nm than the L = 12.55
nm in Figure 4.1, leading to reduced values of κ. Nevertheless, a clear trend is
visible. The relative reduction of κ by isotope scattering increases with decreasing
wire thickness, showing that isotope scattering becomes, relatively, increasingly
important. However, κ still increases considerably with decreasing wire thickness.

4.4 Summary, conclusions and outlook
From equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of ultrathin wurtzite GaP nanowires
with thicknesses in the range d = 1.15-15.75 nm we found a nonmonotonic de-
pendence of the room-temperature thermal conductivity κ, where κ first decreases
with decreasing d and then increases to a value much larger than the bulk ther-
mal conductivity. Such nonmonotonic dependence was previously found in Si
nanowires [265–267]. Like in the Si nanowires, we attribute the increase in κ

with decreasing d to an increased hydrodynamic character of the heat flow in the
thinner nanowires. Here, the rates for total phonon momentum-destroying Umklapp
three-phonon scattering of low-frequency phonons decrease while the rates for total
phonon momentum-conserving normal scattering increase. We found interesting
differences as compared to the scattering rates in Si nanowires that are related to
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Table 4.3: Effect of isotope scattering on the calculated thermal conductivity κ of
GaP NWs with diameters d = 1.15 and 1.92 nm, and bulk WZ GaP. Results are
given for isotopically pure GaP (100% 69Ga) and GaP with the natural abundances
of 60% 69Ga and 40% 71Ga. The results for d = 1.15 nm, d = 1.92 nm, and bulk
were obtained with tcorre= 4,000, 2,000, and 500 ps, respectively. The length of
the wires is L = 4.95 nm. Averages were taken over N = 10 MD runs for all cases,
from which also the error bars were estimated.

System Isotopically pure GaP GaP with 60% 69Ga
and 40% 71Ga

Nanowire (d = 1.15 nm) 306 ± 30 190 ± 50
Nanowire (d = 1.92 nm) 142 ± 16 105 ± 13

Bulk 92 ± 5 78 ± 4

a torsional mode with a low velocity and a low scattering rate. These results were
obtained for isotopically pure GaP. For GaP with the natural abundances of the
two Ga isotopes, we found that isotope scattering reduces κ relatively stronger for
thinner wires, but that the increase in κ with decreasing d is still present.

Although the qualitative aspects of the nonmonotonic dependence of κ on diam-
eter d in GaP and Si nanowires are comparable, important quantitative differences
exist. For example, the minimum in κ occurs at a much larger value of d ≈ 8 nm
than in Si nanowires (d = 2-3 nm [267]). This means that this monotonic depen-
dence can be much more easily experimentally observed in GaP nanowires than in
Si nanowires. Although we do not know the cause of this difference, it suggests
that the details of the nonmonotonic behavior depend on the specific semiconductor
and/or on the specific crystal structure of the wire. It is likely that the nonmono-
tonic behavior is more pronounced or that the minimum in κ occurs at even larger
diameters for other semiconductors or crystal structures, and it would be of interest
to systematically investigate this. It would also be of interest to investigate the tem-
perature dependence, which was not addressed in the present work. The scattering
at the nanowire surface caused by roughness or an oxide layer, which are inevitably
present in experiment, should also be investigated [270]. The finding that thermal
conductivities of ultrathin nanowires can be much larger than bulk conductivities
can have important applications in rapid heat transfer at the nanoscale, possibly
leading to novel cooling solutions in microelectronics.
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Chapter 5
Ballistic Phonons in Ultrathin GaP
Nanowires

According to Fourier’s law, a temperature difference across a material results in
a linear temperature profile and a thermal conductance that decreases inversely
proportional to the system length. These are the hallmarks of diffusive heat flow. In
this chapter, we analyze heat flow in ultrathin (25 nm) GaP nanowires in the absence
of a temperature gradient within the wire, and find that the heat conductance is
independent of wire length. These observations deviate from Fourier’s law and
are direct proof of ballistic heat flow, persisting for wire lengths up to at least 15
µm at room temperature. When doubling the wire diameter, a remarkably sudden
transition to diffusive heat flow is observed. The ballistic heat flow in the ultrathin
wires is modeled within Landauer’s formalism by ballistic phonons with extraordinary
long mean free path.

This chapter is based on the publication: Vakulov, D., Gireesan, S., Swinkels, M. Y. et al.
(2020). Ballistic phonons in ultrathin nanowires. Nano letters, 20(4), 2703-2709.
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5.1 Introduction

Heat transport in macroscopic systems is traditionally described by Fourier’s law
for diffusive transport [4]. Due to the advancement in micro and nanotechnol-
ogy, several observations of non-diffusive heat transport have been reported in
the literature in the last few years. This deviation from the diffusive regime
of heat transport can occur due to the wave- nature of phonons [277], hydro-
dynamic effects [179, 181, 182, 185, 202, 203, 278, 279] and due to ballistic be-
haviour [166,168,170,173,200,280–282]. As discussed previously in Section 1.5.2,
scattering of phonons at the surface of semiconductor nanowires leads to a reduc-
tion in thermal conductivity as compared to the bulk [53]. However, when the
surface of a nanowire is atomically flat, the phonons may reflect specularly from the
surface [227,283], leading to ballistic transport of phonons along the axial direction.

Realizing ballistic transport at room temperature has been challenging due to
the different scattering mechanisms that limit the phonon mean free path. Only a
few studies have reported the observation of ballistic phonon transport at room tem-
perature. Room-temperature ballistic phonon transport up to a length of 260 nm
was reported in short and wide graphene ribbons [280]. In SiGe nanowires with di-
ameters in the range 50-200 nm, room-temperature ballistic transport was observed
up to a length of 8.6 µm [166]. The major contribution to the ballistic transport
was attributed to low-frequency long-MFP phonons, since the high-frequency short-
MFP phonons are filtered out by alloy scattering. Beyond the length of 8.6 µm, the
heat transport in these wires was found to be diffusive. Ballistic phonon transport
at room-temperature was reported in holey silicon (a 2D silicon structure with holes
and not silicon with a divine-calling) up to a length of 200 nm [200]. Here, the
surface disorder filters out high-frequency phonons, leaving the ballistic transport
of low-frequency phonons.

In this chapter, we model ballistic heat transport in ultrathin GaP nanowires1.
Room-temperature ballistic transport along the axial direction is observed in ul-
trathin 25 nm GaP nanowires up to a length of over 15 µm. A sharp transition
to diffusive heat transport is observed when the diameter was doubled to 50 nm.
The temperature profile measured along the nanowires using Raman thermometry
confirms the presence of a temperature gradient in the diffusive regime, and its ab-
sence in the ballistic regime. An attempt is made to explain the diameter-dependent
diffusive-to-ballistic observed in these wires based on the concept of Anderson lo-
calization [284].

1The nanowire growth and the thermal conductivity measurements were performed in the
group of Erik Bakkers (TU/e) by Luca Gagliano, Milo Swinkels and Daniel Vakulov. The Raman
thermometry measurement were performed in the group of Ilaria Zardo (University of Basel) by
Milo Swinkels, Alessio Campo and Marta De Luca. Even though the author of this thesis did not
perform the experiments, the details about the nanowire growth and experimental measurement
techniques are briefly discussed here for the sake of completeness.
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5.2 GaP nanowires
Gallium phosphide nanowires (NWs) with diameters in the range of 25-140 nm were
grown using the vapor-liquid-solid technique (VLS). The NWs were grown in arrays
by substrate/catalyst patterning using electron beam lithography (EBL). Within an
array, the NWs had a uniform diameter along their length with a diameter spread
< 5 nm. The structural properties of the NWs were analyzed using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). TEM images (Figure 5.1a) showed stacking-fault-free
NWs, grown along the <0001> direction. The NWs had atomically flat side facets
{11− 00} covered by an amorphous oxide layer, approximately 2 nm in thickness
(Figure 5.1b). Electron diffraction patterns taken in the TEM showed that NWs
with different diameters all had a wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure. The elemental
purity of the NWs was determined using atom-probe tomography (APT) (Figure
5.1c). The NWs were found to be devoid of any heavy element impurities and were
chemically pure. The APT analysis also showed that the two Ga isotopes (69Ga
and 71Ga) were present at the expected natural abundance along both the radial
and axial directions (see Figure 5.A1).

5.3 Measurement of thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity of the nanowires was measured using microdevices [36,
149] consisting of two suspended membranes with Pt meander structures on top,
which can be used as a heater and thermometer (Figure 5.1d). Nanowires of
different length were measured using devices with different spacing between the
membranes. As-grown single NWs with selected diameters were placed bridging
the two membranes using a micromanipulator under an optical microscope. In
order to improve the thermal contact, Pt/C composite contacts were deposited on
the top of NWs at both the ends (Figure 5.1e). The thermal conductivity was
determined from the measured thermal conductance and the nanowire dimensions.
The thermal conductance of the NW, which is the amount of heat flux going
through a material when a temperature gradient of 1 K is applied, was determined
by applying a current to one of the coils and measuring the temperature on both
sides of the NW. From these measurements, the NW thermal conductance was
extracted from a heat balance calculation for the sensing membrane, where the heat
transported through the wire is put equal to the heat that leaves the membrane.
The background conductance of the device was estimated from a measurement
without a NW bridging the two membranes using a Wheatstone bridge technique.
The background conductance was found to be at least one order of magnitude lower
than the conductance measured for the NW.

5.4 Diffusive to ballistic heat flow transition
The extracted κ at room temperature T = 300 K is plotted in Figure 5.2a as a
function of diameter d for NWs with approximately the same length L = 6.7 ±
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a b
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d e

Figure 5.1. GaP nanowires properties and thermal conductance measurement device.
(a) TEM image of a 25 nm diameter GaP nanowire (NW), grown along the < 0001 >
direction. (b) High-resolution TEM image taken along the < 112̄0 > direction of a NW,
showing a defect-free wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure and a layer of oxide (orange arrows).
(c) APT analysis of a 25 nm diameter NW showing its high chemical purity. (d) 45°-tilted
SEM image of the thermal conductance measuring device, with suspended heating (red)
and sensing (blue) membranes. (e) Zoom-in of the GaP NW bridging the suspended
membranes. Electron beam-induced deposited Pt/C improves the thermal contact.

0.1 µm, with d ranging from 25 to 140 nm. These results were fitted to expose
the influence of the thermal contact resistance, Rc [149]. In a NW with heat flow
dominated by diffuse scattering at the NW surface, κ increases with d according
to Mathiessen’s rule κ∝ (1+ lbulk /d)−1, where lbulk is the bulk MFP, as indicated
by the dashed line. A reduced κ with respect to this line, which was observed
for d ≥ 75 nm, indicates that Rc is no longer negligible compared to the NW
resistance [149]. For thin wires (d < 50 nm), on the contrary, an enhanced κ was
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5.4 Diffusive to ballistic heat flow transition

observed, indicating that a non-diffusive transport mechanism, not dominated by
a contact resistance, becomes progressively important with decreasing diameter.
To investigate the transport mechanism in the thin wires, the thermal resistance
R = 1/G has been plotted as a function of NW length L for diameters d = 25 and
50 nm in Figure 5.2b (main panel). For the 50 nm NWs R is linearly dependent
on L, in accordance with diffusive heat flow. For the 25 nm NWs, however, R
was independent of L for all measured NWs up to L = 15 µm, which is a proof of
ballistic transport. This resistance is attributed to a small number of ballistic modes
contributing to transport. An extrapolation of the 50 nm data goes through the
origin, corroborating a negligible Rc, in agreement with a model where Rc is taken
inversely proportional to the contact area between contact and NW (solid curve in
Figure 5.2a). Although Rc cannot be estimated for the 25 nm NWs directly from
the measurements, a negligible contact resistance follows from this model. The
measured linear dependence of the device conduction with the number of NWs for
d = 25 nm and L = 6.7 ± 0.1 µm (inset in Figure 5.2b) excludes the influence of a
possible background conduction. We note that these data have been collected from
a device with a gap between the SiNx membranes of 4 µm, where we put down the
NWs under an angle to measure NWs with L = 6.7 ± 0.1 µm. Devices with a smaller
gap size of 2 µm were also characterized. Also, for these devices the influence of a
possible background conduction can be excluded. The data therefore unequivocally
point at a transition from diffusive to length-independent ballistic heat flow in 25
nm diameter NWs over unprecedented distances.

The diffusive-to-ballistic transition is further corroborated by the plot in Figure
5.2c showing κ vs L for d = 25 and 50 nm NWs at 300K, clearly showing the
remarkable fact that for long wires the thermal conductivity of the ultrathin 25 nm
NWs exceeds that of the thicker 50 nm NWs. The inset displays results for 40
nm NWs at 300 and 50 K, showing that at both room and low temperature this
is a transition case: the heat flow is ballistic up to L ∼ 11 µm and then becomes
diffusive. Figure 5.2d shows a very weak T -dependence of the thermal conductance
G for both 25 and 50 nm NWs of 12.7 ± 0.2 µm length down to about 100 K
(below this temperature, G steeply decreases due to phonon freeze-out). Results
for 75 nm NWs are comparable to those for 50 nm NWs, showing also a very
weakly T -dependent diffusive heat flow (see Figure 5.A2). The T -insensitivity rules
out explanations for the diffusive-to-ballistic transition based on phonon-phonon
interactions, which are strongly T -dependent. In particular, Umklapp scattering,
which leads to a strong decrease of κ in bulk GaP above 50 K [286], appears
to play no significant role. Also, the involvement of phonon-polaritons as heat
conducting species is unlikely, because they would yield a contribution to G that is
linear in T [287]. The thermal conductivities shown in Figure 5.2 are significantly
smaller than the room-temperature thermal conductivity of bulk GaP. For bulk GaP,
experimental thermal conductivities are only available for the equilibrium zinc blende
structure, with a room-temperature value of 75.2 W/m K [276]. The calculated
bulk thermal conductivity of WZ GaP is 92 ± 5 W/m K [288].
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Figure 5.2. Transition from diffusive to ballistic heat flow. (a) Room-temperature
(300 K) thermal conducitivity κ of GaP NWs of length L = 6.7 ± 0.1 µm as a function of
diameter d . Full curve: fit of results for d ≥ 50 nm to κ= (1/c1d + c2πd/4L)−1 (diffusive
heat flow with MFP l = d ¿ lbulk and contact resistance Rc = c2/d , with c1 = 1.7× 108

W/m2K and c2 = 4.6 m.K/W). Dashed line: κ= c1d (diffusive heat flow without contact
resistance and d ¿ lbulk). (b) Symbols: measured length dependence of resistance R of
NWs with d = 25 and 50 nm. Lines: modeling results based on Landauer’s formalism,
using the numbers of specular phonon modes Ns (d = 50 nm, solid line: MFP l = ∞,
dashed line: l = 100 µm) and diffusive phonon modes Nd (d = 50 nm, MFP l = d) from
Figure 5.A3. For d = 25 nm, the curve for l = 100 µm is obtained by dividing the result
for l =∞ by the transmission coefficient l/(l +L) [285]. Inset: conductance G of a device
without a NW and with 1, 2 and 3 NWs with d = 25 nm and L = 6.7 ± 0.1 µm. Dashed
line: linear fit. (c) Same results as in main panel of B, but for the conductivity κ. Inset:
results for d = 40 nm NWs measured at 300 and 50 K (measurements on different devices
at the different temperatures). Dashed line: guide to the eye. (d) Measured (symbols)
and modeled (curves) T -dependent thermal conductance G of d = 25 and 50 nm NWs
with length L = 12.7 ± 0.2 µm.

5.5 Thermal profile along the nanowires
Ballistic transport in the thin NWs was further substantiated by probing the thermal
profile of the 25 nm and 50 nm NWs using Raman thermometry. Raman thermome-
try is a contactless method where the local average lattice temperature is measured
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5.6 Modeling using Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport

using the Raman shift of the transverse optical (TO) phonon mode [289]. These
experiments were performed on the same devices used for the thermal conductivity
measurements (see Figure 5.3a). The system was kept at T = 300 K and the hot
contact was heated by ∆T = 30 K. The frequency shift δω of the TO mode (at
about 363 cm−1 in GaP) with respect to the case without applying a tempera-
ture difference provides an estimated of the local lattice temperature increase δT ,
since, δω∝ δT (see Figure 5.3b and d). This differential measurement cancels
out changes in the TO frequency along the wire caused by effects other than the
temperature difference, such as small laser heating effects and local strains. In the
case of Stokes scattering (as we are employing), the measured spectrum reflects the
average temperature of all phonon modes, since the frequency shift of the Raman
peak is the result of higher-order phonon effects and thus involves all phonon modes.
In other words, the Raman experiments measure an average lattice temperature.
The temperature profile along the 50 nm NW (Figure 5.3c) is linear, in agreement
with diffusive transport. Importantly, the Raman thermometry measurement on the
50 nm NW further confirms the absence of a significant contact resistance, since
the measured temperature gradient agrees with the applied temperature difference,
which was calibrated in an independent manner.

In the 25 nm wire (Figure 5.3e), however, symmetric temperature jumps at
the contacts are observed along with a constant temperature along the whole wire
with δT close to 15 K, exactly as predicted by ballistic heat transport theory [285].
Even though the TO mode contributes negligibly to the heat flow because of its
short MFP, it probes the average temperature of the heat-carrying phonons. In
ballistic heat flow, heat-carrying phonons travelling in either direction through the
NW have the temperature of the contact from which they were injected. The lattice
thermalizes equally with the “hot” and “cold” phonons and therefore the TO mode
probes the average of the contact temperatures, i.e., δT = 15 K. These results
demonstrate the analogy with electrical transport through a ballistic quantum wire,
where the electrical potential along the wire is constant and equal to the average
of the potentials applied at the contacts [290]. This is the first measurement of the
theoretically predicted temperature profile for ballistic heat transport. Together with
the heat transport measurements of Figure 5.2] this provides strong experimental
proof for ballistic heat flow. Interestingly, these measurements hint at the existence
of a residual scattering between heat-carrying and non-heat-carrying phonons.

5.6 Modeling using Landauer’s formalism for phonon
transport

We are not aware of an existing model in the literature that can capture a diffusive-
to-ballistic transition for decreasing dimensions with the features discussed in the
previous section. To give a tentative explanation, we apply a model based on
Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport2. It neglects anharmonic effects that

2See section 2.5 for more details
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Figure 5.3. Temperature profile in the diffusive and ballistic regime (a) Illustration of
the microdevice with NW used for the measurements of the thermal profile. A laser spot is
moved along the wire and Raman spectra are acquired for T1 = T2 = 300 K and T1 = 300
K, T2 = 300 K + ∆T . (b) Spectra measured at the position indicated by the arrow in c for
a NW with d = 50 nm and L = 14.7 ± 0.3 µm. Solid lines: Lorentzian fits to the spectra.
(c) Resulting temperature profile along the NW while applying ∆T = 30 K using the Pt
meander heaters. Solid line: modeled profile for purely diffusive heat flow. (d) and (e)
The same as (b) and (c) but for a NW with d = 25 nm and L = 14.0 ± 0.3 µm. Solid line in
(e): modeled profile for purely ballistic transport with MFP l =∞. Dashed line: profile for
l = 100 µm with a transmission coefficient l/(l +L), having a slope [1−l/(l +L)]∆T /L [285].
The bars at the left and right y-axis in (c) and (e) show the temperature of the contacts.

lead to phonon-phonon scattering, in accordance with the weak T -dependence of
our experimental data (see inset of Figure 5.2c and Figure 5.2c). The model we
apply has been developed by Murphy and Moore [227] and Chen et al. [144] and was
successfully used to describe heat flow in silicon NWs [144] and holey silicon [200].
It distinguishes between two different types of phonon scattering at the NW surface:
the surface appears sharp (diffuse) to phonons with an inverse perpendicular wave
vector component longer (shorter) than the surface oxide layer thickness, leading
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5.6 Modeling using Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport

to mostly specular (diffuse) scattering with long (short) MFP [144, 227]. This
description is also consistent with Lévy walk dynamics [282].

In this model, the thermal conductance G of a NW is given by

G = 1

2πħ
∫ ∞

0

(
Ns(ω)

1+L/l (ω)
+ Nd(ω)

1+L/d

) ħ3ω2

kBT 2

eħω/kBT(
eħω/kBT −1

)2 dω, (5.1)

where ħ is the reduced Planck constant and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The num-
ber of propagating phonon modes in the NW at frequency ω, N (ω) is split into a
’specular’ part Ns(ω) and a ’diffusive’ part Nd(ω) (N1(ω) and N2(ω) respectively,
in Ref. [144]). “Specular” phonons have a small wave vector k⊥ (long wavelength
component) perpendicular to the NW surface, k⊥ < 1/h, where h should be compa-
rable to the oxide layer thickness. “Diffusive” phonons have a large perpendicular
wave vector (small perpendicular wavelength component) k⊥ > 1/h. We perform
the integration in Eq. 5.1 up to the Debye frequency ωD (58×1012s−1) correspond-
ing to a Debye temperature of 445 K [276]). Phonons with higher frequency are
hardly excited at the considered temperatures and have very short MFPs. Such
phonons will therefore not contribute significantly to the heat flow. We obtain the
numbers of modes Ns and Nd of the “specular” and “diffusive” phonons at each
frequency from ab-initio calculations of the phonon band structure of WZ GaP and
phonon subband formation in the NW (see section 5.C). In Figure 5.2 the calcu-
lated thermal conductances are plotted for d = 25 and 50 nm, and an oxide layer
thickness h = 2.45 nm (fitted to obtain agreement with the d = 25 nm thermal
transport data, see below). This value of h is close to the measured thickness, see
Figure 5.1. We note that the number of specular phonon modes Ns is only a small
fraction (∼ 1%) of the number of diffusive modes Nd. We only consider phonons
with a frequency below the Debye frequency. Higher-frequency phonons are hardly
excited at the considered temperatures and have too short MFPs to significantly
contribute to the heat flow, as seen in the case of bulk WZ GaP in Chapter 3.

5.6.1 Mean free path of diffusive and specular phonons
Diffusive phonons reflect diffusely from the NW surface and therefore have a MFP
l = d , leading to the transmission probability 1/(1+L/d) in the diffusive contribution
in Eq. 5.1. Chen et al. [144] use an expression for the frequency-dependent MFP
l (ω) of specular phonons that was originally derived by Santamore and Cross [229].
In this derivation, the disorder is treated as a perturbation, giving rise to a probability
for incident phonons in forward propagating modes in the NW to be reflected into
backward propagating modes. In the diffusive regime (d ≥ 50 nm) all phonon
modes, diffusive and specular, are propagating. Scattering of specular phonons into
diffusive phonon modes is then an important process that limits their MFP. Since
Ns ¿ Nd (see Figure 5.A4) we can assume that the specular contribution in Eq. 5.1
is then small compared to the diffusive contribution. We obtain the L-dependent
resistance R and conductivity κ, and the T -dependent conductance G for d = 50 nm
(green curves in Figures 5.2b-d) by taking into account only the second, diffusive,
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contribution in Eq. 5.1. Because d ¿ L, R is proportional to L and the heat flow is
diffusive. Since Nd ∝ d 2 we have G ∝ d 3 and, using Eq. 5.1, k ∝ d (see the dashed
line in Figure 5.2a). We note that since Ns ¿ Nd and Ns +Nd does not depend on
h, Nd is almost independent of h.

In our modeling we assume that the situation is reversed for d = 25 nm: the
diffusive contribution in Eq. 5.1 is now negligible and the specular contribution is
dominant because of a very long MFP of the specular phonons, which have become
ballistic. Possible causes for this will be discussed later in the text. We now assume
that l (ω) À L, which leads to the observed ballistic heat flow. In Figure 5.4 we
explore various values of h in evaluating the first, specular, contribution in Eq. 5.1 for
d = 25 nm at T = 300 K, putting l (ω) =∞. These results show that the calculated
conductance (proportional to the slope of the lines) very sensitively depends on h.
Taking h = 2.45 nm yields results in good agreement with experiment. These
results are reproduced in Figure 5.2c (solid red line). This value of h is close to the
experimentally found oxide layer thickness of about 2 nm, which, considering the
sensitive h-dependence in Figure 5.4, demonstrates the consistency of our approach.
The corresponding T -dependence of G is shown in Figure 5.2d (red curve).

Figure 5.4. Effect of the amorphous oxide layer thickness on the thermal conductivity.
Room-temperature thermal conductivities κ of d = 25 nm NWs calculated from the first,
specular, term in the Landauer expression Eq. 5.1 for l (ω) = ∞ for various values of h,
compared to the measurements displayed in Figure 5.2a. The value of h determines the
number of specular phonon modes Ns(ω).
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5.6.2 Contributions of specular and diffusive phonons to the
thermal conductivity

A model where both contributions of specular phonons with a strongly increased
MFP and of diffusive phonons with an MFP l = d are considered equally does not
agree with the experimental data (see Figure 5.5). The contribution of diffusive
phonons in the d = 25 nm NWs would lead to an offset in the thermal conductivity
κ and the contribution of specular phonons in the d = 50 nm NWs would lead to
a linear increase in κ, neither of which is observed. A suppression of the contribu-
tion to the heat flow of diffusive phonons in the 25 nm NWs accompanied by an
enhancement of the contribution of specular phonons is in our model a necessary
ingredient to explain the experimental data. As shown by the solid lines in Figures
5.2b-d, we obtain agreement with experiment both for 25 and 50 nm NWs if we 1)
neglect for the 50 nm NWs the heat flow carried by specular phonons in Landauer’s
expression for G (Eq. 5.1) and 2) disregard for the 25 nm NWs the contribution
of diffusive phonons, taking only into account the heat flow carried by specular
phonons with strongly increased MFP. A finite but strongly increased MFP l up to
100 µm would still agree with the heat transport data (dashed lines in Figures 5.2b
and 5.2d) and would result in a small temperature gradient in the 25 nm NW that
is within the experimental uncertainty of the Raman measurements (dashed line in
Figure 5.3e). Phonons in the 25 nm NWs therefore travel practically unimpeded
and can truly be called ballistic. The weak T -dependence of the heat transport
shown in Figure 5.2d is explained by the fact that the main features in both Ns

and Nd appear at phonon energies significantly below the thermal energy (see Fig-
ure 5.A3). Although the original model of Murphy and Moore [227] and Chen et
al. [144] makes a distinction between specular and diffusive phonons, it contains no
mechanism for the suppression of the heat flow carried by diffusive phonons and the
emergence of ballistic character of the specular phonons. In their model, specular
phonons still undergo a weak scattering into diffusive phonon modes caused by the
disordered nanowire surface, preventing ballisticity.

5.6.3 Diffusive to ballistic transition
A possible cause for the suppression of the heat flow carried by diffusive phonons is
Anderson localization [284] of these phonons in the 25 nm NWs. The phonon mean
free paths of the diffusive phonons in the bulk WZ GaP crystal are in the range
of hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers [288]. The dominant scattering
of these phonons is therefore by the amorphous surface of the NW. Recent works
show that in NWs with rough or amorphous surfaces Anderson localization could
take place [291,292]. The effect was shown to be increasingly important for thinner
wires [227]. Another cause could be the coupling of the localized modes in the
amorphous oxide layer to propagating modes in the crystalline core [293,294]. Such
coupling could result in an effective layer near the boundary of the wire where the
thermal conductivity is greatly reduced, an effect that can be much stronger for
thinner wires. Finally, within the hydrodynamic framework [179,182,202,279], the
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Figure 5.5. Effect of the amorphous oxide layer thickness on the thermal conductivity.
Contributions of specular and diffusive phonons to thermal conductivity κ of d = 25 nm
and d = 50 nm NWs. Symbols: same as in Figure 5.2c. Full lines: model results with only
contribution of specular phonons with MFP l =∞ for d = 25 nm and only contribution
of diffusive phonons with l = d for d = 50 nm (same as in Figure 2c). Dashed lines:
contributions of diffusive and specular phonons added for both cases d = 25 and 50 nm.

so-called no-slip condition could also lead to a strong reduction of the thermal
conductivity near the boundary of the nanowire, quenching the contribution to
the heat flow of diffusive phonons. A possible origin for the enhancement of the
contribution of specular phonons and the emergence of ballisticity is a strongly
reduced scattering of these phonons into diffusive modes caused by localization-
induced decoupling of specular and diffusive phonons. This scenario, which would
agree with the observed weak T -dependence of the transition, is explained below.

5.6.4 Decoupling of specular and localized diffusive phonons
In the Landauer formalism, the heat conductance is obtained by calculating in the
harmonic approximation the transmission coefficients of phonons in all propagating
modes impinging on the NW from the contacts. Figure 5.6 shows a specular phonon
impinging on the NW from the left contact. Following the usual methodology in
solving scattering problems, the phonon is described as a wave packet consisting of a
linear combination of normal modes of the complete NW, including the amorphous
oxide layer inducing the scattering. The normal frequencies in the wave packet are
narrowly distributed around a central frequency. Each normal mode in the linear
combination evolves periodically in time with its normal frequency, yielding the time
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evolution of the wave packet. When time proceeds, the wave packet moves into
the NW and gets scattered by the amorphous oxide layer. After the scattering, the
wave packet consists of a transmitted and a reflected part, the amplitudes of which
determine the transmission and reflection coefficients.

localized diffusive normal modes

specular phonon

wave packet

amorphous 

oxide layer

Figure 5.6. Decoupling of specular and localized diffusive phonons. Specular phonon
wave packet impinging from the left contact onto a d = 25 nm diameter NW. The NW
contains diffusive normal modes that are localized because of the disorder induced by the
amorphous oxide layer. Since there is initially no spatial overlap, the wave packet will not
contain these normal modes as components. The resulting decoupling of specular and
localized diffusive phonons would lead to a greatly increased scattering length of specular
phonons, making them ballistic.

We assume that in the diffusive regime (d ≥ 50 nm) all normal modes are
extended over the whole NW, i.e., all normal modes are propagating. The normal
modes are mixtures of specular and diffusive modes because of the coupling between
these modes by the amorphous oxide layer. When an impinging specular phonon
(built up from specular modes) is expanded as a linear combination of normal modes
and propagated in time, it will become a linear combination of transmitted and
reflected specular and diffusive modes after the scattering. This leads to scattering
of specular phonons into diffusive modes, which limits the MFP of specular phonons.

In the localization scenario proposed to occur for d = 25 nm, the “diffusive”
normal modes (being composed of predominantly diffusive modes) become localized
at specific locations in the NW, showing an exponential spatial decay; see Figure
5.6. Because the impinging phonon wave packet has no spatial overlap with the now
localized diffusive normal modes, these modes do not occur in the linear combination
constituting the wave packet. This holds for all times: before, during and after
the scattering. Impinging specular phonons can therefore no longer scatter into
localized diffusive modes and are decoupled from the diffusive phonons. Because
the diffusive modes constitute the great majority of modes, the scattering length of
specular phonons would strongly increase.

5.7 Conclusion and outlook
These qualitative explanations of the reduction of the contribution of diffusive
phonons to the heat flow and the enhancement of the contribution of specular
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phonons should be quantified, such that they can be experimentally verified. Bal-
listic phonon transport may find application in phonon transistors [24, 25], phonon
wave guides [295,296], and in novel cooling solutions for computer chips, which re-
quire rapid removal of heat from ever decreasing volumes. Ballistic heat flow could
possibly be realized more easily in other compound semiconductors composed of
lighter elements than Ga and P, such as Al and N, because of even longer phonon
MFPs.
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5.8 Appendix

5.A Elemental analysis
Atom Probe Tomography (APT) was used to determine the elemental purity of the
NWs.
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Figure 5.A1. (a) Radial and (b) axial distribution of 69Ga and 71Ga inside a GaP nanowire.
The isotopes are present in the expected abundance and homogeneously distributed in the
nanowire. (c) Mass spectrum of a NW, showing only peaks from Ga ions and P ions and
elements known to be present in the vacuum chamber (H, C, O, N).
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5.B Diffusive heat flow in 75 nm diameter nanowires
Figure 5.A2 shows room-temperature values of κ for d = 75 nm as a function of
NW length L. The results for d = 50 nm NWs are shown for comparison. Just
like for d = 50 nm, the d = 75 nm results show diffusive heat flow. The sizes of
κ for d = 75 nm are not very different from those for d = 50 nm because of the
non-negligible contact resistance for d = 75 nm (see Figure 5.2a in the main text).
The inset of Figure 5.A2 compares the T -dependence of G of NWs of about equal
length for d = 75 nm (L = 12.5 ± 0.2 µm) and 50 nm (L = 12.7 ± 0.2 µm),
showing a weak T -dependence above 100 K for both diameters.

Figure 5.A2. Room-temperature thermal conductivity as a function of length L for d =
50 and 75 nm diameter NWs. Inset: temperature dependence of the thermal conductance
G of d = 75 nm (L = 12.5 ± 0.2 µm) and d = 50 nm (L = 12.7 ± 0.2 µm) diameter
NWs.
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5.C Calculation of the number of modes
For Si NWs Murphy and Moore [227] and Chen et al. [144] used the Debye ap-
proximation to calculate the number of modes N and the contributions Ns and Nd.
We find, however, that the Debye approximation is too crude to be applied to GaP
NWs. Instead, we use the full ab-initio calculated phonon band structure of bulk
WZ GaP and a similar method as introduced by Mingo [230] to obtain from the
phonon band structure the numbers of modes in the NW.

Figure 5.A3. Phonon band structure of bulk WZ GaP. The inset shows the hexagonal
Brillouin zone. The dashed line indicates the Debye frequency ωD. In all our calculations
we take into account only the bands below ωD.

Figure 5.A3 shows the bulk phonon band structure calculated using the soft-
ware package Phonopy [217] with force constants obtained from ab-initio density
functional theory (DFT) calculations within the local density approximation (LDA)
of the exchange-correlation potential, as implemented in the VASP package [254].
We use a cut-off energy of 282 eV for the plane wave basis set, a 4×4×4 k-point
grid for sampling the hexagonal Brillouin zone, with a Gaussian smearing of 0.1
eV width, and a 4×4×3 supercell (192 atoms) for the phonon calculations, using
atomic displacements of 0.01 Å. The relaxed hexagonal lattice constants of our
ab-initio calculations are a = 3.79 Å and c = 6.26 Å.

The boundary conditions at the NW surface lead to discretization of the allowed
wave vectors perpendicular to the growth direction of the NWs (the c-axis) and to
the formation of phonon subbands. The type of boundary conditions (free or frozen)
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Figure 5.A4. Calculated numbers of specular (Ns , purple) and diffusive (Nd, blue)
phonon modes as a function of frequency ω, for an oxide layer thickness h = 2.45 nm.
Numbers along left (right) axis: results for d = 25 nm (50 nm). Notice the multiplication
factor for Ns . Vertical dashed line: phonon energy equal to thermal energy at 300 K.

and the shape of the NW cross-section become irrelevant when d À a [230], which
is the case for our NWs. Following Ref. [230], we choose for convenience frozen
boundary conditions and a rhomboidal cross-section with a surface area equal to the
approximately circular cross-section of the NWs. We obtain the subband dispersion
along k‖ in the growth direction from the phonon band structure of Figure 5.A3 for
each discrete k⊥ and from this the number of modes at each frequency. If k⊥ < 1/h,
the subband contributes to Ns, otherwise to Nd. The results for Ns and Nd for the
cases d = 25 and 50 nm are given in Figure 5.A4. We note that Ns and Nd are
proportional to d 2 when d À a.
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Chapter 6
Thermoelectric Properties of InSb
Nanowires

We report the thermoelectric properties of InSb nanowires for diameters in the
range from 50 to 160 nm. Using a combination of suspended membrane devices
and nanowire field-effect-transistor Seebeck devices, we measure the thermoelectric
properties of InSb nanowires and extract their figure of merit, Z T . The measured
and calculated thermal conductivities are 3-6 times lower than the bulk thermal
conductivity, depending on the nanowire diameter, owing to the increased phonon
boundary scattering. The obtained Seebeck coefficient exceeds the bulk value and
increases with decreasing nanowire diameter. Importantly, both the Seebeck co-
efficient and the electrical conductivity can be tuned by the carrier concentration,
which is controlled by a gate electrode. For the optimum carrier concentration, a
Z T value of 1.5 at 350 K has been obtained for 60 nm diameter wires.
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6.1 Introduction

Thermoelectric materials can directly convert waste heat into electricity, thereby
reducing the energy losses to the environment. The efficiency of a thermoelectric
material is estimated by its figure of merit, Z T = (S2σ/κ)T , where σ and κ are the
electrical and thermal conductivity, respectively, S is the Seebeck coefficient, and
T the absolute temperature. A Z T value higher than 3 is desired for an efficient
thermoelectric energy conversion technology. Current best thermoelectric materials
have been reported to display Z T > 2 at relatively high temperatures [297–307].
Tremendous efforts have been undertaken to engineer materials to reach higher Z T
values [308, 309]. The main challenge is to independently optimize the thermo-
electric material parameters, since these parameters are intertwined. It has been
predicted that the thermoelectric properties of materials can be adjusted to some
extent independently using nanoscale engineering, thereby improving the figure of
merit. For instance, the thermal conductivity can be decreased by using smaller
crystals due to increased scattering of phonons at the crystal boundaries. This
has been shown for a number of material systems [310–314], including nanowires,
without compromising the electrical conductivity [53, 315]. In addition, the See-
beck coefficient is expected to increase for thinner nanowires (NWs), owing to a
modified density of states [53]. Finally, the power factor σS2 could potentially be
increased using a material with a low effective electron band mass, such as InSb,
which allows for a high mobility of the carriers. Although this would decrease the
Seebeck coefficient, the increase in the electrical conductivity would result in a net
increase of the power factor [316,317].

Semiconductor materials are used widely in thermoelectric applications due to
their diverse properties [318–320]. Among the group III–V materials, InSb is the
most promising candidate for thermoelectric applications, because of its high power
factor and low thermal conductivity [78]. There are a number of experimental
studies on the thermoelectric properties of InSb nanowires. Wires in the range of
40-195 nm diameter have been studied [153,321,322]. A lower thermal conductivity
than in the bulk has been reported, but an increased Seebeck coefficient in NWs
with respect to the bulk value has not yet been observed. In this chapter, we
discuss the diameter-dependent thermoelectric properties of InSb nanowires and
estimate the thermoelectric efficiency (Z T ). We find that the thermal conductivity
and Seebeck coefficient are strongly dependent on the diameter of the NW. In case
of the thinnest nanowire (50 nm diameter) we measured, the Seebeck coefficient
is almost twice that of bulk InSb and the thermal conductivity is reduced by more
than a factor of three. We find a Z T value of 0.4 in the 50 nm diameter wire at
300 K, which is the highest reported value so far for single InSb NWs. This Z T
value is limited by the electrical conductivity, which is significantly lower than in
the bulk. By tuning the chemical potential and thus the carrier concentration with
a back-gate electrode we show that both the electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient can be optimized, leading to a significant enhancement of Z T . For the
measured wires we find an optimum Z T value of 1.5 in 60 nm diameter wires at a
temperature of 350 K.
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6.2 InSb nanowires

6.2 InSb nanowires
InSb NWs with diameters ranging from 50 to 160 nm were grown, using Au as a
catalyst, by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) employing the selective
area vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth technique1. Detailed information about the
NW growth process is given in Badawy et al. [323]. Figures 6.1a-h show zoomed-in
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the NWs, all taken at the same
magnification, illustrating the different diameters. The structural properties of the
NWs were analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as shown in
Figure 6.1i. The TEM images confirm that the NWs have atomically flat 110 side
facets covered by a 1.4 nm thick amorphous native oxide layer, as shown in Figure
6.1j. The TEM images and a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image (Figure
6.1k) show defect-free NWs with zinc blende (ZB) crystal structure and uniform
diameter, grown along the <111>B direction. Atom Probe Tomography (APT) was
used to determine the elemental purity of the NWs [324,325]. The analysis is done
with a particular focus on the contaminants that are expected to be present in the
growth chamber. We find that arsenic (As) is incorporated at a level of 0.0006 ±
0.0002%, and phosphorus (P) at a level of 0.0010 ± 0.0005% [323,326]. The APT
analysis confirms that Au does not diffuse into the wire. All potential impurities
are well below the levels at which any influences on the transport properties are
expected [327,328]

6.3 Measurement of thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity of single InSb NWs was measured using devices consist-
ing of suspended membranes [36, 149, 228]. A SEM image of a device is shown
in Figure 6.2a. The devices consist of two suspended SiNx membranes with Pt
meandering thermometers (heaters), as shown in Figure 6.2b. Different spacings
between the membranes allow measuring NWs of different lengths. We transfer a
single NW with a selected diameter from an as-grown sample to the device using
a micromanipulator under an optical microscope. To improve the thermal contact
between the membranes and the NW, we deposit Pt/C contacts on top of the NW
at both ends. In Figure 6.2c the thermal conductivity, κ, is shown as a function
of diameter, d , for InSb NWs with a length L ≈ 5.1 µm. The blue line indicates
the expected decrease of κ with d for diffuse phonon scattering at the NW surface,
according to Mathiessen’s rule κ∝ (1+ lbulk/d)−1, where lbulk is the bulk mean free
path. Thin wires (d < 80 nm) follow the expected behavior for diffusive transport,
indicating that the contact resistance is not significant. For thicker wires (d ≥ 80
nm), however, the measured values of κ are below this line, which means that the
contact resistance is not negligible compared to the NW thermal resistance [149].

1The nanowire growth and the measurements were performed in the group of Erik Bakkers
(TU/e) by Ghada Badaway, Saša Gazibegović, Daniel Vakulov, Bart Goelema and Thijs van de
Sande. Even though the author of this thesis did not perform the experiments, the details about
the nanowire growth and experimental measurement techniques are briefly discussed here for the
sake of completeness.
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Figure 6.1. Properties of the InSb NWs. (a-h) 30° tilted SEM images of InSb nanowires
(NWs) with different diameters (in nm) as indicated in the panels. Scale bars all correspond
to 100 nm. (i) TEM image of a single InSb NW, grown along the 〈111〉 direction. (j)
TEM image of the marked area in (i) taken along the 〈110〉 direction of a NW, showing an
amorphous oxide layer (white arrows). (k) High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) TEM
image showing a defect-free zincblende (ZB) crystal structure of the NWs.

Therefore, we can reliably measure κ of InSb nanowires with d ≤ 80 nm using
the suspended membranes technique. Importantly, the measured κ decreases with
diameter, as expected, and is a factor 3-6 lower than the bulk conductivity [286]
(horizontal dashed line in Figure 6.2c). This makes the thin NWs promising for
thermoelectric energy conversion.

6.4 Thermal conductivity results
Figure 6.3a shows κ of NWs with diameters d = 50, 60, and 70 nm as a function of
temperature T in the range 50 – 400 K. At low temperatures (50 – 100 K) κ steeply
increases, because of occupation of an increased number of phonon modes, and then
further increases with a much smaller slope. The small temperature dependency of κ
in the range 100 – 400 K is due to the temperature-independent diffusive scattering
of the majority of the phonons at the NW surface [266]. Umklapp scattering, which
results in a decrease of κ with temperature above 10 K for bulk InSb [286], has not
been observed in these nanowires. In Figure 6.3b, κ at 300 K is plotted as a function
of the length of the NWs with diameters d = 50, 60, and 70 nm. For these NWs, κ
is independent of L (the thermal conductance G is inversely proportional to L), in
accordance with diffusive heat flow, which is expected for these nanowires because
of the relatively short phonon mean free path in InSb [329]. Thermal conductivities
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a

b c

Figure 6.2. Device used for thermal conductance measurements. (a) 45◦ tilted
overview SEM image of the device used for thermal conductance measurements, consisting
of heating and sensing membranes. (b) Top view zoomed-in SEM image showing a single
InSb NW placed on the device bridging the two membranes. (c) Room-temperature (300
K) thermal conductivity κ of InSb NWs of length L ≈ 5.1 µm as a function of diameter d .
All the NWs measured have Pt/C top contacts to reduce the effect of contact resistance.
The horizontal dashed line indicates κ for bulk InSb. The vertical dashed line separates
two regimes: a regime dominated by the thermal contact resistance for larger diameters
and a regime dominated by the NW thermal resistance for smaller diameters. Blue line:
κ∝ (diffusive heat flow without contact resistance and d ¿ lbulk).

of 3.36±0.73 W/m K, 4.01±0.61 W/m K, and 5.12±0.71 W/m K are found at 300
K for d = 50, 60, and 70 nm NWs, respectively, with length L ≈ 2.4 µm. These
values are used in the calculation of the Z T value of these nanowires.

6.5 Modeling thermal properties
The temperature dependence of κ in these NWs is modeled using Landauer’s formal-
ism for phonon transport [144, 227] (see appendix 6.A). The model has previously
been used to describe phonon transport in thin silicon nanowires [144] and thin GaP
nanowires [228]. In this model, the thermal conductance is calculated from the
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Figure 6.3. Diffusive heat flow in InSb nanowires. (a) Measured (symbols) and modeled
(curves) T -dependent thermal conductivity κ of d = 50, 60, and 70 nm InSb NWs with
length L ¿ 5.1 µm. (b) Length dependence of the thermal conductivity κ of InSb NWs
with diameters d = 50, 60, and 70 nm, measured at T = 300 K.

number of phonon modes N (ω) (see Eq. S1). The number of phonon modes N (ω)
was obtained from the phonon band structure of ZB InSb, calculated using density-
functional theory (DFT), and phonon subband formation in the nanowire [228,230].
In Figure 6.A1, we show N (ω) obtained for a diameter d = 50 nm. The contribu-
tion from high-frequency phonons (with a frequency higher than 25×1012 rad s−1,
beyond the second peak in N (ω)) has been ignored because of the short MFP of
these phonons. The obtained thermal conductance can be converted to thermal
conductivity using appropriate geometrical factors. The calculated dependence of
the thermal conductivity on temperature and length agrees reasonably well with the
experimental data, as shown in Figures 2d and 2e. The weak temperature depen-
dence of the thermal conductivity at high temperatures is explained by the fact that
the majority of the contribution to the thermal conductance comes from phonons
with energies significantly lower than the thermal energy at room temperature.

6.6 Measurement of the power factor
The power factor, σS2, of the InSb NWs is determined from the Seebeck coefficient,
S, and the electrical conductivity, σ, measured using a field-effect nanowire tran-
sistor structure as shown in Figure 6.4 [330]. The device consists of two heaters,
two thermometers, and four top contacts to the InSb nanowire, as indicated in the
SEM image. The highly doped Si substrate can be used as a back gate to con-
trol the carrier density inside the nanowire. The electrical equivalent circuit of the
microdevice is shown in Figure 6.4. We obtain σ from the source-drain voltage-
current (VS-D− IS-D) characteristics of the NWs at zero gate potential (VG = 0),
measured at different temperatures. The electrical contact resistance is negligible,
as substantiated by two-probe (2W) and four-probe (4W) measurements (see ap-
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pendix 6.C). We find that σ, measured at VG = 0 V, is almost constant for wires
with d > 100 nm, but decreases (by a factor of 2) for wires with a diameter of 50
nm, as shown in Figure 6.5a. Recent studies of the electrical conductivity of InSb
nanowires show a similar trend, which is explained by electron scattering at the
nanowire surface [331]. The obtained values of σ are 1-2 orders of magnitude lower
than measured bulk conductivities (marked region in Figure 6.5a ) [332, 333]. The
σ values obtained for the large-diameter InSb NWs agree with previously reported
NW values at 300 K [321, 329, 331]. We note that these wires are undoped and
that the carrier concentration can be tuned by the back gate, as shown in appendix
6.C and discussed in more detail below.

Figure 6.4. Device used for measuring electrical conductance and Seebeck coeffi-
cient. Right, SEM image of the microdevice used for measuring the electrical conductivity
and Seebeck coefficient. Left, Equivalent circuit of the microdevice, where IS−D is the
source-drain current applied to the nanowire, IH is the heating current (IH = 12 mA),
Is is the sensing current applied to the thermometers (T1 and T2), RT1 and RT2 are the
resistances of the thermometers, RNW is the nanowire resistance, and RH is the resistance
of the heater.

In order to determine the Seebeck coefficient S, we induce a temperature gradi-
ent along the nanowire by resistively heating one of the meandering elements. We
measure the temperature difference along the nanowire using calibrated resistive
thermometers. Values for ∆T are in the range of 2 – 6 K over NW lengths of
4 – 13 µm. This temperature gradient has been verified using thermoreflectance
imaging and modeling; see Figure 6.5b and appendix 6.D. The Seebeck coefficient
(S =∆VS/∆T ) is obtained from the measured Seebeck voltage (∆VS) induced by the
applied temperature difference (∆T ). ∆VS is determined from the voltage shift of
the VS-D− IS-D characteristics measured with and without applied temperature gra-
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Figure 6.5. Electrical properties of InSb NWs. (a) Electrical conductivity of InSb NWs
of length L ≈ 2.4 µm as a function of nanowire diameter at different temperatures for zero
back-gate voltage (VG = 0). The marked region indicates measured bulk conductivities.
(b) Temperature profile obtained at Tambient = 300 K by thermal imaging of the calibra-
tion device (red data points) and simulated temperature profile (blue line) obtained from
COMSOL Multiphysics simulations. (d) Seebeck coefficient of InSb NWs as a function
of diameter at different temperatures. The marked region indicates measured Seebeck
coefficients for bulk InSb [321,329,334].

dient, as shown in appendix 6.D. Measuring the VS-D− IS-D characteristics with the
four-probe (4W) technique eliminates the influence of a contact resistance [335],
which was already shown to be small (see appendix 6.C). The measured (negative)
S in the temperature range 300 – 420 K is plotted as a function of nanowire diam-
eter d in Figure 6.5c. For thick nanowires (d = 100 – 160 nm) S is close to that of
bulk InSb, but S increases in magnitude for smaller diameters. The highest S value
of −533±30 µV/K is obtained for a 50 nm diameter wire at 300 K. This value is
much higher than S of bulk InSb (around −300 µV/K at 300 K [336]). The increase
of S with decreasing diameter agrees qualitatively with theoretical predictions from
models based on single-subband transport [337]. The magnitude of the increase
depends on the effective density of states (DOS) and the value of the chemical po-
tential [338]. Such a pronounced effect of the nanowire diameter on S has not been
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observed before and is very promising for enhancing the thermoelectric efficiency.

6.7 Power factor and ZT values

The resulting power factors σS2 for different temperatures are given as a function
of diameter in Figure 6.6a. We find that the power factor follows the same diameter
dependence as found for S. The highest measured power factor at 300 K is 3.7±0.2
mW/(mK2) for a NW with a diameter of 50 nm. While the measured values are a
factor 2-3 below the bulk power factor values (marked region in Figure 6.6a), they
are higher than the highest values reported for InSb NWs at similar temperatures
[321, 329]. The power factor of bulk InSb is higher due to the relatively high σ as
compared to nanowires, where electrons scatter at the surface.

Figure 6.6. Power factor and thermoelectric efficiency of InSb nanowires.
(a) Diameter-dependent power factor (σS2) of the InSb NWs at different temperatures.
(b) Extracted thermoelectric efficiencies (Z T ) for the thinnest NWs. In both (a) and (b)
values for bulk InSb at similar temperatures are indicated by the marked region.

The extracted Z T values for the thinnest NWs at different temperatures are
shown in Figure 6.6b. We obtain Z T values between 0.2 and 0.4 at 300 K for
our undoped InSb NWs with diameters in the range 50-70 nm. We note that the
measured Z T values are much higher than the values previously reported for InSb
nanowires [321, 329]. More importantly, the Z T values are higher than those of
bulk InSb. This is due to the very low thermal conductivity induced by the strong
phonon boundary scattering at the NW surface. The thermoelectric efficiency of
our NWs is limited by the power factor. As mentioned before, σ and S are strongly
dependent on the carrier concentration and the chemical potential, which will be
discussed next.
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6.8 Tuning the carrier concentration
We used the back-gate voltage, VG, to tune the chemical potential and the carrier
concentration in the InSb wires. For these experiments nanowires with d = 60, 85,
and 105 nm with length L ≈ 2 µm have been used. In Figure 6.7a, σ at 350 K is
plotted as a function of VG for these wires. We find that σ can be increased by more
than an order of magnitude by sweeping VG from 0 to +30 V (see also appendix
6.B). We next investigate in Figure 6.7b the effect of VG on S and find that S can
be increased by almost a factor of two, reaching for the 60 nm NW a maximum
value of around –1 mV/K at VG = 15 V, at which S saturates and then decreases.
The same trends are observed for all the measured diameters (60, 85, and 105 nm).
It has been predicted that S strongly depends on the chemical potential in a one-
dimenional nanowire system due to the particular ‘peaked’ density of states (DOS)
occurring at the van Hove singularities connected to the onsets of subbands. From
quantum transport measurements we know that the level spacing between the first
subbands for 70-90 nm diameter InSb nanowires is around 16-25 meV [339, 340],
and is even larger for smaller diameter wires. With the applied VG, we tune the
chemical potential through individual subbands in thin wires and benefit from the
steep variations of the DOS with energy in the wires. We think that this is the
reason for the observed variation in S.
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Figure 6.7. Effect of back-gate potential on electrical properties. (a) Electrical
conductivity (σ) at 350 K as function of back-gate potential (VG) for d = 60, 85, and
105 nm diameter NWs with a length L ≈ 2 µm. (b) Seebeck coefficient (S) as a function
of back-gate potential for the same NWs as in (a).

The obtained results for σ and S are combined in a Price plot [341], as shown
in Figure 6.8a, to illustrate the coincident increase of S and σ. Assuming that the
thermal conductivity is not changed by the change in carrier density, as confirmed
by an estimate of the thermal conductivity from the electrical conductivity using
the Wiedemann-Franz law, we can use the results to calculate the Z T value; see
Figure 6.8b. We do this only for the 60 nm diameter wire, since only for this wire
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Figure 6.8. Effect of back-gate potential on thermoelectric efficiency. (a) Seebeck
coefficient as a function of the electrical conductivity for d = 60, 85, and 105 nm diameter
NWs with a length L ≈ 2 µm. (b) Extracted thermoelectric efficiency (Z T ) at 350 K for
the 60 nm NWs as a function of the back-gate potential.

the thermal contact resistance is sufficiently small (see Figure 6.2c). A maximum
Z T of 1.5 is obtained at a back-gate potential of 25 V for the d = 60 nm InSb
wire. This result shows that the Z T value can be dramatically enhanced by tuning
the chemical potential in a one-dimensional system [342].

6.9 Modeling electronic transport in InSb nanowires

6.9.1 Electronic band structure of the nanowires

We calculate the band structure of electrons in the InSb nanowires from
Schrödinger’s equation in the effective mass approximation, assuming cylindrical
symmetry of the wires. For the effective mass we take m∗ = 0.016m0, with m0

the free electron mass [343]. At the nanowire surface, the wave function should be
zero. We assume the nanowires to be infinitely long. The energies of the bottoms
of the subbands are obtained from the zeros of the Bessel functions of the first kind
(see appendix 6.F).

In Figure 6.9a, the electron band structure for an InSb nanowire with diameter
d = 50 nm is plotted along the z-direction. The spacing between the 1st and 2nd
subband is 0.034 eV and between the 2nd and the 3rd subband the spacing is 0.046
eV. For a d = 70 nm diameter wire, these values are 0.0173 eV and 0.0228 eV,
respectively. From quantum transport measurements, we know that the energy
spacing in InSb wires with diameters in the range 70-90 nm are between 16 and 25
meV [339,340]. These values agree reasonably well with our values.
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Figure 6.9. Band structure and DOS of electrons in a d = 50 nm diameter InSb
nanowire.

6.9.2 Density of states
The density of states (DOS) of the nanowires is calculated using Eq. 6.13. The
DOS for an InSb nanowire with diameter d = 50 nm is plotted in Figure 6.9b. The
distinct peaks in the DOS are van Hove singularities located at the bottoms of the
subbands.

6.10 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a complete study of the thermoelectric properties
of individual InSb nanowires (NWs) as a function of diameter and chemical poten-
tial, using combined measurement techniques. We find thermal conductivity values
much lower than in bulk InSb, as confirmed by calculations within the Landauer
formalism, resulting in a higher Z T value as compared to bulk InSb. For a 60 nm
diameter NW, Z T has been further increased up to 1.5 at 350 K by tuning the
chemical potential with a back gate, exploiting the features of the one-dimensional
density of states of the NW. Even higher Z T values can be reached by increasing
the electron mobility in these nanowires, which could possibly be realized by pas-
sivating the surface of the wires or by using even smaller diameter wires. These
prospects make InSb nanowires promising candidates as elements for more efficient
thermoelectric generators operating at relatively low temperatures [334].
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6.11 Appendix

6.A Landauer model for phonon transport

The Landauer model for phonon transport2 has previously been used to describe
phonon transport in thin silicon nanowires [144] and thin GaP nanowires [228]. In
Ref. [228] (see Chapter 5), ballistic phonon transport was observed for ultrathin (d
= 25 nm) GaP NWs, which was attributed to a small fraction of phonons reflecting
specularly from the NW surface. For thicker GaP wires (d ≥ 50 nm) diffusive
transport was found, as in the present InSb NWs, and the thermal conductance was
successfully modeled by a dominant contribution of phonons scattering diffusively
at the NW surface [228]. In the same way, we model the thermal transport in our
InSb NWs, yielding a thermal conductance

G = 1

2πħ
∫ ∞

0

Nd(ω)

1+L/d

ħ3ω2

kBT 2

eħω/kBT(
eħω/kBT −1

)2 dω, (6.1)

where ħ is the reduced Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Nd(ω)
is the number of diffusively scattering phonon modes in the NW at a frequency.
For the present oxide layer thickness of 1.4 nm, Nd(ω) is nearly equal to the total
number of phonon modes N (ω) so that we can replace Nd(ω) by N (ω) in Eq. 6.1.
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Figure 6.A1. Number of phonon modes in InSb NWs. Calculated total number of
phonon modes N (ω) for the d = 50 nm nanowire. For other thicknesses N (ω) can be
obtained from the scaling N (ω) ∝ d2.

2See section 2.5 for more details.
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6.B Influence of back-gate voltage on electrical con-
ductance

The electrical conductance values normalized using the quantum of electrical con-
ductance (g0 = 7.748091729...×10−5S) at two distinct temperatures are shown in
Figure 6.A2. It is clear from the values of g that the major contribution to the
conductance is from the first few subbands.

VG (V)

g
 (

2
e

2
/h

)

Figure 6.A2. Influence of back-gate voltage on electrical conductance. Electrical
conductance (g) of the NWs measured at source-drain voltage VS−D = 2 mV, plotted as
a function of the back-gate voltage (VG) for InSb nanowires with diameters d = 50, 60,
and 70 nm and length L ≈ 2 µm at 6 K (closed symbols) and 420 K (open symbols).

6.C Influence of electrical contact resistance
The influence of the electrical contact resistance is studied by comparing the re-
sistance of an InSb nanowire obtained by two-probe (2W) and four-probe (4W)
measurement techniques. Results of the corresponding measurements as a func-
tion of temperature are plotted in Figure 6.A3, showing that the electrical contact
resistance plays no role.

6.D Temperature distribution modeling
The temperature distribution map on the calibration sample has been simulated us-
ing the Joule heating model in COMSOL Multiphysics3. The modeled temperature
distribution decreases exponentially as a function of distance from the heater. The
obtained temperature distribution is in reasonable agreement with the temperature

3This modeling was done by Daniel Vakulov (TU/e).
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Figure 6.A3. Influence of electrical contact resistance. Comparison between nanowire
resistances measured as a function of temperature using a two-probe (2W) and a four-
probe (4W) technique applied InSb NWs of length L ≈ 2.4 µm and diameter d = 70 nm.
The results show that the electrical contact resistance plays no role.

distribution map measured by thermal reflectance (Figure 6.4). The small discrep-
ancy between the measured and simulated values might come from the fact that the
material properties of the deposited Au layer are slightly different from the values
used in the simulations.

Figure 6.A4. Temperature distribution map on the calibration sample. temperature
distribution map on the calibration sample has been simulated using the Joule heating
model in COMSOL Multiphysics.
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6.E Seebeck voltage measurements
The Seebeck voltage is determined from the voltage shift of the VS−D − IS−D char-
acteristics measured with and without a temperature gradient. The VS−D − IS−D

curves, as shown in Figure 6.A5, are measured using the four-probe technique,
which eliminates the influence of the contact resistance [335]. From the linear fit,
the offset ∆VS is determined by subtracting the intersect values at zero current.
The ∆VS values are used to determine the Seebeck coefficient S = ∆VS/∆T of the
nanowires, which has in this case a negative value.
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Figure 6.A5. Measurement of Seebeck voltage. VS−D − IS−D characteristics of a d =
50 nm InSb NW with length L ≈ 2.4 µm, measured using the four-probe technique with
and without applied temperature gradient of 2.5 K.

6.F Electron subbands
To calculate the electron subbands in the InSb nanowires, we solve the Schrödinger
equation in the effective mass approximation:

− ħ2

2m∗∇2ψ(r) = Eψ(r), (6.2)

where m∗ is the electron effective mass in InSb, for which we take m∗ = 0.14m0,
with m0 the free electron mass. We assume cylindrical symmetry of the wire and
translational symmetry in the z-direction. We can then write the solutions of the
Schrödinger equation as

ψ(r) =φ(x, y)e i kz . (6.3)
Substituting this in Schrödinger’s equation, we get[

− ħ2

2m∗
(
∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2

)
+ ħ2k2

2m∗
]
φ(x, y)e i kz = Eφ(x, y)e i kz

⇒− ħ2

2m∗
(
∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2

)
φ(x, y) =

(
E − ħ2k2

2m∗
)
φ(x, y) ≡ E∗φ(x, y).

(6.4)
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In cylindrical coordinates, the above equation becomes

− ħ2

2m∗

(
∂2

∂ρ2 + 1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
+ 1

ρ2

∂2

∂ϕ2

)
φ(x, y) = E∗φ(x, y). (6.5)

Applying separation of variables φ(x, y) = R
(
ρ
)
Φ(ϕ) we obtain

ħ2

2m∗
1

R
(
ρ
) (
ρ2 d 2

dρ2 +ρ d

dρ

)
R

(
ρ
)−ρ2E∗ = ħ2

2m∗
1

Φ(ϕ)

d 2

dϕ2Φ(ϕ) =− ħ2

2m∗ m2, (6.6)

where m2 is the separation constant. This leads to

Φ(ϕ) = e i mϕ, m = 0,±1,±2, . . . (6.7)
Eq. 6.6 then becomes

− ħ2

2m∗

(
ρ2 d 2

dρ2 +ρ d

dρ

)
R

(
ρ
)−ρ2E∗R

(
ρ
)+ ħ2

2m∗ m2R
(
ρ
)= 0. (6.8)

This equation can be rewritten as

d 2R
(
ρ
)

dρ2 + 1

ρ

dR
(
ρ
)

dρ
− m2R

(
ρ
)

ρ2 =−2m∗E∗R
(
ρ
)

ħ2 , (6.9)

which has the solutions

R
(
ρ
)= Jm

(
ρ

√
2m∗E∗

ħ2

)
, (6.10)

where Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind. By applying the boundary condition
that the wave function should be zero at the surface of the nanowire, we get

R (a) = 0 ⇒ Jm

(
a

√
2m∗E∗

ħ2

)
= 0, (6.11)

with a = d/2. The energy is then given by

E∗i
m = E − ħ2k2

2m∗ = ħ2

2m∗

(
xi

m

)2

a2 , (6.12)

where xi
m is the i th zero of the Bessel function Jm(x). The density of states (DOS)

then becomes

DOS(E) = ∑
i ,m

1

πħ

√
2m∗

E −E∗i
m

Θ
(
E −E∗i

m

)
, (6.13)

where Θ is the Heaviside step function.
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Chapter 7
Phonon Wave Packet Dynamics

In this chapter, we study the impact of the width of a surface-disordered nanowire
on phonon transport using atomistic phonon wave packet simulations. Phonon wave
packets created as a linear combination of eigenmodes are propagated through a
model two-dimensional nanowire with a disordered surface sandwiched between two
pristine nanowire regions. A part of the wave packet is reflected, while another part
is transmitted, and a third part is trapped within the disordered region. The division
of the energy of the incident wave packet into transmitted, reflected and trapped
parts depends on various parameters like the central frequency of the incident wave
packet, the length of the disordered region, the disorder strength and the diameter
of the nanowire. We find that the transmission decreases as 1/Ld with increas-
ing disorder length Ld in the case of weak disorder, in accordance with diffusive
transport, while it decreases exponentially in the case of strong disorder, indicating
localization.



Phonon Wave Packet Dynamics

7.1 Introduction
One of the important factors that affect the thermal transport in nanowires is the
interaction of phonons with the surface of the nanowire. Various experimental
studies have shown that the presence of surface roughness or disorder in the form
of an amorphous oxide layer can greatly reduce the thermal conductivity [263,344],
sometimes even below the Casimir limit, as shown in the case of Si nanowires [15,16].

Several models have been proposed to understand the exact mechanism gov-
erning the interaction of phonons with the surface of a nanowire and to explain the
observed suppression in thermal conductivity. In the case of a relatively smooth
surface, the model of partial or complete diffuse scattering in combination with the
relaxation time approximation describes the thermal transport well [143, 230, 345].
However, in the case of a very rough surface, the presence of the disorder at the
boundary calls for a more sophisticated treatment of the scattering processes at
the surface. Models that incorporate various effects like the specular-diffuse fre-
quency dependent boundary scattering [144, 208, 227, 346–348], phonon backscat-
tering [349], and multiple scattering events at the surface [345, 350], have been
proposed to explain the impact of a disordered surface on thermal transport in
nanowires.

The suppression of thermal transport in surface-disordered nanowires has also
been attributed to the scattering of propagating phonons from the surface into local-
ized phonon modes in the bulk [351–353], making them ideal candidates to observe
localization of phonons [292]. Anderson localization of phonons has been exper-
imentally observed in ErAs disordered GaAs/AlAs superlattices [354, 355], while
it is predicted numerically to occur in systems like aperiodic superlattices [356],
diamond nanothreads and amorphous graphene [357], graphene phononic crys-
tals [358], graphene-like nanoribbons [359], core/shell nanowires [360, 361], and
in Si nanowires coated with an amorphous oxide layer [362]. However, no experi-
mental work has thus far been able to show the observation of phonon localization
in a disordered nanowire. Phonon transport suppression resulting from Anderson
localization can have applications like improved thermoelectrics [363].

In a strongly disordered medium, destructive interference from multiple coherent
scattering events can lead to the localization of waves. This phenomenon was
first predicted for electrons by Anderson in 1958 [284]. Since then, it has been
observed in light, microwaves and ultrasound [364–367]. Unlike localization of
classical waves, which do not interact with each other, localization of phonons
requires low temperatures such that phase-breaking phonon-phonon interactions
are suppressed [355]. However, at low temperatures the high frequency phonon
modes, which are easily localized due to the scaling of the Rayleigh scattering with
frequency are not strongly populated. This makes the observation of localization
in 3D systems rather difficult. However, in lower dimensions and in the presence
of significant disorder, localization can be observed [368]. In fact, in 1D any small
amount of disorder leads to localization [284]. It was shown that in a 1D disordered
chain, in the absence of anharmonicity, all modes are localized, resulting in a heat
current that decays exponentially with length. A small amount of anharmonicity
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leads to an inverse linear relationship with length, implying diffusive transport [369].
In this chapter, we study the impact of the width of surface-disordered nanowires

on phonon transport using atomistic phonon wave packet simulations. Phonon wave
packets created as a linear combination of eigenmodes are propagated through a
model 2D nanowire with a disordered surface sandwiched between two pristine
nanowire regions. The transmission of the wave packet through the disordered
region is studied in terms of properties like length of the disordered region, disorder
strength, initial central wave vector of the wave packet and, width of the nanowire.

7.2 Methods
The details regarding the creation of the phonon wave packets were given in Section
2.7.

7.2.1 Model system

Length of the nanowire, L

Length of the disordered region, Ld

Length = 0.5 L

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3Diameter, d

Length = 0.25 L

Figure 7.1. Model nanowire used in the simulations. A disordered region (Region 2)
is sandwiched between two pristine regions (Region 1 and 3). The wave packet is created
in Region 1 and is propagated towards Region 2. A part of the wave packet is reflected
into Region 1, a part is transmitted to Region 3, and possibly another part gets trapped
in the disordered Region 2.

The model system we study consists of a 2D nanowire composed of a square
lattice of atoms with a lattice spacing a. In the absence of disorder, the mass
of the atoms is m. The atoms are assumed to have a harmonic nearest-neighbor
interaction potential with a spring constant K . The total length of the system is
L. The disordered region starts at a distance 0.5L as shown in Figure 7.1. The
width of the nanowire is d . We introduce surface disorder by putting the masses
in a lower and upper boundary layer of thickness h = nba (nb is an integer) equal
to mi = ri m, where ri is a random number in the interval [1−R,1+R], with R
indicating the disorder strength. The system is divided into three regions: Region
1, which is the pristine region to the left of the disordered region, Region 2, which
is the disordered region with length Ld, and Region 3, which is the pristine region
to the right of the disordered region.
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An initial wave packet with a central wave vector k0 in one of the phonon
subbands is created in Region 1 at a distance 0.25L and is propagated to the right.
Upon hitting the disordered region (Region 2), a part of the wave packet is reflected
back, a part is transmitted through the disordered region and reaches Region 3, and
possibly another part of the wave packet gets trapped in the disordered Region 2.
As an example, the time snapshots of the propagation of a wave packet formed in
the first subband, with an initial wave vector k0 = 0.25π/a in a nanowire of length
L = 2500a, width d = 4a, and length Ld = 200a of the disordered region, is shown
in Figure 7.2. We have chosen nb = 1 and R = 0.9. Parameters such as the total
simulation time, the initial position of the wave packet, and the total length of
the wire are chosen in such a way that the reflected wave packet leaving Region 1
and the transmitted wave packet leaving Region 3 do not meet each other (we use
periodic boundary conditions).
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Time, t

Figure 7.2. Time snapshots of the wave packet propagation. The initial wave packet is
moving from left to right along the blue dotted lines. The disordered region of length Ld =
200a is indicated with black dashed lines. The vertical axis is the sum of the displacement
amplitudes of the atoms along the width of the nanowire. See the main text for details.

7.2.2 Regimes of transport
The regime of transport can be identified by analysing the transmission as a function
of the length Ld of the disordered region [370]. In the case of diffusive behaviour,
the transmission would follow

T (ω) ∝ 1

1+Ld/l (ω)
, (7.1)

where l (ω) is the phonon mean free path.
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In the localized regime, the transmission decays exponentially with length as

T (ω) ∝ e−Ld/ξ, (7.2)

where ξ is a measure of the phonon localization length.

7.2.3 Parameters

The various parameters in the wave packet simulation are given in the Table 7.1. In

Table 7.1: Parameters in the wave packet simulations.

Parameter Variable symbol Unit

Nanowire length L a

Nanowire width d a

Length of disordered region Ld a

Number of disordered layers nb -
Disorder strength R -

Initial position of the wave packet z0 a

Central initial wave vector k0 (1/a)

Subband λ -
Width of the wave packet in reciprocal space σk -

Total simulation time tend
p

m/K

the simulations we use nb=1, z0 = L/4, λ= 1 (the first subband), σk = 1 and vary
the other parameters. The results are taken from an average over three different
configurations of the disorder with the same disorder strength.

7.2.4 Numerical limitations

The size of the systems that we can study in the simulations is limited by the size
of the dynamical matrix. The dynamical matrix is an N ×N array, where N is the
total number of atoms in the system and has to be stored locally before the diago-
nalization can be performed. The memory required to store the dynamical matrix,
which scales as N 2, limits the size of the system that we can study feasibly. In
our local cluster, we could diagonalize dynamical matrices of size 40,000×40,000
before facing memory limitations. Since we have to calculate all eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, and not just a subset of them, we could not use efficient routines like
ARPACK (ARnoldi PACKage), which takes advantage of the sparsity of the dynam-
ical matrix. Instead, we used the LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage) routines as
implemented in MATLAB.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Effect of the length of the disordered region

First, we study the effect of the length of the disordered region Ld for a nanowire
with width d = 8a. The phonon band structure of a pristine nanowire with width
d = 8a is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3. Phonon bandstructure of pristine nanowire of width d = 8a.

The outermost layer is disordered (nb = 1) with a disorder strength R = 0.5
(we call this disorder strength ’strong’). The wave packet is formed composed of
eigenvector of the first subband (λ=1), with a central wave vector k0 = 0.5π/a.
Figure 7.4a shows the energy of the wave packet, divided into the reflected part (in
Region 1), the trapped part (in Region 2) and the transmitted part (in Region 3) as
a function of Ld. The reflected energy increases with increasing Ld until it saturates
at a certain value, while the amount of energy that is transmitted decreases. The
amount of energy that is trapped in the disordered region increases with Ld.

To identify the regime of transport, we fit the transmission to the exponential
decay for the localized regime and to Eq. 7.1 for the diffusive regime. We use the
R-squared value to determine how good the fit is, with an R-squared value of 1
indicating a perfect fit. For the present strong disorder case, the exponential decay
of the transmission gives the best fit (R-square = 0.99 vs. R-square=0.95 for the
diffusive fit). This indicates that for the case of strong disorder, we are in the
localized regime for the considered values of Ld.
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Figure 7.4. Effect of the length of the disordered region with strong disorder on the
reflected, trapped and transmitted energy. a) Energy of the wave packet distributed
among the different regions of the system as a function of the length of the disordered
region Ld. The wave packet starts in the first subband (λ = 1) with central wave vector
k0. There is one disordered layer, nb = 1, and the disorder strength is R = 0.5. The black
colored symbols represent the energy that is reflected to Region 1, the red symbols show
the amount of energy in the disordered region (Region 2) and the blue symbols represent
the energy that is transmitted to Region 3. b) Energy transmitted to Region 3 as a function
of Ld. The dotted lines are fits to the two different indicated equations.

7.3.2 Effect of disorder strength
To study the effect of the disorder strength, we changed the disorder strength to
R = 0.3 (’moderate’ disorder) and R = 0.1 (’weak’ disorder). The energy of the
wave packet in the three regions of the system at the end of the simulation is
shown in Figures 7.5a and 7.6a for R = 0.3 and R = 0.1, respectively. Comparing
with the case of strong disorder strength (R = 0.5) shown in Figure 7.4a, we find, as
expected, that with decreasing disorder strength, the transmitted energy increases
and the reflected energy decreases. In the case of moderate disorder strength we
still observe for the considered values of Ld an exponential decay, as indicated by
the red dotted line in Figure 7.5b. However, in the case of weak disorder strength,
the transmission of the wave packet has become diffusive. The amount of energy
in the disordered region as a function of Ld has for both disorder strengths not yet
saturated.
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Figure 7.5. Effect of the length of the disordered region with moderate disorder on
the reflected, trapped and transmitted energy. Same as Figure 7.4, but for disorder
strength R = 0.3.
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Figure 7.6. Effect of the length of the disordered region with weak disorder on the
reflected, trapped and transmitted energy. The disorder strength is R = 0.1.

7.3.3 Effect of initial central wave vector
In order to study the effect of the initial central wave vector k0, we perform the
same simulations as in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, but now for a wave packet with an
initial central wave vector k0 = 0.6π/a. In Figure 7.7 we compare the propagation of
the wave packet in nanowires with different disorder strengths for the two cases k0 =
0.5π/a and k0 = 0.6π/a. The disordered region, which has a length of Ld = 500a is
indicated by the dotted lines parallel to the x-z plane. By comparing Figures 7.7a
and b, we can see that the initial central wave vector clearly affects the amount of
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energy that is reflected and transmitted.
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Figure 7.7. Effect of the initial central wave vector on the wave packet propagation.
The last snapshots of the wave packet with an initial wave vector a) k0 = 0.5π/a and b)
k0 = 0.6π/a for systems with strong (blue, R = 0.5), moderate (red, R = 0.3) and weak
(yellow, R = 0.1) disorder.

For both cases of k0 we find that a significant amount of energy is trapped in
the disordered region for strong and moderate disorder strength. For weak disorder
strength, the wave packet leaves the disordered region after a sufficiently long simu-
lation time. To further corroborate this point, we studied the energy evolution within
the disordered region for the three different disorder strengths and for a system with
no disorder. Such an analysis was performed to demonstrate randomness-induced
phonon localization in graphene phononic crystals [358]. As shown in Figure 7.8a,
for a wave packet with k0 = 0.5π/a in a nanowire without disorder, the whole wave
packet enters and exits the region where the disorder would otherwise be. The en-
ergy within the region decays to zero in a time span of t = 800

p
m/K . For the case

of weak disorder, the energy in the disordered region increases as the wave packet
enters and then decays to zero after a sufficiently long time. The magnitude of the
energy is lower and decreases while the wave packet travels through the disordered
region due to the reflection of some parts of the wave packet. The time taken for
the wave packet to exit the disordered region is longer compared to the case with
no disorder. We attribute this to intraband back and forth scattering within the
disordered region and interband scattering into higher-lying phonon subband with
lower group velocity. For the case of moderate and strong disorder, the amount of
energy that enters the disordered region is further reduced and the energy does not
decay to zero within a reasonable simulation time. This trapping effect of the wave
packet in the disordered region is another indication of localization.

In the case of a wave packet with k0 = 0.6π/a, we see a similar behaviour as in
the case of k0 = 0.5π/a. Since the group velocity is lower, the wave packet stays
longer in the region were the disorder would be. The time it takes for the energy to
decay to zero in a nanowire with weak disorder is much shorter (see Figure 7.8b).
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Figure 7.8. Energy in the disordered region for different disorder strengths as a
function of time in a nanowire of width d = 8a. Energy in the disordered region as a
function of time for a nanowire with no disorder (solid black line), and for nanowires with
strong (blue dashed line), moderate (red dashed line) and weak disorder (yellow dashed
line).

Furthermore, slightly higher amounts of energy are trapped in the disordered region
in nanowires with moderate and strong disorder.

7.3.4 Effect of the width of the nanowire
We study the effect of the width of the nanowire on the transmission of the wave
packet through the disordered system by changing the width from d = 8a to d = 4a.
This allows us to study longer wires with length L = 10,000a. The phonon band
structure of a pristine nanowire of width d = 4a is shown in Figure 7.9.

In Figure 7.10, the propagation of a wave packet in the first subband with
k0 = 0.5π/a in a nanowire with d = 4a is shown for the three different disorder
strengths: ’strong’ (R = 0.5), ’moderate’ (R = 0.3) and ’weak’ (R = 0.1). The length
of the disordered region is Ld = 500a. Comparing with the nanowire with d = 8a
shown in Figure 7.7a, it is clear that as the width of the wire is reduced, the amount
of transmission decreases. For the case of strong disorder, the transmission is almost
zero. For the other disorder strengths there is a finite transmission.
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Figure 7.9. Phonon bandstructure of pristine nanowire of width d = 4a.
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Figure 7.10. Snapshots of wave packet propagation in a nanowire with d = 4a.

To identify the regime of transport, we fit the transmission as a function of
length of the disordered region Ld to an exponential decay and to Eq. 7.1, as
explained previously. Figure 7.11 shows the transmission as a function of Ld for the
three different disorder strengths and the fits to an exponential decay (dashed lines)
and to Eq. 7.1(dotted lines). For the case of strong disorder, the decay is clearly
exponential, suggesting localization, while for weak disorder the transport is clearly
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diffusive. For moderate disorder, the fit to diffusive transport is good for low Ld,
up to about Ld = 100a, while beyond about Ld = 400a the exponential fit is better.

k0 = 0.5π/a

Figure 7.11. Effect of disorder strength on transmission in a nanowire with d = 4a.
The transmission of the wave packet as a function of the length Ld of the disordered
region in a nanowire with strong (blue, R = 0.5), moderate (red, R = 0.3) and weak (yellow,
R = 0.1) disorder. The dash-dotted lines are a fit to the diffusive Eq. 7.1 and the dashed
lines are a fit to an exponential decay.

In Figures 7.12a and b we show the energy evolution within the disordered region
in a nanowire of width d = 4a of wave packets with k0 = 0.5π/a and k0 = 0.6π/a,
respectively. There are notable differences with respect to the case d = 8a (see
Figure 7.8). For k0 = 0.5π/a, trapping appears to occur for all three disorder
strengths, although this is hard to see for strong disorder, because most of the
phonons are then reflected. For k0 = 0.6π/a, trapping only appears to occur for
moderate and strong disorder, but not for weak disorder. The likely explanation
is that for k0 = 0.5π/a there is coupling to strongly localizing low-group velocity
phonons at the bottom of the second subband, while for k0 = 0.6π/a the coupling
is with higher-group velocity and thus less localizing phonons (see Figure 7.9). f

7.3.5 Possible explanation for nanowire length-independent ther-
mal conductance

We have seen that in the case of a nanowire with width d = 8a, the amount of
energy that is trapped in the disordered region plateaus as a function of the length
Ld of the disordered region, leading to a reflection that is not equal to 1, even for
large Ld. We see this behaviour for both strong and moderate disorder strength,
as shown in Figures 7.4a and 7.5a, respectively. We see a similar behaviour in the
nanowire with width d = 4a as shown by the trapped and reflected energy in Figure
7.13.
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Figure 7.12. Energy in the disordered region for different disorder strengths as a
function of time in a nanowire of width d = 4a. Energy in the disordered region as a
function of time for a nanowire with no disorder (solid black line), and for nanowires with
strong (blue dashed line), moderate (red dashed line) and weak disorder (yellow dashed
line).

In our present analysis, we have assumed the interatomic potential to be har-
monic. However, in a real nanowire there will be anharmonic effects. These will
lead to scattering of the trapped phonons to phonons that couple to the left and
right contacts of the nanowire. Eventually, the trapped phonons will thus leave
the nanowire. It is expected that the numbers of trapped phonons that leave the
nanowire to the right and to the left will be equal. For a sufficiently long wire, for
which the ’direct’ transmission is almost zero, the number of phonons that reach
the other contact will then be independent of the length of the wire, leading to a
thermal conductance that is independent of the wire length. This is an alternative
explanation of the nanowire length-independent thermal conductance discussed in
Chapter 5.

7.4 Summary, conclusion and outlook
The propagation of a phonon wave packet through a region of a model 2D nanowire
with surface disorder studied in this chapter depends on a number of parameters.
We studied the effect of the length of the disordered region, the disorder strength
and the width of the nanowire on the amount of energy that is reflected, trans-
mitted and trapped in the disordered region. For weak disorder, we find that the
transmission follows diffusive behaviour. For systems with moderate and strong
disorder, the transmission decays exponentially with increasing length of disorder,
indicating localization. Trapping of phonons in the disordered region and scattering
of these phonons by anharmonic effects to phonons coupling to the contacts of the
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Figure 7.13. Effect of the length of the disordered region on the reflected and
trapped energy for d = 4a. The amount of energy that is reflected (a) and trapped in the
disordered region (b) for a nanowire of width d = 4a with strong (blue, R = 0.5), moderate
(red, R = 0.3) and weak (yellow, R = 0.1) disorder.

nanowire could be an alternative explanation to the nanowire length-independent
thermal conductance discussed in Chapter 5. To get a better understanding of the
values of the localization length in the nanowires , further studies are required, e.g.
using atomistic Green’s function (AGF) methods for phonon transport. The AGF
approach can be used to calculate the phonon transmission function by accounting
for the scattering at the amorphous oxide layer [371, 372]. From the transmission
function, we can then calculate the localization lengths of the phonons as a function
of their frequency [373].
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Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook

In the last few decades, manipulating and controlling thermal transport at the
nanoscale has garnered wide interest. This is mainly motivated by the need for
understanding and improving the efficiency of systems and devices for various tech-
nological applications like thermal management of microelectronics, thermoelectric
energy conversion, thermal energy storage and thermal rectification. Probing ther-
mal transport in nanoscale materials like semiconductor nanowires has revealed
novel transport behavior like room-temperature ballistic transport of phonons. For
a better understanding of the origin of novel thermal transport phenomena in nano-
materials, new models and theories are required and this dissertation is a step in
that direction.

As a first step, we calculated the thermal conductivity of bulk wurtzite (WZ)
gallium phosphide (GaP) by solving the linearized phonon Boltzmann transport
equation (BTE) using phonon properties obtained from first principles. By con-
sidering only three-phonon scattering processes, we obtained a room-temperature
thermal conductivity of 115.6 W/m K, which matches closely with the theoretical
values reported in the literature [193,257]. The phonon mean free paths in bulk WZ
GaP were found to span at least five order of magnitudes. Decomposing the phonon
contribution to the thermal conductivity showed that 50% comes from phonons with
mean free paths up to 0.8 µm while 90% contribution comes from phonons with
mean free paths less than 3.5 µm. We found that the dominant contribution comes
from low-frequency long mean free path acoustic phonons. The contribution from
optical phonons is only 20% at room temperature, increasing with temperature. We
expect the contribution to be even lower when including the four-phonon scattering
processes, as shown in the literature for BAs and AlSb [258].

Four-phonon scattering processes becomes important in two cases [374]: 1) in
materials with strong anharmonicity and for all materials at high temperatures, when
large atomic displacements result in a large range of the potential energy surface
being explored, and 2) in materials with weak anharmonicity where the three-phonon
scattering rates are low such that four-phonon scattering becomes dominant. For
example, BAs belongs to the latter case. Due to a large acoustic-optical (a-o)
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band gap in BAs (∼ 8 THz), most of the scattering channels are forbidden when
considering only three phonons. More scattering channels open up when scattering
events involving four phonons are considered, especially at higher temperatures.
This significantly reduces the thermal conductivity compared to that predicted when
only three-phonons scattering processes are considered. Even though the a-o band
gap in bulk WZ GaP (∼ 3 THz) is not as large that in BAs, it would be interesting
to study the effect of four-phonon scattering events on the thermal conductivity of
bulk WZ GaP, particularly at higher temperatures.

The thermal conductivity of nanowires can be calculated from first principles
or using empirical potentials. The first principles based method discussed above
is limited by computational memory requirements and can only be used for bulk
systems (where translational symmetry can be used) and extremely thin nanowires
(a couple of nanometers in diameter). For thick wires (with diameters of the order
of 100 nm), the phonon subbands can be approximated by taking the bulk dispersion
relation and appropriate boundary conditions at the surface of the nanowire, thereby
simplifying one part of the calculation [257,375]. However, the same approximation
cannot be used for scattering rates, since they depend on the distance to the surface
of the nanowire [257]. An iterative solution assuming diffusive boundary scattering
has been proposed to overcome this problem [192,222].

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using a suitable empirical potential can
also be used to calculate the thermal conductivity of nanowires. One approach is to
calculate the harmonic and cubic force constants from MD simulations and using
it to calculate the phonon frequencies and scattering rates, which then become the
input to the phonon BTE equation. Another approach is to use equilibrium MD
simulations to calculate the heat current autocorrelation function (HCACF) and
obtain the thermal conductivity using the Green-Kubo (GK) relations. We used
the latter method to study the diameter dependence of the thermal conductivity
of GaP nanowires with diameters in the range d = 1.15 to 15.75 nm. We found a
nonmonotonic dependence of the room temperature thermal conductivity κ, where
κ first decreases with decreasing d and then increases to a value much larger than
the bulk thermal conductivity. Such a behaviour was previously reported in Si
nanowires [265–267]. We attributed the increase in κ with decreasing d to an in-
creased effect of hydrodynamic phonon transport in the thinner wires. In the thinner
wires, we found that the three-phonon scattering rates for momentum-destroying
Umklapp processes decrease, while the rates for momentum-conserving normal pro-
cesses increase, resulting in hydrodynamic behaviour of the phonons. As compared
to Si nanowires, the scattering rates and the velocities of the torsional mode in
the GaP NWs are significantly lower, owing to the different crystal structures. For
GaP nanowires with the natural abundances of the two Ga isotopes, inclusion of
isotope scattering reduces κ relatively stronger for thinner wires, but the increase
in κ with decreasing d is still present. The minimum in κ occurs at d ≈ 8 nm in
GaP nanowires, as compared to d = 2-3 nm in Si nanowires [267]. This makes
experimental observation of this minimum easier. It would be of interest to study
the effect of the crystal structure and/or the material on the nonmonotonic depen-
dence. It would also be interesting to investigate the effect of temperature, either
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on the strength of the nonmonotonic behavior of κ on diameter or on the diameter
at which the minimum in κ occurs. Effects of the surface disorder, either by surface
roughness or an amorphous oxide layer, could also be studied.

The MD simulations that we performed are limited by the number of atoms
in the system, limiting our studies to nanowires with diameters up to 15.75 nm.
However, the experimentally grown GaP nanowires are much thicker (d=25-50 nm
and thicker). It is not feasible to model phonon transport in such wires using MD
and phenomenological models should be used, dependent on the heat flow regime.

In the diffusive heat flow regime, a temperature difference across a material
leads to a linear temperature profile and a thermal conductance that decreases
inversely proportional to the system length. This diffusive behaviour is described
using Fourier’s law. Deviations from this classical diffusive behaviour were observed
in ultrathin GaP nanowires with a diameter of 25 nm [228]. In these wires, heat flow
was observed in the absence of a temperature gradient within the wire and the heat
conductance was found to be independent of wire length. These observations are
strong indications of ballistic heat flow. Ballistic transport of phonons persists up to
wire lengths of at least 15 µm. A remarkably sudden transition to diffusive heat flow
was observed when the diameter is doubled. The thermal conductance was found
to be surprisingly insensitive to temperature above 50 K, showing that boundary
scattering dominates other scattering mechanisms. The experimental results were
interpreted using a model based on Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport.
This model was used before to describe heat flow in thin silicon nanowires and
in holey silicon. It considers boundary scattering and neglects all other scattering
mechanisms. Due to the presence of a thin amorphous oxide layer on the surface,
the strength of the boundary scattering is determined by the phonon wave vector
perpendicular to the axis of the nanowire. Phonons with a small perpendicular
wave vector scatter weakly and have a frequency dependent mean free path l (ω),
while the other phonons scatter strongly, having a mean free path of the order
of the diameter of the wire d . The model results agree well with heat transport
measurements on 25 and 50 nm diameter wires, correctly predicting the magnitude
of the thermal conductance and its length dependence. We explained the diffusive
to ballistic transition by the localization of phonons in the 25 nm wire that reflect
diffusively from the amorphous oxide layer, accompanied by a strong increase in the
mean free paths of phonons that reflect mostly specularly. Our work demonstrates
the possibility of increased heat extraction in nanostructures and opens new avenues
for phonon-based devices like phonon transistors and phonon wave guides, and for
novel cooling solutions for computer chips.

Among the group III-V materials, InSb is predicted to have the highest ther-
moelectric efficiency Z T [78]. We studied the thermoelectric properties of InSb
nanowires with diameters in the range of 50 - 70 nm. A Z T value of 1.5 was
obtained for a 60 nm diameter wire by optimizing the carrier concentration by
a gate electrode. Unlike the GaP nanowires discussed earlier, the heat transport
in all the wires of different diameters is diffusive. We modeled the transport in
these wires using Landuaer’s formalism, with the number of phonon modes in the
nanowires obtained from the phonon band structure of zincblende InSb, calcu-
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lated using density-functional theory (DFT) and phonon subband formation in the
nanowire. The calculated dependences of the thermal conductivity on temperature
and length agree reasonably well with the experimental data. The results showed
that phonon transport in these wires is dominated by boundary scattering at the
nanowire surface. The electronic transport in these wires is dominated by the first
few subbands, as pointed out by quantum transport measurements. One of the
bottlenecks for a higher Z T value is the poor electrical conductivity of these wires.
Higher Z T values can be reached by increasing the electron mobility, either by passi-
vating the surface of the wire and/or by using thinner wires. These prospects make
InSb nanowires promising candidates as elements for more efficient thermoelectric
generators operating at relatively low temperatures [334].

In both the GaP and InSb nanowires that we studied, boundary scattering of
phonons at the surface seems to be the dominant process. Disorder at the surface
of the nanowire, in the form of surface roughness or an amorphous oxide layer (like
in the GaP and InSb nanowires) can suppress the thermal transport considerably
[15, 16, 263, 344]. However, in the GaP nanowires that we studied, the presence
of the amorphous oxide layer wires was thought to be one of the factors that
contributes to ballistic transport of phonons in the thin d = 25 nm wires. For
long wires, the thermal conductivity in d = 25 nm wires was found to be actually
higher than that in d = 50 nm wires. We attributed this to the localization of high-
frequency short-wavelength phonons that reflect diffusively from the surface of the
thin d = 25 nm wires. We did not observe such an effect in the InSb nanowires,
which also have an amorphous oxide layer on the surface with a thickness comparable
to that in the GaP nanowires. Therefore, the effect of the surface disorder seems
to be dependent on the material system and the width of the nanowire.

To investigate the effect of the surface disorder on localization of phonons in
nanowires, we studied the impact of the width of surface-disordered 2D model
nanowires on phonon transport using atomistic phonon wave-packet simulations.
We created phonon wave-packets with a well-defined frequency and width and let
these propagate through a nanowire with a disordered surface in between two pristine
nanowire regions. We studied the effect of the length of the disordered region, the
disorder strength and the width of the wire on the amount of energy that is reflected,
transmitted, and trapped in the disordered region. For weakly disordered wires, we
found that the transmission follows diffusive behaviour. However, for systems with
moderate and strong disorder, the transmission decays exponentially with increasing
length of disorder, indicating localization. The effect of the phonon subband from
which the wave packet is created and the effect of the number of disordered layers
needs to be further investigated. The localization lengths in the wires that we
studied and for the parameters that we used need to be quantified. For this we
could, for example, use atomistic Green’s function methods [230, 354, 372, 373].
This will help us in finding the parameter space where localization occurs.
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Summary

Modeling Novel Thermal Transport Phenomena in Semiconductor Nanowires

Transport of heat, i.e. thermal energy, plays an important role in our daily lives.
Ranging from regulating the temperature of our body to cooling our electronic
devices, the importance of heat transport is not often valued as we go about with
our lives. But efficient management of heat is crucial in designing devices like
internal combustion engines, electronics, space crafts, solar collectors, gas turbines,
and radiators. In some applications, excess heat has to be removed and in others,
it has to be added. The challenge for engineers and scientists is to design systems
in such a way that the usage or dissipation of heat is optimized.

In the last three decades, with the advancements in synthesis, characteriza-
tion, and processing of materials, experimentalists have been able to fabricate a
variety of structures with dimensions and features in the nanoscale regime. This in-
cludes quantum dots (0D), nanotubes and nanowires (1D), graphene nanoribbons
and thin films (2D), and nanostructured bulk materials (3D). The phenomenon
of heat transport in these materials, broadly termed nanoscale thermal transport,
has garnered interest in the last few years. The rapid advancements in micro and
nanoscale fabrication techniques have led to novel characterization techniques and
devices for studying thermal transport in materials with dimensions in the nanometer
regime. This has resulted in numerous observations of novel transport phenomena
like quantization of thermal conduction, hydrodynamic heat transport, and ballis-
tic heat transport, to name a few. For a better understanding of the origin of
novel thermal transport phenomena in nanomaterials, new models and theories are
required. This dissertation is a step in that direction.

After a general introduction in Chapter 1 and an introduction of the used theo-
retical and computational methods in Chapter 2, we study in Chapter 3 the thermal
conductivity of bulk wurtzite (WZ) gallium phosphide, GaP, with the phonon Boltz-
mann transport equation (BTE) using force-constants obtained from first principles.
The thermal conductivity that we obtain by considering only three-phonon scatter-
ing processes matches closely with the values reported in the literature. The phonon
mean free paths in bulk WZ GaP span at least five orders of magnitudes. We find
that the dominant contribution to heat transport comes from low-frequency long
mean free path acoustic phonons. Optical phonons contribute only 20% to the
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total thermal conductivity at room temperature, a contribution that increases with
increasing temperature.

In Chapter 4, we study the diameter dependence of the thermal conductivity of
WZ GaP nanowires with a thickness of a few nanometers, using molecular dynamics.
The thermal conductivity of nanowires is expected to decrease with decreasing
diameter, due to the increase in boundary scattering. This effect is modeled using
Matthiessen’s rule, by putting the mean free path of phonons equal to the diameter
of the nanowire. However, we find a non-monotonic diameter dependence of the
thermal conductivity in very thin WZ GaP nanowires with diameters in the range
of 1.15 to 15.75 nm. Specifically, a decrease in the thermal conductivity with
decreasing diameter is followed by an increase to a value exceeding that in the bulk.
We attribute this increase in thermal conductivity with decreasing diameter to the
increasing importance of hydrodynamic transport effects, where the phonon-phonon
scattering rates of the momentum-conserving normal processes increase, while those
of the momentum-destroying Umklapp processes decrease.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the modeling of ballistic phonon transport in ultrathin
GaP nanowires with diameters of a few tens of nanometers. In the diffusive heat
flow regime, a temperature difference across a material leads to a linear tempera-
ture profile and a thermal conductance that decreases inversely proportional to the
system length. This diffusive behavior is described using Fourier’s law. We observe
a deviation from this classical diffusive behavior in ultrathin GaP nanowires with
a diameter of 25 nm. In these wires, heat flow is observed in the absence of a
temperature gradient within the wire and the heat conductance is independent of
wire length. These observations are proof of ballistic heat flow, persisting up to wire
lengths of at least 15 µm. A remarkably sudden transition to diffusive heat flow is
observed when the diameter is doubled. We also observe that the thermal conduc-
tance is surprisingly insensitive to temperature above 50 K, showing that boundary
scattering dominates other scattering mechanisms. We interpret the experimental
results using a model based on Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport. We
calculate the number of phonon modes in the nanowires from the phonon band-
structure of bulk WZ GaP and phonon subband formation in the nanowire. We find
that the model results agree well with heat transport measurements on both the 25
and 50 nm diameter wires, correctly predicting the magnitude of the thermal con-
ductance and its length dependence. We explain the diffusive to ballistic transition
by the localization of phonons in the 25 nm wire that reflect diffusively from the
amorphous oxide layer, accompanied by a strong increase in the mean free paths of
phonons that reflect mostly specularly.

In Chapter 6, we study the thermoelectric properties of indium antimonide,
InSb, nanowires with diameters in the range of 50 - 70 nm. InSb is predicted to
have the highest thermoelectric efficiency ZT among group III-V materials. A ZT
value of 1.5 for a 60 nm diameter wire at 350 K is obtained upon optimizing the
carrier concentration using a gate electrode. The heat transport in all the wires
of different diameters is diffusive and is modeled using Landauer’s formalism. The
calculated dependence of the thermal conductivity on temperature and length agrees
reasonably well with the experimental data. We find that the electronic transport in
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these wires is dominated by the first few electron subbands, as shown by quantum
transport measurements. We find that one of the bottlenecks for a higher ZT value
is the poor electrical conductivity of these wires. We propose that higher ZT values
can be obtained by increasing the electron mobility, either by passivating the surface
of the wires and/or by using thinner wires.

In both the GaP and InSb nanowires that we studied, boundary scattering of
phonons at the nanowire surface appears to dominate the heat transport. The
presence of disorder at the surface of the nanowire, either in the form of surface
roughness or in the form of an amorphous oxide layer, can suppress the thermal
transport considerably. In the case of the GaP nanowires that we discussed in
Chapter 5, the presence of an amorphous oxide layer is thought to result in the
localization of high-frequency short-wavelength phonons in the 25 nm diameter but
not in the 50 nm diameter wires. To investigate the effect of surface disorder on
thermal transport in nanowires, we study in Chapter 7 the impact of the width of
surface-disordered 2D model nanowires on phonon transport using atomistic phonon
wave-packet simulations. We create phonon wave packets from a linear combination
of normal modes, obtained by the diagonalization of the dynamical matrix of the
nanowire. We propagate this wave packet through a region of the nanowire with
surface disorder, sandwiched between two pristine regions. We study the effect
of the length of the disordered region, the disorder strength, and the width of
the nanowire on the amount of energy that is reflected and transmitted through
the disordered region. We find that the transmission follows diffusive behavior
in the case of weak surface disorder. However, in systems with moderate and
strong disorder, the transmission decays exponentially with increasing length of the
disordered region, indicating localization. We also find that an amount of energy is
trapped in the disordered region in nanowires with strong and moderate disorder.
In a real nanowire, due to anharmonic effects, the trapped phonons will scatter
with phonons that couple with the left and right contacts. Eventually, the trapped
energy would leave the disordered region in equal amounts to the left and right
contacts. In the case of a very long wire for which the direct transmission is zero,
the number of phonons that reach both the contacts would then be independent of
the length of the wire. This could be an alternative explanation for the nanowire
length-independent thermal conductance discussed in Chapter 5.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we discuss the main results presented in this thesis and
provide an outlook.
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